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DANKS' Artistic

Mantelpieces
Two large showrooms replete

with well constructed artistic man-
tels to choose from. Well finished

mantelpieces to suit all kinds of

rooms and every class of dwelling.

Whether for bungalow, cottage, villa

or mansion, we have just the right

designs at the appropriate prices to

give you thorough satisfaction.

New designs are constantly arriv-

ing. There's no place for old stuff

in this busy department.

Send for our new catalogue of

mantelpieces, grates and tiles. We
handle these goods in large quan-
tities, and can meet you with good
quality and fair prices.

rrr

OTHER DEPARTMENTS

Builders* Hardware.

Cutlery and Leather Goods.

Domestic Hardware.

Engineers* Brasswork.

Irrigation Supplies.

Motor Accessories.

Plumbers* Brasswork.

Sanitary Ware.

Silvcrplate Ware. Tools.

391-403 Bourke Street, Melbourne

324-330 Pitt Street, Sydney
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OijclQiie
Thoroughly Reliable Gates and Fences

The man who has no experience of

gates and fences, is only repeating the

opinion of the man who has. when he

says, "Cyclone' Yes, they're good gates
and fences!" ^ .,, ^^
This represents our goodwill, the result

of years of effort to supply users of

gates and fences with the best—the best

in quality of material, thoroughness of

workmanship, care in finish, beauty and

variety in style, and in suitability for
their intended purpose.

Cyclone Ga-tes and Fences are strong,
enduring, good to look upon, and they
do their work.

In our Catalogue No. 50, we illustrate
more styles of gates and fences than any
like catalogue in any part of the world.
&et it.

GET OUR LATEST CATALOGUE

CYCLONE
PTY. LTD.

459-461 Swanston Street, Melbourne

123-125 AVaymouth Street, Adelaide

Fig. 120—Cyclone "X Gate. 4 ft. high. Fig. 121—4 ft, high.

A glance shows how strong these gates are in themselves, and tiie special hinges and
catches make them thoroughly secure. The 5 horizontal wires make them sheep-proof.

Fig. 71—Cyclone Chain Netting Fence, with oonorete posts and base, and iron rail at top.
Can be used with v ood posts, rail and plinth. A wonderfully strong fence in any case.
We show other fences in our catalogue.

COUPON
(Cut this out and pott to-day)

Cyclone Proprietary Ltd., 459-461 Swanston Street, Melbourne*

Please send me a copy of the Cyclone Book No. 30, post free.

Name ,

Addre*»s ,

S.578.

South Australian reailers address to 123-12o Waymouth Street, Adelaide.
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The NEW EDISON
The only instrument in the world

that actually re-creates music

The NEW EDISON is the culmination of Mr. Edison's research
work in chemistry and acoustics, embodying a new art, and is

a REAL musical instrument. Great artists have sung and
played in direct comparison with its Re-creation of their work,
and famous musical critics have definitely stated that they
were unable to distinguish between the original rendering and
Mr. Edison's Re-creation of it.

Miss Christine Miller, the famous contralto, remarked: "I think

the Tone Test is the mosit daring proof of an artist's faith in

Music's Re-rcreation. It would be fatal for a big artist to say
there is no difference between her voice and Mr. Edison's

Re-creation of it, unless it was a fact that could be proved.
The music critics would condemn me unmercifully. But I

have to confess there is no difference between my voice and
its Re-creation.

Learn more about this delightful instrument. Write to-day for

descriptive printed matter, post free.

THOMAS A. EDISON LTD. (Wholesale only), 364-372 Kent Street, Sydney.

Tbank yon for mentioning Stead's Review when writing to adrertiflers.
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PELMAN SCHOOL
CAN YOU SAY "YES" TO THESE

QUESTIONS?
1. Have you great Organising Power?
2. Have you Directive Power?
3. Have you the Power of Ideation?
4. Do people come to you for Valuable

Ideas ?

5. Are you a good reasoner?
6. Do you remain calm and unflurrled

amidst crowding worries?
7. Can you master difficult sul^.lects easily?
8. Do you dominate your surroundings?
9. Have you a Strong Will?

10. Do you think logically?
11. Are you a good and persuasive talker?
12. Can you sell goods?
13. Can you coiivMice ppople who are doubt-

ful, or evil hostile?
14. Do you decide (inickly and rightly?
15. Are you in demand as a speaker or

orator?
16. Can you rapidly master difficult facts?
17. Can you solve knotty problems quickly?
18. Do you remember everything important

you read ?

19. Can you remember details as well as
main principlee?

20. Is your memory perfec^i?
21. Can you concentrate your brain on one

thing for a long time?
22. Can you remember long series of facts,

figures, and dates?
23. Are you a good linguist?
24. Have you a head for statistics?
25. Have you a good memory for faces?
26. Can you work hard without suffering

from brain fag?
27. Do you take everything in at a glance?
28. Are you earning a larger income than

last year?
29. Are you successful?

If you can say
" Yes "

to all the above
you are indeed fortunate. If you cannot,
write for our booklet. "Mind and Memory
Training." It tells you how you can soon
be able to answer most,, if not all. of the
questions in the affirmative.

THE PELMAN SYSTEM OF MIND
AND MEMORY TRAINING

offered to you is the same in every par-
ticular as that which H.R.H. THE
PRINCE OF WALES has studied, and
which is so higrhly recommended by many!
emine,nt men. Some of these men are:—

I

TKe late Lord Kitchener.
the late Lord Roberts.
Mr. Asquith.
Mr. Lloyd George. i

Mr. T. P. O'Connor, M.P.
Rev. Frederick G. Spurr.
Sir W. Robertson Nicoll, M.A.
Rev. Ellis C. Roberts.
Prof. Gordon Tanner.
Mr. A. W. Gamage.

There are many other names equally
impressive, but what interests the aver-

age Australian and New Zealand reader
is the personal opinion of Australian and
New Zealand pupils. In our prospectus
are given letters signed by people living
in Australia, some of whom you may
know, and to all of whom you can write.
These pupils are drawn from all classes.

Doctors. Travellers.

Lawyers. Civil Servants.
Clerks. School Teach2rs.
Accountants. Service Men.
Soldiers. Working Men.
Clergymen. Farmers.
Salesmen. Graziers.

Managers. Engineers.

If you are a worker anxious to get on,
write at once to the Pelman School, 23
Gloucester House, Market Street and
Flinders Lane, Melbourne.

of Mind and Memory
Taught by Post.

The Pelman System is

taught by post in 12 inter-
esting lessons. It takes
from 8 to 10 weeks to com-
plete the course. Benefits
begin with the first lesson,
and the interest and atten-
tion are maintained
throughout. Write now to
the Secretary, Pelman
School. ?3 niouc-ester House.
Melbourne.

. Cut this out and Post To-day.

"To the Secretary, >

PELMAN SCHOOL OF MIND AND MEMORY,
23 Gloucester House, 396 Flinders Lane,

Meilbourne.
P'eaae send your free book, "-Mind and Memory

Training."

Name

Address .

53
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PALMER
Cord Tyres

Are RELIABLE on account of their particular con-

struction, and their reliability under severe conditions

is such that the BRITISH WAR OFFICE (all ser-

vices) is using" them almost exclusively.

If you are dissatisfied with the tyres you are now
usingr, fit the tyre that satisfies the requirements of

the British authorities—

Cord tyres
PALMER CORDS are excellent value by reason of

the mileage they give and the petrol they save.

They represent a money-saving" investment that no

motonist can afford to ignore.

Send for Booklet No. 5,
"
Palmers, Petrol and

Power," post free. It gives proof that Palmer Cords

ARE in reality the tyres of outstanding merit.

21-23 Elizabeth Street, Melbourne

(Opposite Craig's).
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120 Words a Minute
in 72 Hours

That such a speed is possible in so brief

a tim3 may well seem incredible to short-

hand writers of the old school. Yet stu-

dents of BRADSHAW'S 26:6: 26 SYS-

TEM readily achieve the seemingly im-

possible.

AREOEiNT
letter from Miaa

Ver.i. John*. c/o Mra.

Wright. Henry Street.

Northcote. is typical of many
which are received by Brad-
shaw's Business College. We
quote:—

*' As you know, I hid pre-

viously studied a well-known

system of shorthand, but fin-

ally abandoned it finding pro-

gress too tedious and slow.

Later on. however, I found thu-t

to be a successful typiate. Short-

hand was essential, and called
on you with the object of ar-

ranging a course. You advised
that I should try the BRAr>-
StlAW system, and I agreed -

to be candid, with many mis-

givings—to give it a trial for

one montli. At the end of the
first lesson I was convinced of
Its merits, and at the end of

the
"
trial." I was writing 100

words a minute. I completed
my oours? a fortnight later, halv-

ing occupied 6 weeks in reach-

ing a speed of 120 words a
minute.

" In answer to your query con-

cerning the amount of time
spent in studying. I spent about
two hours daily. Of course, if

I had worked harder, I could
have completed it sooner than I

did.

"1 found the BRADSHAVV system
so simple that I believe a mere
child would have no difficulty
whiteAcr in mastering it in a
very short time, even by corre-

spondence.
"

^

r %

J ^

BRADSHAW'S
26 : 6 : 26
SHORTHAND

INCREDIBLE
though it seems,

this wonderful system is

complete in 5 easy lessons.

Learning by post in lae r own
homes, students all over Aus-
tralia deAeop speeds of 100 to
155 words per minute in a few
weeks.
Don't say,

"
It can't he done."

We ha.ve lots of evidence to

prove that it CAN be done—is

being done by your competitors.
Names and addresses of lead-

ing business men who have en-
dorsed Bradshaw's 26 : 6 : 26
Sh )rthand will be supplied to

responsible ei quirers. Letters
from enthus'as'ic students who
have completed the course, and
surprised themselves by their
own {;<chie^ement8, can be seen
at the College offices. If you
cannot call copies will be sent
post fr^e on request. Ask for
any evidence you would con-
sider sufficient to prove our
claims, and we will s ihmit it.

LEARN BY POST IN

YOUR OWN HOME
FIR&T LESSON FREE to all

mentioning
"
Stead's Review,"

and enclosing 3 penny stamps
to cover postage. Ask a' so for

Pa.mphlet
" U29." It's interest-

ing!

.J

J 1
BKBDSHMS
BUSINESS COLLEGE

PTY. LTD.

BRADSHAW'S CHAMBERS

238 FLINDERS STREET

MELBOURNE, VICTORIA

The College that Educates for Business
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Doctor Returns His Fee

The. late Dr. S. T. WRIGHT, of St. Thomas.
Ontario, was fcv sucoe&sful in the cure of acute
and chronic rtieumatism, sciatica and lum-
bago that it was his invariable rule to return
his fees in full if six bottles of WRIGHT'S
RHEUMATIC REMEDY failed to cure even
the worst ca^es. After receiving the refund,
many were subsequently cured by continuing
the remedy.
The proprietors of W.R.R. in Australia (who

have been Dr. Wright's agents for nearly 2'

years) continue to issue a signed guarantee
with six bottles, no matter how severe or
apparently hopeless the case appears. In or-
dinary cases two or three bottles generally
effect a cure. The price of a bottle sufficient
for one month's treatment is 5/6. Your
client ist or storekeeper will get it for you, and
if six bottles are bought right out. they will
give you a legally-binding guara-ntee to re-
fund your money in full if not cured. A re-
fund will not cost the chemist or storekeeper
one penny, as we indemnify him in full.

If you have difficulty in getting this remedv,
mention this magazine, and remit us 5/6 for
one bottle; or if your f^n-se is very severe, re-
mit us 33/-. and we will post you six bottles
with our signed guarantee. We are well known
to the proprietors of this magazine, and they I
know our guarantee is as good ns a bank-
guarantee. If a«y trouble in obtaining, send
name of your chemist or storekeeper, and also
your remittance to

Wright's Rheumatic Remedy Pty. Ltd.

435 Collins Street, Melbourne.

Hymns that have Helped
Beingr a Collection ai Hymns which

have been found most useful to the chil-

dren of men.

Edited by W. T. STEAD.

Price 1/- Post Free.

Mr. Stead was always a great lover
of hymns. He knew a large number by
heart, and he found them a constant
source of comfort and assistance through-
out his whole life. Having been so
much helped by hymns himself, he con-
ceived the idea, in 1895, of ascertaining
from a great rnany notable men and
women just which hymns had helped
them most in their lives. His enquiries
met with a remarkable response, of in-

tense human interest. He made a carf^-

ful summary of all the replies received,
and compiled them in the above book.

Send orders (enclosing i/-) to

The Manager, stead's Review,
182 Collins Street,

Melbourne.

Though Pot and Pan,
le leaking quite.

It mended can
Be by Fluxite.

FLUXITE
18 used in making shells and other munitions
because it effects a great saving in time,
thus increasing the output of labour and
plant. BOTH Amateurs and Mechanics the
world over WILL have Fluxite. It

SIMPLIFIES SOLDERING
Repair your pots and pa»ns and other metal

articles.

Of Ironmongers and fe'torea in small
and large tins.

Aato-Controller Co., 272 Vienna Road,
Bermondsey, England.

SUBSCRIPTION FORM
To Stead's I^eview,

Melbourne.

Please send me for a year

(26 numbers) STEAD'S REVIEW,
beginning with the next number,

for which I enclose herewith Postal

Note 1 3s. Commonwealth. (Money
Order 13s. 6d. New Zealand.)

(Money Order 15s. elsewhere.)

Name

Full Address

Note.—STEAD'S REVIEW appears every

fortnight.
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Begiim

And Make Money !

Poultry-keeping properly conducted is one of the most fascinating, healthful,

profitable, and useful occupations. There is no branch of Agriculture and scarcely

any Industry to-day which offers greater opportunities than the Poultry Industry.
No Industry is growing faster than this one.

Thousands of people in all parts of Australia are making from £100 to £500 a

year in their spare time by Poultry-keeping, while those who have entered into it as

a business make from £1000 to £3000 a year in numbers of cases, and this is quite

possible if the business is conducted scientifically.

Scientific Poultry Farming can be learnt and started by anyone—both men
and women. The business can be commenced on the smallest scale involving a

very small outlay, and there is no limit to what you can make out of it.

You Can Begin in Your Own Back Yard

You do not require a large block of land for Poultry Farming. The modern
intensive system of Poultry Culture makes it possible for you to rear a very large
number of birds successfully and with profit on a very limited space.

FREE ILLUSTRATED
BOOKLET!

** Money in Poultry" is the
title of our Illustrated Booklet
which gives you an interesting

insight into the Poultry Business,
and which every person interested in Making Money out of Poultry should possess.
Send just your name and address—now—for your copy, enclosing 3d. in stamps to

cover cost of postage, and we will send it to you at once, also our interesting
Literature on Poultry Farming.

The Southern School of Poultry Culture,
42 Exchange Corner,

Pitt and Bridge Streets Sydney, N.S.W.

ThiaBk yon for mentioning Stead's Beriew wlien writing to advertisers.
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Vlyella/' for its

great healthwalue,

has been awarded
the Certificate of

the London Institute

of Hygiene

\

Viyella
a fabric of the

highest quality
It is in all respects excellent ; warm, though light in

weight ; refined, yet remarkably durable ; does not felt

or thicken in the wash, and is positively unshrinkable.

Sold by all leading drapers and stores. If not obtainable in your vicinity, the

name of the nearest retailer handling it sent on request to I. and R. MORLEY,
56 Market Street, Sydney ; 250 Flinders Lane, Melbourne ; or 40 Willis Street,

Wellington. N.Z.

Thank you for mentioning Stead's Eievietv when writing to advertiserB.
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STOP FORGETTING!
Memory is the Basis of all Knowledge

the Key to Success

The secret of business and social suc-
cess is the ability to remember— viz.. how
mauy fail because they forget! I can
make your mind a perfectly classified in-

dex, from which you can instantly get
Tacts, figures, names, fa^es, thoughts,
which I teach you how to store. The in-

struction books are convenient to carry,
and are specially designed for soldiers in
camp, train, or on board ship.

The Linnean Memory System
is taught by post. Fill in coupon, and get
full particulars, with detailed proofs of suc-
cess.

DON'T FORGET! DO IT NOW!
Rev. W. H. Beck, Nelson. N.Z. :

"' Your sys-
tem is easy, simple, complete, and relahle.
The ease and rapidity with which dates,
names, incidents. et<',.. can be memorised is

as'Lonishing, and these, when wanted, come
to me with the utmost certainty."

Mr. R. Pearce. Student. Tefowri. S-A.: "It
makes all branches of study very easy and
p! a«ant. The almanac for any year can be
learnt in two minutes. I can learn history.
geography, foreign languages ledger folios.
et<'.. in one-twentieth of the usual time by the
ai^piication of your system."
' Mr. JAS. Ure. TeToher. Prahran. Victoria,
writes: "Your system for exajninatjons makes
a petfect certainty of remembering anvthiiiM;
required."

TO a. BEOWN, 211 Swaastou Street, Melbourii«
Please send me your U'KEiii Book "

Memory
Training."

Name
Address

After Death
Containing

FURTIIER LETTERS FROM JULIA

This book has been as li.eht from be-

yond the .q-rave to many bereaved per-

.sons, briiig-ing- hope and consolation to

those who would othrrwise have con-
tinued to dwell in the sh:ido\v of th<^

ffreat darkness of the vallev of death.

This Edition cont^ilns a new Prefr.ce

Written by thg Lata

W. T. STEAD.

Strongly bound in Cloth.

Post 5 - Free.

Send orders (enclosingr S/-) to

The Manager, Stead's Review,
182 Collins Street,

Melbourne.

STEAD'QWar Atlas
^

15
Specially Drawn Maps

OF THE EUROPEAN

BATTLE FRONTS
Strongly Bound in Green Cove*.

Price 2/1 P«»* f'««

ORDER FORM.
To STEAD'S. Clyde Houae, Collin* Street,

Melbourne.

Please send me "
Stead's War Atlas,"

post free, for which I enolo&e Z». Id.

Nai

Address.
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WAR SAVINGS CERTIFICATES
A DEPOSIT OF

17 6
£4 7
£8 15

£43 15
£87 10

£875 O

For War Purposes only.

vifill purchase a Certificate for
6 ,1 If

O „ „
O „ „
O „ I.

O „ „
Payable 3 years -from date o-F purchase.

Certificates are transferable by delivery being payable to bearer, are exempt
from the Wealth Levy, free from Commonwealth and State Stamp Duty.

Interest free of Commonwealth and State Income Tax.

£1
£5
£10
£50
£100
£1000

Every Man
Every Woman
Every Cfiiid

Can help Win the War by participating in the War
Saving Certificates. Every Certificate purchased

helps to bring victory closer.

Application forms and all information at all Banks, State Savings Banks
and Money Order Post Offices.

Saveand benefit yourself. Buy Certificates and benefit your country.
OoimoinrBAiiTH Bahk or AubtkaiiIA. Wh Mareh, 1917

EAT AND GROW THIN
By VANCE THOMPSON.

Satisfying menus that will take off weight without

starving you. Tells what you can eat, not what you
can't. Thousands are following these rules. Safe,
Practical, Effective.

4s. 4d. Post Free. From All Booksellers.

T. C. Lothian Proprietary Limited,
Publishers' Representatives,

100 Flinders Street, Melbourne. 228 Pitt Street, Sydney.

Conscription in New Zealand

3d.

With Introduction by Henry Stead

3^d. Post Free from STEAD'S REVIEW,
Clyde House, Melbourne

HILDYARD PATENT STEEL-
WHEELED WAGONS.

Uwd aM OT«r AuatraUa. Wool Wagons, Farm Wanma.
Onkard WacoM. Sprfaig Wafpos. TyrM aay width.

Whaali aar heftiL Pron^it ddiravy'

Sead tr Cmiml^gue tO'4my,

HILDYARD WAGON WORKS,
KBNSINOTON, MBLBOURNB*

RUPTURE
ARE YOU A SUFFERER FROM THIS COMPLAINT ?

If so, what are you wearing for it? Is it one of those old-fashioned and cumbersome steel spring trusses,
which are a constant source of torture to the wearer? There is no need for you to wear this kind of con-
trivance any longer.

You, no doubt, have long been wishing to obtain an appliance that would be not only comfortable to wear, but om
which would abo hold your rupture under all conditions. If you will write us, we will be pleased to send you
particulars of Our PATENT AUTOMATIC AIR CUSHION RUPTURE APPLIANCE.

Never mind if you have tried everything else. This appliance is SOMETHING ENTIRELY NEW. It is, in fact,
the very best apparatus for rupture which has yet been invented. It does away altogether with those cumbersome
steel springs. There are none of those galling leather understraps. Our pad or Air Cushion is made of soft,

pliable rubber, which exerts a gentle, yet firm and uniform pressure, always on the correct spot. To show what WE
think of this Patent Rupture Appliarice,

WE GIVE A FREE TRIAL
with every appliance sent out. If it should not prove satisfactory, you are not asked to keep it. The price
is within the reach of all, and the appliance is suitable for Men, Women and Children.

We guarantee perfect ease, comfort, and safety from the first day's use. Write for Illustrated Catalogue, posted (rss

anywhere. We make all kinds of Surgical Goods.

> WINSLOW COMPANY, Mercantile Buildings, 349a Collins Street, Melbourne, Victoria.
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A new KODAK
in a new size

The 2c Autographic Kodak Junior

is bound to become extremely popr-

ular. It has the very qualities that;

compel wide approval.

It takes elongated pictures
—2| x 4| inches—which,

when used horizontally, are better for landscapes, and

when used vertically, gives a high, narrow picture,

just perfect for portraits, and the long picture makes

possible a thin, easily-pocketed camera. Price, 558.

Ask for descriptive, illustrated booklet.

Of all Kodak dealers, and

KODAK (Australasia) LTD.
Incorporating Baker & Route Propy. Ltd.

The Block." 284 CoIIid* St., Melboane. 379 Geerr*
St.. Sydney. .\n<l at Bri.kane. Valley. Adelaide, Hobart,
Toowoomba. Townsvilie. K ockhamplon. Broken Hill;

Wellington (N.Z.). Auckland (N.Z.), Dunedm (N.Z.).

If Medals Were Given
FOR PEN SERVICE

the "Swan" would get all that are going for Distinguished Conduct
and Long Service. Every "Swan" writes the instant it touches paper,
and will go on writing with perfect consistency of touch for a lifetime.

%WAH]KsmPEN
Holds more ink for its size than any otKer, and wastes none in blot, scratch,

leak, or splutter. Choose a "Swan," and it will suit you and serve you better

than any other pen you are now using.

SOLD EVERYWHERE BY STATIONERS AND IMPORTERS.

SAFETY PATTERN. STANDARD PATTERN.
With Screw-OD Cap. From 15/- upwards. With Slip-on Cap. From 12/6 upwards.

Illustrated Catalogtie post free on request.
•

; ;

MABIE, TODD & CO. Ltd., 79 and 80 High Holborn, Lbhdon, Eng.

Manchester. Paris. Zurich. Toronto, &c. SYDNEY (Wholesale only) : 255a George Street. London Factory :

319-329 Weston Street, S.E. Associate House: Mabie, Todd & Co., Inc., New York and Chicago.
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ACCOUNTANTS !

Book-keepers! Clerks I

And all Office Men!

Do not remain unqualified.

The Accountants' Examinations provide

every ambitious man with the opportunity to

prove his w^orth. Determine to qualify and

Win Your Degree
Our magnificent method of personal and

individual Coaching enables you to qualify in

the shortest time possible without "cramming."

Fees moderate and inclusive. One fee only

until successful.

Send for a copy of that inspiring book—

"Accountancy & Promotion"

Free on Receipt of

Name and Address

Hemingway & Robertson
Specialists in Accountancy

COLLINS HOUSE, COLLINS STREET, MELBOURNE
S.R. 3>.
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WINTER MOTORING
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When the future looked the right shade of rose to Jim Armstrong
—his thoughts flew back in a quick glow of thankfulness to the momentous decision

that had marked the Turning Point of his Career—his determination to DESERVE
Success by TRAINING for it.

Time was, when even a handshake from the Boss seemed a remote

possibility. Armstrong feels the grip of that first handclasp now ! It was given

shortly after he commenced TRAINING for SUCCESS; while to-day Well!

the Boss has rapped home one or two pretty hard hints lately that his own Job

wants a younger man ; and he looked right at Jim when he said it.

Now, APPRECIATION FOR ABILITY is th^

one thing that will humanise a Boss and interest him

in an employe. You w^ould find it so in your case; and

Armstrong's story should stimulate YOUR Success

Decision.

Write TO-DA Y for our FREE Illustrated Hand-

book, "CHOOSING A CAREER." Get full particu-

lars. Learn how YOU may succeed. Make your

enquiry direct—and AT ONCE— it will not obligate

you in the least degree.

STon^s
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(Address Nearest Office)
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Electricnl Engineering
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Steam Engineering

Wireless Telegraphy

Gas and Oil Engines

Suction Gas Plants

Irrigation Engineering

Sanitary Engineering

Mining Engineering

Chemistry, Metallurgy

Mechanical Drawing

Bookkeeping

Shorthand, Typewriting

Accountancy

Commercial Law

Story Writing

Mathematics

Languages

Drawing, Illustrating

Architecture

Architectural Drawing

Building CoQstructioD &

Estimating

Agriculture

Fruit Growiat, «k.

We Successfully Prepare for ALL
Public Eixaminations

ijosTmLaswHflTYOOwiiiHTttHfwiM

INFORMRTiOHFREE!
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KAISER MEETS VON HINDENBURG.
Beside him is the Kaiserin. and behind are Prince Henry of Pruaaia and his wife.
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a.

THE MACHINE GUN SECTION OF THE BEIXJIAN ARMY ON THE DUNES NEAR THE
NORTH SEA.

I

THE ALTylED FRONT IN THE DUNE COUNTRY.

The extreme northern end of the Allied line runs across the dunes of Flanders to the North Sea.

It has been necessary to build the parapets of sand bags as shown.
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.Tune 2. 1917.

What is Happening in Russia?

Newii from Russia alternates from

optimistic to pessimistic daily
— almost

hourly. To-day we are assured that the

army is getting ready for a great offensive,

to-morrow we will he told that not a single

soldier will move against the foe. Word

comes of internal troubles, of chaotic con-

ditions, lack of food, lack of war material,

peace demonstrations, and so on and so

forth. Then rejx>rts assert that the new

Government has the situation well in hand,

that it is determined to hght on till Ger-

many is crushed, tliat Kerensky has put

new life into the army, and that the Baltic

fleet is ready to plunge into the fray. The

bewildering nature of the news from Russia

makes it almost impossible to form any true

idea of tlie actual position. In judging the

situation we have indeed to rely less on the

reports which appear in the newspapers than

on common sense, though it is admittedly

difficult to exercise that faculty in war time

when desire for certain results overweighs
balanced judgment. But there are a few

fundamental facts which everyone can

understand, and these play a great part in

the right reading of the Petrograd reports.

It has been asserted that there is now no

censorship in Russia of Russian news, but

that statement was obviously untrue, for a

careful examination of the reports indi-

cate that those cabled from Petrograd itself

are for the most part optimistic, whilst the

pessimistic accounts of the state of affairs

in Russia almost always come in corresj)on-

dents' messages which have presumably
reached the outside world via a neutrai

country. Whatever Government happens
to be in power obviously exercises super

vision over all the reports which are

despatched from the country over the wires

or through the post. We must always bear

that in mind then when reading Petrograd
cables and official communiques. These

may safely be assumed to put the situation

in the most favourable possible light, can

therefore to some extent be discounted.

Then we have reports via Switzerland and

via Holland. These we must expect to be

tinged with enemy bias, as news to these

neutrals must perforce travel via the Central

Empires. It is quite possible, though, that

information via Sweden and Norway may
reach Holland direct. Finally, we have

the messages from correspondents. These

probably give the most accurate picture of

the actual state of affairs, but here we ha\e

to remember that owing to the manner in

which thev must be sent thev tell of e\-ent3
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which have occurred some time ago. These

points should all be recalled when reading
the daily information concerning Russia

which the papers give us.

What Are We Fighting For?

With regard to the general situation we
must bear in mind that the awakening of

a huge nation is a matter which takes time.

It is not possible to shuffle rulers at Petro-

grad as they are constantly being shuffled

in France and in England. The purpose
of the French and British nation remains

constant, it is merely a detail which par-
ticular group of men carry it out. The

war, so far as France and Great Britain

are concerned, is a nation's war, but that it

has never been in Russia. The mass of the

people are uneducated, but a small propor-
tion of them can read or write. Their

rulers told them that they had to fight Ger-

many, and they fought, but with little

realisation of what they were fighting for.

Ingrained in them, however, is the con-

viction that the Little Father, the Great

White Tsar, must be obeyed, and can do
no wrong. Therefore, 'because the Tsar

commanded they obeyed, unthinking, care-

less indeed of the objects which caused their

ruler and his advisers to range their armies

against the German rather than against the

Briton or the Frank. But as' more and ever

more sons of the soil were called up and

vanished from the villages beyond whose

boundaries they had rarely ventured, as

wounded men began to trickle back to their

homes, some realisation of the magnitude
of the struggle must have slowly penetrated
the mind of the inarticulate, illiterate mass

which peoples the mighty spaces of great
Russia. The men who came back- brought
with them new ideas, had undoubtedly lent

an ear to the dreams of the Socialists, which

had beeru whispered from man to man

throughout the whole of the giant armies of

the Tsar. What are we fighting for ? Why
must OUT young men be taken from us and

die on the battlefield? Gropingly these

awakening peasants ask, and for long can

get no answer save that fight they must to

defend the Little Father.

The Wagging of the Tail.

We can trace in imagination the manner
in which the almost inarticulate desire to

know manifested itself throughout the land,

how like leaven the propaganda of the

Socialist reformers began to leaven the

whole mass. But though a scarcely heard

murmur began to rise all over the land, it

yet amounted to nothing, was not loud

enough to trouble- those in authority

greatly, menaced as they were in other

ways. Then, suddenly came the coup
(V etat^ the Tsar disappeared, the old bure-

aucracy was swept away, and another sec-

tion of Russia's rulers took the place of the

century-old regime. Those now in power
were the moderates, opposed alike to the

reactionaries and the revolutionists. To-
climb to office, though, they had been

obliged to obtain the assistance of the ex-

tremists. Speedily the new leaders found

that, though they had easily banished the

Tsar, they could not take his place. As
the Little Father he had been able to com-
mand the support of his myriads of sub-

jects. Unquestioningly they responded to
his call, and marched away to meet the

enemy. He was invested with a sort of
divine authority which his successors coulj
never hope to wear. The question

—Why
are we fighting?

—became louder. The ex-

tremist tail began to wag vigorously. No
longer could blind obedience be looked for ;

explanations had to be made. All the time
the rumbling murmur from the moujiks and
the workers grew louder and louder, until,

finally, encouraged by this unrest, the ex-

tremists in turn seized control of affairs.

But the new leaders can hardly be regarded
as the masters of the mighty forces which
the cou-p d'etat stirred into life. They
have not even been thrown up from the

heaving masses, for the present revolutioa

in Russia differs mainly from that of 1790
in France, in that it has been brought about,
not by the people themselves, but by Radi-
cals and Socialists, having as yet little real

backing in the country, little control over

the masses of the people.

From the Top Down.

The French peasants, ground down by a

cruel aristocracy, groaning under ghastly

abuses, could bear no more, and erupted

against their taskmasters. Their throwing
off of century-old fetters was the beginning
of a mighty revolutionary movement which

produced its own leaders as time went on.

The Russian position is very different. The
peasant, thanks to Alexander II., is in far

better case than was the Frenchman of over

a century ago. True, ideas of liberal rule

have woke in him since the Duma came into

existence, and a desire to own the land he

works already beats in his breast, but, on
the whole, compared to the French peasant
of the eighteenth century, his lot lies in
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pleasant places, aiid the steady extension of

Zemstvo rule has further improved his con-

dition. There was, in his mind, no des-

perate hate of the aristocratic landlord. To
Icill the owner of the acres he tilled and

utterly destroy his home and his people as

reparation for countless unnameable wrongs
did not consume his soul. This being so,

the inspiring factor of the French revolu-

tion was altogether missing in that which

is at this moment paralysing the Russian

.armies at the front. Instead of starting
from the bottom, it began from the top,
.and is slowly working down. Grasp that

difference, and you can better understand

the situation in Russia to-day. At first,

Miliukoff and Rodzianko and their friends,

having taken the places of the Tsar and
his councillors, were able to carry on af-

fairs, much as the former Government had

-done, but they had the people far less

behind them than Nicholas II. had, thanks

to his Royal blood, and the moment they
tried to force their will on those over whom
they ruled their lack of real authority be-

came apparent. In an endeavour to get
control they agreed to the creation of a

compromise Government, half moderates,
half extremists, and all the world now looks

to the latter to keep Russia true to her

Allies.

The Monster Stirs.

But wkat belief can we have that Keren-

sky and his intimates really represent the

moving masses any more than did Miliukoff

and his friends? The people, slowly

stirred, but slowly realise their strength, but

as day follows day we may be sure that

this knowledge is coming more and more
CO them. And, with it all, comes ever more
insistent the question from millions of lips

—
What are we shedding our blood for? To
the first answer given, we fight for an out-

let to the sea, for Constantinople, long the

•dream bf Emperors and people ; they re-

turned the rude answer, We do not want

Stamboul, we will have none of Armenia,
we do not intend to cut up Persia—what
are we fighting for? Hearkening to the

muffled, scarcely articulate, voice of the

stirring monster, Miliukoff, much protest-

ing, abandoned his dreams of an outlet to

the warm seas, gave up all idea of conquer-

ing Armenia or Persia. His words, though,
showed that he still hankered after these

things, and his resignation was demanded—
and given. After him comes Kerensky,
who, in reply to the insistent question, as-

sured the people that unless they rallied to

the help of the Allies and thus made the

crushing of Germany possible, the Kaiser
would defeat France and England in the

west, and, having disposed of these formid
able foes, w^ould turn east again, and would

trample Russia and her millions under foot.

We want no territory, he said
;
we give up

all idea of Constantinople, but must secure
our future safety by smashing Germany
whilst we have the chance. We fight in-

deed for our very existence as a nation.

These burning words of his have apparently
carried conviction to the soldiers in the

army—at least so we are assured by the

reports sent out by the Government of which

Kerensky is now the practical head. Will

they also satisfactorily answer the urgent
question

—What are we fighting for? Will

they sufl^ice to quiet the mothers and fathers
whose sons are away a* the front? Will

they carry conviction that the objects for
which Russia continues fighting are worth

sacrificing thousands of lives for ? As
the weeks pass the people are gain-
ing more and more influence in the

government of the country. If they can be
convinced that, if they quit fighting their

liberties are endangered, and their coiintry
will be overrun, well and good, but, if they
refuse to believe in any real danger of
German conquest, they would surely con-
sider a continuation of the struggle, would
entail unnecessary misery and death, and
would refuse to send any more of their

sons against enemy machine guns and bayo-
nets.

A Quiet Awakening?

The movement which began in the coup
d'etat has gone on in definite stages, each

demonstrating the growing power of the still

almost dumb people. The Tsar gives place
to Miliukoff. Miliukoff has to make way
for Kerensky, Kerensky will in turn be fol-

low^ed by some other leader, until finally
the people's choice will find himself thrust

into power. It is conceivable that Ker-

ensky may himself be that leader, but it is

at least highly doubtful, and if he is not,
he is bound to go the way of Miliukoff.

Unfortunately, however, it is unlikelv that
the process of awaking the people will go
on quietly. We are assured that the bureau-
crats and the nobles have entirely ceased
from troubling and need no longer be
reckoned as disturbing factors. It would
be indeed amazing if this were il^ally so,
for men suddenly and violently dispossessed
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of power are hardly likely to make no bid

for it again. They wait until moderates

and extremists are at loggerheads and then

hope to come into their own again. Having
thus briefly sketched the situation as it ap-

pears to me, I w^ould touch on the effect

such a state of affairs is likely to have on

Europe.

Keep Russian Frontiers Closed.

In our last number I showed that the

great danger for the Allies of R'issia

making a separate peace with Germany lay
not so much in the fact that this would
release a great body of enemy troops for

use otherw^here, but because the throwing

open of the Russian frontiers would raise

our blockade, would snap the second string

on which we count for victory. It is well

to again emphasise this fact, because there

is, even yet, a g^eral assumption that the

outgoing of Russia would be well com-

pensated for by the incoming of America,
and that the active co-operation of our

cousins across the water w^ould make up for

the collapse of our Ally in Europe. The
strong hope with which w^e started this year
that 19 1 7 would see the final defeat of Ger-

many was based on the assumption that the

starvation of the Central peoples would

materially assist our troops in making head-

way against the enemy in the west; would,
that is to say, provoke internal troubles of

which our commanders in the field would
know how to take full advantage. If Russia
so far withdrew from active participation ,

in the war as to permit supplies of grain
and meat to cross her borders, obviously
that dream w^ould be shattered, and, great
as the advantages of American participation

may be, they cannot serve to bring about

starvation in Germany once the Russian
lines are opened. Therefore to hope for a

military decision this year if Russia draws
out is obviously absurd. Fortunately, how-

ever, though there is what the peasant
deputy, M. Bulakoff. describes as a

"
sepa-

rate truce," there is as yet no separate

peace. For the time being at any rate

Russia, though doing nothing in the field,

will continue to maintain a passive block-

ade, will prevent any supplies from reach-

ing the Central Powers. If that blockade
is persisted in, then we still have a chance
of breaking German resistance by a com-
bination of starvation and military strength.
I can see no hope of the Russians resuming
active hostilities, unless Germany, finally

despairing of getting supplies bv peaceful

arrangement, should attempt to obtain them

by force. If a great attack were launched

against the Russians that would certainly
convince the jieople that they were in dan-

ger, but it is difficult to see how else this

can be done. Thev would undoubtedly start

into furious action if there were a great
German offensive, but hardly otherwise.

The best w-e can hope for is that the fron-

tiers are not opened, that Russian grain does
not find its way to enemy granaries.

The Want of Wheat i^ay Bring Peace.

If Germany does in very truth stand in

desperate need of the wheat stored in Rus-
sia

; if, indeed, her people are hungrily

demanding meat, then we may be perfectly
certain that her rulers w-ill be prepared to

offer Russia almost anything she wants.

As those now in control of Muscovite desti-

nies have finally abandoned the demand for

Constantinople, have declared their deter-

mined opposition to any conquests what-

ever, irtsist merely on the s:!atus •]uo ante
helium plus some Polish concessions, there

is obviouslv every possibilitv of an agree-
ment being arrived at betw^een the two Gov-
ernments. If such agreement is not come
to it can only be because the Russian
leaders are convinced that Germany must be

crushed if Russia is to remain free, or be-

cause the German nation is not on the brink

of starvation and her leaders still refuse

to give up the Baltic provinces or waive
their claim to set a Teutonic monarch on
the Polish throne. In fact, failure to ar-

range terms could almost be said to point
to the existence in the Central Empires of

sufficient food to feed the people for a long
time to come. A desperate Germany would
leave no stone unturned to conclude a sepa-
rate peace with Russia. If this is not done,
then the loyalty of the Russian people to

an alliance about which they knew nothing,
and in the making of which they had no
hand at all, must be wonderful or else

Germany is not yet in such dire straits as

we have been led to imagine.

Kerensky's Progress.

The actual happenings of the last two
weeks in Russia can be quickly given. Ker-

ensky is the man of the hour. He is the

leader of the extremists, and has thus far

managed to keep his followers in hand.

Since he has become Minister of War he
has shown a great determination to have
Russia keep the Tsar's promises to the

Allies, and is working hard to induce the

soldiers and the workers to realise that the

salvation of Russia lies in sticking to tihe
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Entente and smashing Germany. In this

effort he is being backed up by his six Soci-

alist colleagues in the Government. He is

at the present moment visiting the fighting
fronts—or rather former fighting fronts—
and haranguing the soldiers, impressing on
them the imperative need of reverting to

discipline, and beginning right speedily a

great offensive against the Germans and
Austrians. According to reports from

Petrograd, his speeches have been arousing
tremendous enthusiasm, and wherever he

goes he convinces the soldiers of the need
of consolidating their ranks and sti iking
at the foe. He has issued disciplinary re-

gulations which indicate how radical must
have been the revulsion from former custom
in the great armies of our Ally. These new
regulat ons abolish the compulsory salute,

permit soldiers to discard their uniforms

excepting when upon actual service, and

give them freedom to quit their barracks
whenever they wish when off dutv, provid-

ing they inform their superior officers that

they are going out. No punishments must
in future be inflicted which offend the sense
of honour and dignity. The same regula-
tions are being put in force in the navy.

.All accounts agree that discipline had al-

most vanished in the army. General

Alexieff, on May 23rd, declared that "the
Russian army was stricken with a fatal

illness," and the reports of the peasant

delegates who visited the front are all to

the effect that it is imperative that disci-

pline be restored. Apparently in the gene-
ral upheaval the distilling of vodka was re-

sumed and flourishes unchecked, for, on

May 29th, M. Kerensky issued an order

prohibiting the use of alcohol in the army.
''

Unless the soldiers abstain," he said.
"

Russia will go down in a pool of alcoho]

to the accompaniment of incendiarism and

outrpfS.'*

tfopeless to Expect Order Out of Chaos.

The apparently well-informed correspon-
dent of The Morning Post asserts that, al-

though there are from 10,000,000 to

12,000,000 Russians with the colours, only
a very small percentage of these are on the

battle-fronts. Bodies of soldiers, he says,
are running amok in the interior, and he

tells of the seizure of Volf?a steamers by
these man and of the holding ud of the

town of Taritsin for a ransom of ;£i 50,000.
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Other corresporfdents say that the bread

problem is still unsolved, and that the con-

gestion on the railways is worse than ever.

It is not at all improbable that the maraud-

ing bands of soldiers have been driven to

that method of getting food. It is, of

course, hopeless to expect order to come

out of chaos by mere talking, and appa-

rently the revolutionary leaders are trying

to organise the countrv with their mouths

instead of with their brains. Altogether the

situation within Russia appears to be bad.

bad enough, indeed, to justify The Morn-

ing Post correspondent in asserting:
" Un-

less a miracle happens Russia is out of the

war."

No Annexation.

Not thfe least significant thing, is the

announcement by M. Terestchenko, Minister

of Foreign Affairs, who has insisted that

there must be a revision of the war aims of

the Allies, he having pointed out to the Al-

lied Ambassadors that the Russian woiking

classes, while not desiring a separate peace

carmot support the present war programme
as set forth by the Allies. This attitude

of the Foreign Minister and his Govern-

ment is evidently supported by the powerful
Council of Soldiers' and Workers' Dele-

gates for the organ of that body, declared

during the last days of May, that
" Russia

will not sacrifice a single soldier to help
the western Allies to repair

'

Historic In-

justices,'
" and asserted that the watchword

'' No annexation
" must not me misinter-

preted. Annexation it defines as meaning
the forcible seizure of territory in the pos-

session of another State on the day of the

declaration of war.
" No annexation means

that not a drop of the people's blood will

be shed for such seizure." This demand
for a revision of war aims by the Russian

Provisional Government has obviously been

taken seriously to heart by the Allies. I

have touched on the tremendous importance
to Germany of maFmg a separate peace with

Russia. It is equally, perhaps more, im-

portant for the Allies to keep Russia within

the Entente, get her to play an active part

against Germany. Germany, to lure Russia

away from us, will offer all manner of

tempting bribes. We, on the other hand,
will be eager to meet her in any way so

that she will continue to keep her frontiers

closed, will up and attack the enemy.
Therefore, when M. Terestchenko told the

Allied Governments that a revision of peace
terms would be necessary if Russian sup-

port were to be given, such revision would

immediately receive grave consideration.

The President Declares Himself.

We see the result in the definite declara-

tion of President Wilson. England and
France and Italv could not well themselves
withdraw from the position they took up
when they replied to the German Peace

note; but, after America has set down her

war airhs the other Allies could swing into

line behind the President and officially
endorse them as overriding; those they had

previously announced. If this be nideed
the result of the Russian demand, i< is

highly important to note wherein President
Wilson's announcement differs from the
declared war aims of the Allies, and to

consider whether his pronouncement holds
forth hope of a speedy peace being made.
The President's message was described in

• cables from London as follows:—
America's message to Russia was de-

spatched on Sunday, and will be published
at an early date. President Wilson says
that peace must be without annexations and
indemnities, but must include restitutions,
such as that of Alsace-Lorraine to France
and Trieste and Trentino to Italy. America
will also demand reparation in Belg-ium.

The Beginning of Peace?

The President whilst approving of the

restoration of Alsace-Lorraine to France,
the handing over to Italy of Trieste and
the Trentino, and the indemnifying of Bel-

gium, does not follow the Allies in tl)x?ir

annexation ideas. He does not propose the

dismemberment of Turkey or the division

of Austria. If the proposals he makes are

indeed as telegraphed, and if Russia's con-

tinued participation in the war depends
on their adoption by the Allies, then obvi-

ously the prospects of an early peace are^
good. Even the most pronounced beat*

Germany-flat advocate must admit that there

are plenty of signs that strong forces are

working for peace in all the fighting coun-

tries. Retrograde Russia has given the

lead, and highly civilised America has fol-

lowed in her footsteps. Will the other

Allies drop their policy of annexation of

colonies, dismemberment of Turkey and in-

demnities, or will they insist upon fighting
for these things still ? Apparently, if the\

do, they cannot expect to have any support
from Russia, and little from America. That

being so, we may assume that, in some way
or other, it will be possible for England
and France to fall in behind Russia and
America, and for the united Allied war
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aims to be announced to the world in the

terms of President Wilson's declaration.

Will Germany in turn abandon all her con-

(juests and agree to hand over Alsace-

Jjorraine t^ Prance, re-build Belgium,
and recompense her and induce Austria

to abandon Trieste and the Trentino

to Italy? It is certainly not improbable
that she will, providing that there is to be

no legislative boycott of German goods after

the war, and that the development of Asia

Minor is left in her hands. Of one thing T

think we may be certain, namely, that if

any sort of agreement is arrived at concern-

ing Alsace-Lorraine and the Balkans, no
insistence on trade boycotts would be al-

lowed to stand in the way of peace.

The Socialists May Bring Peace.

At one time it seemed that the Peace Con-

ference of Socialists summoned by the Rus-

sians at Stockholm would end in fiasco, but

apparently delegates from all the bel-

ligerent countries will attend. This, at any
rate is a beginning, for enemies will meet
round the same conference table, and much

good may indeed come out of it. The
Socialists may pave the way for official

peace pourparlers, for each group will have

to declare their war aims, and such declara-

tion will have to be either accepted or

repudiated by their respective Governments.

The Russians, at any rate, will pretty much

represent their Government, which is con-

trolled by the extremists, and if they and

the German delegates are able to come to

agreement, it would not be at all surprising
if their two countries followed suit. If the

German Socialists make impossible pro-

posals we may t)e quite certain that the

idexis regarding peace terms held by the

enemy leaders would not for a moment be

accepted by the Allied Governments. Of
the British delegates two at anv rate are

opposed to annexations or indemnities,

though they subscribe to the principle of

reparation to Belgium and Serbia. It is

at any rate suggestive that Mr. Roberts,
who is a member of the Government, is to

go with them to Stockholm. We* can at

any rate hope that good will follow the ex-

change of views between the different bel-

ligerent groups.

The Italian Offensive.

For long the Italians have asserted that

they were not only entirely prepared to

fustrate even the most tremendous Austrian

attack, but were indeed in a position to hurl

back the foe when the right time came.

They appear to be making good their asser-

tion in gallant style. During the entire

winter they have been preparing for the

mighty offensive on the Izonso front, which
on May 15th was launched with splendid
success. The object of the present attack
is presumably Trieste, although reports also
mention Laibach as the goal Count Cadorna
has before him. It is a far cry, however,
from Gorz to Laibach, and the road goes
through exceedingly difficult country. We
may, I think, entirely dismiss the Laibach
story from our minds. To understand the

present offensive we have to go back to the

operations of last October and November.
Gorz had been evacuated by the Austrians

early in August, and on the loth of that
month our Allies were in possession of this

important milestone on the way to Trieste.
The Italians hastened after the retreating
enemy, and came on them entrenched in new
positions on the edge of the Carso Plateau,
some ten or twelve miles east of Gorz,
where, after some delay, they were at-

tacked but not dislodged. Meanwhile
Cadorna had thrust at Tolmino, a position
commanding the entrance to the Idria val-

ley, which cuts north of the Carso to Lai-
bach. It was not, however, until early
in October that an offensive on a grand
scale was again attempted against the
Austrian positions. Then great Italian
achievements and terrific Austrian losses
were reported, and apparently the enemy
line was broken on the Carso. So success-
ful was the drive that on October 22nd
it was announced that Italian big guns
were actually shelling Trieste. Further re-

ports stated that the demoralised Austrians
were taking the archives from the city, and
that the civilian population was leaving. In
addition to a frontal attack on the Carso
positions, the Italians drove north and
south. Along the sea coast they appear
to have penetrated to Duino, and further
north to Castagnavizza, violent fighting just
west of this place, in the Jamiano section,
also took plaoe. Many important moun-
tain peaks were taken,' and the fall of
Trieste seemed imminent. But by the end
of November the Italian effort had ex-

pended itself, and winter set in, ending
hostilities for several months.

Making Another Beginning.

In following the present Italian offensive
one or two remarkable things at once strike
one. T>ast October we were told that Italian
shells were falling on Trieste, and that the
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<?nemy had l)t^en driven back far to the east

of Gorz. Yet we are now told of Austrian

shells falling in that place, and nowhere

yet do the Italians appear to be within

range of Trieste. In the reports of the

present fighting mention is constantly made
of places round which the struggle rasped

during the Italian offensive of last October

and November. It would seem, then, that

there has as yet been little actual progress
save in the south, but the Italian armies

have evidently pushed their way further to-

wards Trieste, along the sea shore, and
have reached positions there never before

attained. The Gulf of Trieste, too, is

clearly in the hands of the Allies. This last

'Condition is one of immense importance,
for it demonstrates that the Austrians, who
have for so long dominated the Northern

Adriatic, have had that supremacv wrested
from them by the Allied Fleet. If in very
truth that be sn, the fate of Trieste ought
to be sealed, as our monitors and gunboats,

Iving in the gulf, should be able to open
the way for Italian advance along the sea

shore. Again come reports to the effect

that Trieste is being abandoned, and that

once more the archives are being packed
up and sent inland.

What is Germany's Attitude?

The Austrians are said to be imploring
the Germans for help, and the latter are

reported to have advised their Allies to

abandon the city to the Italians. This the

Austrians refuse to do—just as the French
refused to abandon Verdun. But the aban-

donment of the Adriatic port would have
no more military influence on the struggle
than the abandonment of the French fort-

ress would have had. For political reasons,

however, the Austrians are as anxious to

l)revent the Italians from getting possession
of Trieste as the French were, for similar

reasons, to prevent the Germans occupying
Verdun. If, indeed, this request for help
has been made, and this advice has been

given, it throws an interesting side light
on the position. Is Germany deeply con-

cerned in the Italian-Austrian fighting, or
is she determined to have little to do with
it? It was not until after the Austrian of-
fensive from the Trentino had failed last

year that Italy declared war against Ger-

many, and thus far German troops have

apparently taken no part whatever against
Italy. Does Germany intend to preserve
this indifference towards our Roman Allv,
or does she propose to take an active hand

in the Austrian struggle against her? A
\ery great deal depends upon that. If Aus-
tria is to be left to fight on bv herself, then

we may regard the present position ii; the

Trentino and on the Izonso as s..':isfactory.

If we may believe reports, Austria is

resenting German control, and if that be
indeed so, it is quite conceivable that the

German leaders may view Italian successes

with equanimity, waiting for the time when
a humbled Austria will again approach them
for assistance. For the moment, though, it

appears as if the Italian drive at Trieste
had been definitelv checked.

The Trentino Wedge Again.

On the other hand it mav be that there

is no truth whatever in the tales of dissen-

sions and api^eals for help and the like.

It may be that German control already ex-

ists, in which case we mav certainly look

for a strong offensive from the Trentino

any day. Supposing such an onfall, pre-

pared, obviously the further the Italian

armies get involved in the Carso and Julian
fronts, the better pleased the commanders
in the Trentino will be, for the fewer men
Cadorna could spare to hold the Italian

defences in the Sugana, Arsa and Lagarana
\alleys. It is not necessary for me
to again set down the danger involved
in a great enemy drive from the
Trentino. I have often dealt with that

before, and a mere glance at the map
should suffice to impress it on even th^ most

negligent observer. It can make little real

difference to the military situation whether
the Italians win Trieste or not, but it

might well be a vital matter when terms
of peace come to be discussed. Italv has

always coveted Trieste, Austria's refusal
to give it her being indeed one of the main
reasons why she entered the war—there
were other urgent causes which after the

struggle will 'no doubt be made known.
Had Austria agreed to its transfer Italv

might conceivably not have joined the Al-
lies. If they succeed in taking the place
the Italians will be in a far better position
to urge 'its permanent retention at the Peace
Conference than if they had desperately
tried to win it, and had failed to reach
even the outer fortifications. Although
there is a large majority of Italians in Tri-

este, there can be no doubt that the annexa-
tion of the seaport by Italy would speedily
result in its rapid decline in size and im-

portance. That at any rate is obvious.
Trieste owes its prosperity solely to the
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fact that it is Austria's only window on the

Adriatic. If, owing to Italian possession.

Austria's trade had to be diverted to

Fiume, to Salonika or to Hamburg, clearly
the importance of Trieste would at once dis-

appear, for there is no Italian hinterland

to feed it, and naturally the manufacturers

of Lombardy and other industrial centres of

northern Italy are not going to send their

goods all the way to Trieste to ship them
when they

—unlike Austrian producers
—

have any number of other fine ports avail-

able near at hand.

When Trieste Belongs to Italy.

An Italian Trieste means a declining Tri-

este, and as the Italians there have been
attracted only bv the rapidly increasing
trade of the place, the actual result of the

gratification of Italian aspirations will be
to deprive great numbers of Italian resi-

dents of their means of livelihood. It is a

rather curious situation altogether. Obvi-

ously the proper way out of the difficulty is

to make Trieste an international port owned
neither by Austria nor Italy, but the diffi-

culty in the way is that Austria would

hardly agree to her only outlet not belong-

ing to her. She would rather switch all

her trade to Fiume than send it through
Trieste, which in case of war might be

entirely closed to her. The position is that

the flourishing city of Trieste exists to

handle Austrian goods, and that handling
is for the most part done by Italians, who

naturally desire to have their own govern-
ment over them. If thev have their way
their city would cease to be of importance,
its wharves would be idle, its storehouses

empty, and its citizens would be forced to

leave and seek to make a living elsewhere
under less favourable conditions, for if she
loses Trieste, Austria would hardly permit
Italians to settle in large number either at

Fiume, Pola, or. if she gets that outlet,

Salonika. Meanwhile the Italians are fight-

ing valiantly forward, and their heavy can-
non are pounding Mt. Hermada, one of the

strongest of the remaining bulw^arks of the

city. If they manage to win that and the

British monitors continue in undisputed
possession of the gulf, the fall of Trieste
would seem inevitable.

On the Western Front.

During the last two weeks there has been
a notable lull on the western front. Pre-

sumably we are consolidating our gains
preparatory to making a further advance.
But whilst this operation goes on, time is not

standing still. It is already June, and, in

a few days, midsummer will have been

passed in Europe. The chances of our

reaching a military decision this year are

rapidly dwindling. We have nowhere
broken through the enemy line. We have

smashed their defences, have forced back
the line, but it remains unbroken. The
French, like the British, have been attack-

ing the hinges on which the German armies

swung back in their great retirement, but

neither Haig or Petain have succeeded in

forcing those hinges. There is as yet no^

word of serious assault against the famous

Hindenhurg line between these hinge posi-
tions. St. Quentin remains in enemy hands.

It is June now, and nowhere, save
at Bullecourt, have the Allies managed to

penetrate the new German line, which even

at its greatest distance is not 25 miles be-

hind the old front. Since March, when
our troops were already following hard
after the enemy, the hostile forces have
been largely reinforced, and guns too have
been piling up behind the new front. All

correspondents agree that the line the Ger-

mans now occupy is immensely strong.

Dugouts, built on the fero-concrete prin-

ciple
—which even resist our high explosive

shells— cemented trenches, intricate com
munication tunnels, and the like, giving^

ample proof that this line had been care-

fully prepared, and was entirelv completed
before even the enemy retirement began.
These detailed descriptions of the Hinden-

burg positions as seen by observers at Bulle-

court, where the new front was penetrated^

entirely disprove the former assertion that

the Germans were so hustled in their retire

ment that they had not time to properly pre-

pare their new defences. The French ap-

pear to be driving a wedge into the enemv
line north-east of Rheims, but it has not

got far vet. Still, Petain reports the cap-
ture of many prisoners and the slaughter
of many Germans.

The Submarine Defied.

The welcome decline, noted in our last

number, in the number of submarine vic-

tims, continues. Evidently the U-boat
menace is becoming less and less formid-

able every day. Either the means adopted
to sink these under- water prowlers have
been perfected, or ships crossing the danger
zones are more carefully convoyed than

formerly. The arming of merchant ships
no doubt is largely responsible for the drop
in sinkings, though the number of boats
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attacked is considerably less than formerly.
We are assured that the food supply of

Great Britain is assured, even if the U-
boats claim many more victims, but that

great care will have to be exercised in the

use of the stock now on hand. Lord Devon -

port has resigned the position of Food Con-

troller, and it is thought that a Labour
Minister may take his place. Other changes
are pending, which may possibly send Mr,
Winston Churchill back to office. Though
the British losses are steadily declining the

sinking of neutral ships, practically all of
which are engaged in carrying supplies to

England, continues. This must, of course,
make the tonnage question still more diffi-

cult.

The Poor Neutral.

It is interesting to note, from the Nor-

wegian papers, that Great Britain practic-

ally controls shipping there owing to Nor-

way being unable to get coal save from

England. During the winter months the

export of coal to Norway appears to have
been forbidden, but it was allowed in Feb-

ruary, though under certain conditions. No
Norwegian ship was permitted to leave a

British port with coal until another Nor-

wegian boat of like tonnage had taken its

place. These boats had to take goods from

Norway to England—contrabrand for the

most part
—across the danger zone. If

they arrive in ballast they had to take two

cargoes of coal to France before being al-

lowed to clear with one for Norway. Owing
to lack of coal, theatres and other places
of amusement have had to close, and
-churches even, and schools, had to shut

their doors. In ordinary dwellings, during
the passed winter, which was the coldest in

the memory of the oldest inhabitant, all

rooms, save one or two, were shut up, and
in these the shivering people lived, clothed

in thick overcoats and the heaviest garments

they could get. In Sweden there is much
distress, and the Government has found it

•cheaper to send the out-of-works to America
instead of keeping them at home, the result

is that Sweden is losing some of her best

sons.
'

A Japanese Army for Russia.

The announcement that the Japanese have
t>een asked' to send an army to fight on the

Russian front is hardly credible. The
scheme bristles with difficulties. It would
be a great task to transport an adequate
army, say 500,000 strong, over the Siberian

railway. The congestion in Russia is al-

ready appalling, to pass through half-a-

million troops and their necessary equip-
ment would be almost impossible. Then
there is as yet no stable Government in

Russia, and what is decided by one might
easily be repudiated by its successor. Pos-

sibly Prince Lvofif's Ministry might ap-

prove of such a Japanese invasion, but

the next Prime Minister might stronglv

disapprove, and, supposing the Russians

generally objected, what would be the posi-
tion of a Japanese araiy. thousands of miles

from its base, engulfed in a sea of Rus-
sians? Apart altogether from the possi-

bility of getting the men to the German
front, and keeping them there, there is the

question of reward. It would be absurd
to expect the Government of Nippon to take

up the burden Russia is dropping without

some notable recompense. It would in-

deed be difficult to imagine anything Japan
wanted she could not get under those cir-

cumstances. Whilst perhaps at first the

idea of a Japanese stiffening for the Rus-

sion armies sounds a good scheme, a

moment's consideration shows that it is an

impossible one. Japan has helped greatly
hitherto by supplying war materials in great

quantities. She can best assist the Allies

by continuing so to do.

Brazil Joins Allies.

Yet another country has joined the Allies.

Brazil first broke off diplomatic relations

with Germany, and finally declared war

against her. The immediate result of this

incoming will be the acquisition by the

Entente of the German ships which sought
shelter in Brazilian ports. It is stated that

Brazil does not propose to commandeer
these boats, but whatever her intentions may
be, they will certainly be sailing the seas

shortly under an Allied flag. All these in-

terned German vessels have to bq hired,

according to international law, and it will

be an interesting question for the Peace

Conference to decide what payment will

have to be made to the German companies
for such hire. Presumably,- if. the bel-

ligerents meet at the Conference table on

equal terms, the payment would be fixed

on the basis of the charters now made for

neutral shipping. Even if it were fixed on

the same scale as that on which the Govern-

ment takes over British ships, very many
millions of pounds sterling must be due to

German companies for the ships now being
used by the Allies, and, as the Germans

have no oversea traffic at all, there will not

be a quid, fro quo in the shape of payment
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A \ ri;\V OF KUT-EI.-AMARA, WHICH IS BECOMING A TOWN OP OONSIDERABLE IMPORTANCE,
AS IT IVIES ON THE LINE OF COMMUNICATIONS OP GENERAL MAUDE'S ARMY.

THE FAMOUS ARCH OP OTESIPHON, WHICH IS VISIBLE FROM BAGDAD, AND NEAR WHICH
GENERAL TOWNSHEND WON A BARREN yiOTORY OVER THE TURKS.
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for enemv hire of British and French toats

found in German ports when the war broke

out. There are 49 enemy ships in

Brazilian harbours, with a tonnage of

253,800. At the present value of ^42 per
ton these vessels are worth ;£io, 700,000.
As Brazil will do nothing to help win thb

war bevond permitting the Allies to take the

German ships from her harbours, there is

not likely to be any immediate trouble with

the German colonies described in our la^r

number. China, some time ago, broke off

diplomatic relations with Germany and re-

cently sought to declare war against her. The
Prime Minister refused to agree so to do,

however, and resigned or was dismissed

His retirement has been followed by the

revolt of several militarv governors, and it

looks as if the Celestial Republic were'

<igain going to be reft by internal war.

P'inancial considerations have bound the

Chinese Government to the Allies, but the

irresponsible militarv governors care little

i'H- the monetary obligations of China to

the Great Powers. Undoubtedly the situa-

tion is grave, and some of the Powers are

likely to intervene ere long.

in Turkey.

Little news has come through concern-

ing operations in Mesopotajnia, but the re-

tirement of the Russians in Armenia, which
1 showed in our last number must be taking
place, has been officially admitted by M.
Kerenskty, who stated that not only is

Russia withdrawing from Armenia, but mav
be obliged to retire from portions of Cau-
casia as well. Evidently, then, the Turks
are carrying on an active campaign in Ar-

menia, and Persia, there is no mutual sus-

pension of hostilities between the two
armies. There is little moverrent on the
Salonikan front. The King of Greece, de-

spite the prophets, is still on his throne, and
is, it would seem, still in bargaining mood.
The prospect of a good harvest that will

make his people independent of the Allies

having evidently given him new courage.

Air Raid on Folkestone.

The Germans planned and carried out a

raid by aeroplane on Folkestone, and the
bombs dropped on that town killed 65
people, amongst them many women and
children. To us this was a dastardly out-

rage, a wanton killing of non-combatants ;

but we have to rememl>er that the occurrence
would be reported to the German people
through their papers somewhat in this wise :

" Our air squadron dropped bombs on the

harbour works, railways and ammunition
stores of Folkestone with good results."

War is hell ! and the awful weapons used
should further cement our determination
to make as certain as is humanly pos-
sible that they shall not be resorted

to to settle disputes in future. In
this particular matter of throwing bombs
from aerial craft, it is proper to re-

call that when M. Baernert, the First

Belgian delegate, brought in his declara-
tion relative to the "

Prohibition to launch

Projectiles and Explosives from Balloons,"
etc., the French delegates stronglv opposed
it, and, although it was carried by a

majority of the countries represented, it was
only binding in wars between the countries

who had approved. Even hr\,i the de-

claration been carried unanimously, it

is unlikelv that this would have prevented
aerial raids in the present war. It is, of

course, absurd to assume that, from a height
of five or six thousand feet, the aim of
an airman dropping a bomb can be at all

exact. It is largely a matter of chance
whether his weapon falls on a railway
station or on a hotel. The whole business
of bomb-dropping is horrible—but it is war.

America and the War.

The Selective Draft Bill which calls up
1,600,000 men to the army has been finally-

approved by both Houses of Congress, and
is now law. Its terms have not yet reached

Australia, and, in view of tfie fact that

volunteers are being enrolled for service

abroad, it would seem that, in the first place
at any rate, America will be represented
on the Continent by volunteers, not bv con-

scripts. The President has decided to send

50,000 men to France at once under the

command of General Pershing, who led the

American troops into Mexico, and then led

them out again. Men liable to serve under
the Military Service Bill have all to register

by Tune 5th. It is expected that registra-

tions will reach 10,000,000. Heavy penal
ties are to be laid on those who fail to

report. There must inevitably be more dif-

ficulty in ascertaining the ages of eligibles
in the United States than here owing to the

large number of immigrants and the loose

methods of birth registration in the country.
Various

*'

plots
"

against conscription are

discovered every day, though it is difficult

to understand just what such a plot could

be. Probably these plots are groups of in-

dividuals who resolve not to register or are
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arranging to skip across the frontier. The
(iovernment is puslii'"*! on with the arming
of merchantmen, the buiiuni^ '^f aeroplanes
and dirigibles, and laying down of ships an d

the raising of money. Altogether America
is moving quickly, and the Government is

putting its back into the job. That will,

however, not prevent President Wilson from

doing his l:)est to bring about peace the

Tnoment opportunity offers.

^Canada and Conscription.

Sir Robert Borden is follow ins; in the

f<x>tsteps of Mr. Hughes. When our Prime
Minister returned from England he an-

nounced that conscription was absolutely

necessary if Australia were to do her part
in the war, and the Canadian Prime Min-

ister made the same declaration when he

got back from London. Profiting bv Mr.

Hughes' experience, Sir Robert proposes to

introduce compulsory service without con-

sulting the people, and for that purpose
considers it necessary to form a Coalition

Ministry. Like Mr. Hughes, Sir Robert

Borden hnd declared many times that he

would never be a party to sending men to

!the front against their wills, but he had

gone a gcx)d deal further than the Aus-

tralian. Both he and Sir Wilfrid Laurier,

in the strongest language possible, had

pledged themselves not to introduce con-

scription. There appears to be some hitch in

putting through the union of the two politi-

<^al parties which are to be jointly respon-
sible for the introduction of the measure
both had definitely repudiated. At first the

papers told of wild enthusiasm for conscrip-
tion in Canada, but later came word to the

-effect that anti-conscription disturbances at

Quebec are abating, but that labour is

strongly objecting to compulsion. The

Military Sei'vice Bill which was ^o have

'been introduced at once has been post-

poned for the time being. There is evi-

dently strong feeling being shown against

compulsory service in our sister Dominion.

In Newfoundland compulsion is also to be

introduced. This leaves Australia the only
Dominion which still relies on voluntary
enlistment to fill the ranks of her army in

F'rance. She is, too, the only country in

the whole world which has asked her people
whether the} approve of sending her sons

to the battlefields without their consent.

One wonders how long it wnll be before

opportunity is seized to again ask i-hem the

same nuestion ? It is worth noting, by the

way, that although our population is only

4,800,000 and that of Canada is 7,700,000,
we are maintaining an army in the field as

large as that of Canada.

Irisli Home Rule.

As seemed inevitable, the Irish Nation-

alists would have nothing whatever to da
with Lloyd George's scheme for the self-

government of an Ireland out of which the

five Ulster counties had been taken. They,
however, agreed to the proposed confer-

ence, the personnel of which is now being
settled. The Sinn Feiners are to be repre-

sented as well as every other section ol the

Irish people. Let us hope some sort of

agreement will be reached. Admittedly the

situation Austria has to face in Bohemia is

a good deal more complicated than that

England has for centuries failed to solve in

Ireland; but there are some difficulties

common to both problems. In both coun-

tries are two distinct races. The minority
German element may be compared to the

Ulstermen, the Czechs to the Nationalists.

The ruling Government in both cases has

the support of the vigorous minority, the

Germans backing up Vienna just as the

Ulstermen back up London, both in return

having the strong assistance of the Mon-

archy extended to them. The Czechs, like

the Irish Nationalists, are the fellows w^ho

kick against the ruling Government, who
make trouble and demand freedom. The
Germans, like the Ulstermen, control the

industry of the country ; the Czechs, like

the Nationalif^ts, till the soil. But Ulster-

men and Nationalists speak the same lan-

guage and live in distinct part'^ of the

country. The language problem of Bohemia

is perhaps the most difficult of all, and the

people, too, are much more intermixed than

in Ireland. It is a happy augury for the

success of the present conference that

it w^as a similar round-table discussion

which made possible the Land Laws
of 1903 and 1907, which have ad-

mittedly been more instrumental in re-

moving Irish grievances than any other

legislation which has passed the British

House of Commons. Pity it is that the

man who brought agreement at the Land
Conference—^Captain Shaw Taylor

— is

dead. There may be other men A^ho can

achieve the apparently imjxyssible as did he,

but it is unfortunate that his marvellous
j

conciliatory talents cannot now be made use

of. Mr. Chamberlain used to say that the|
Irish Question was like his gout. The doc-

tors declared that it could be alleviated,

but never cured !
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THE EAILWAY STATION AT FAUEI. DESTROYED BY THE RUSSIANS IN THEIR
RETREAT FROM ROUMANIA.

The Gemnaai en^aeers. followiBg immediately behind the invaders, are said to have speedily
got tke railways of Roumania in^to working order.

REPATRIATING OUR SOLDIERS.

II.-LAND SETTLEMENT SCHEMES.
When it was decided that the Federal

Government was to assume the financial

responsibility of settling our returned sol-

diers on the land, and of repatriating them

generally, Senator Millen was given charge
of the matter, and, on April 20, he an-

nounced what purported to be the policy of

the National Government. He had, however,
little definite to say, bevond the definite as-

sertion that the Federal Government intended

to find up to ;£2 2,ooo,ooo, which would be

loaned to the States, who were to make
themselves responsible for the settling of

soldiers on the land. The States were to

be allowed to dip into this fund to the ex-

tent of ;£5oo per settler, advancing him
that amount to carry out improvements on
the land. Curiously enough, whilst every-
one considers it necessary to raise this huge
sum for repatriation purposes, it is always
regarded as money which will never be re-

paid, yet, according to Senator Millen' s

statement, it would almost seem as if the

advance to settlers were a loan only, which

in time would have to be returned. If it is

not a loan, but a gift, then obviously every
soldier-settler would expect to receive the

maximum sum, viz., ;^5oo. Naturally, as

the Federal Government is to provide the

money, it proposes to take a direct part in

State schemes. Further details were pro-
mised ''

after the election." We look for-

ward to their announcement with interest.

Mearlwhile, it is useful to take a brief

survey of the settlement schemes which

have befen put forward. These divide them-

selves roughly into three groups.

(i) The taking up of land by individuals

on linek similar to the Closer Settlement

schemeia now working in the different

States.
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(2) Partnership with the State, the Gov-

ernment finding land and money, the sol-

dier providing the labour.

(3) Co-partnership and community settle-

ment.
Attached to these fairly definite schemes

are somewhat nebulous suggestions about

training the soldier as a farmer. It will

be necessary for the State Governments to

<:arefully consider all the schemes, to profit

bv the experience of other countries, and

their own past failures- Nor must they for-

get that the problem before them is not at

all the same as that they have confronted,

and to some extent solved, of settling the

immigrant on the land. The man who came
out here to try his fortune had laid the

State under no obligation. Arrangements
with him could be, an(i were, entirely busi-

nesslike. Gratitude and sentiment must

enter into the question of settling the sol-

diers on^ the land. The present Closer

Settlement schemes will not meet the case.

To put a man on an isolated farm and ex-

pect him to make good, even if the arrange-
ments for State aid lie liberalised, is to

court disaster. He has first of all to be

trained in agriculture, and next he has to be

settled somewhere where he will be able to

meet his fellows, and many of them.

There are, of course, several ways in

which he can get the training needed. He
can go to an agricultural college, he can

work on a farm under an experienced man,
or he can unite with others in like cases and

begin at once to till the^ soil under compe-
tent direction. Now it seems obvious

enough that if there is really going to be a

serious attempt made to induce.the returning
man to settle on the land, it will be impos-
sible to try and send many of them through

training colleges. This would take too long
and experience would certainly suggest that

even, after a college course, a man is not

competent to take up land and look after it

entirely by himself.

If experience is to be won by working for

farmers already settled, it is obvious enough
that the influx of thousands of soldiers

would disorganise the agricultural labour

market, unless their arrival meant the bring-

ing of increased acreage under cultivation.

Therefore, the land they proposed to take

up would have to be adjacent to the estab-

lished farm on which they worked. In other

words, the settled farmer would have to

make himself responsible for the tillage of

an increased area, which acreage would ulti-

mately be handed over to the soldier-

settler.

Naturally,. a question of immense import-
ance is where the land the State makes
available for soldier settlement is situated.

The best land has of course already been

taken up. State lands are, in the main, dif-

ficult of access, or unsuitable for settlement.

The plums have long ago been picked out.

Realising this, the States have resumed
various estates, purchasing them from those

who had originally settled them, or had in-

herited or purchased them from the first

holders. Do the Governments propose to

resume further estates for the special benefit

of the soldiers, or do they intend to try and
settle them on the land they already have?
If further land has to be bought in, the tax-

payers, who are finding the money, will

have to keep a sharp eye on all transactions

carried through !

Assuming, however, for the time being,
that suitable land is made available, what

system is going to be adopted to settle the

soldiers? The most practical schemes are

those which have co-operation as their basis,

but unfortunately they all break down on
one thing

—the inherent demand, deep down
in almost every breast, that the land a man
tills shall be his very own. In a communal
settlement, the community, not the indivi-

dual, owns the land. Once get the settler

to grasp the idea of working for the good of

all, and thus benefiting himself as one of
the community, and the whole problem
would be solved—but, alas ! the desire to

work for himself and on his own land is so

deep-rooted that I fear there is little hojoe
of persuading any considerable number of

men to work on communal lines. Still, it

might be possible to use such co-operative
settlements as training grounds for intend-

ing settlers, and it is conceivable that, in

time, the success of such communities might
result in their general adoption.

Since our last number appeared I have
had many schemes brought to me, and,
whilst some are quite impractical, others con-

tain useful ideas. Of those with a co-opera-
tive basis the following, the suo^p-estion of a

man who has had considerable experience
of village settlement and intense culture,
seems to me to be the best, and I give it here
in brief. The farmer in question has made
a satisfactory living for the last twenty
years from a twenty-acre block, and has de-

^'oted considerable attention to the. question
of settling people on the land in a scientific

and practical manner. He says soldier

settlement must be based entirely upon co-

operation.
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" To my mind any scheme of settlement

on the land must be based entirely on co-

operation. It would be convenient to deal

with IOC settlers at a time—that is a practi-

cal numl>er, not too large and not too small.

Married men with wives and familes would
be preferable. To settle these an estate or

approximately 2000 acres of land would be

required. Of this 250 acres should be first

class land, 750 acres or thereabouts second-

class land, and 1000 acres third-class land.
" Included in the one hundred men there

should be six men who were first-class far-

mers, and understood horses and machinery
and the other things required for farming
in Australia ;

one factory manager, one
baker, one butcher, one tailor, one boot-

maker, one grocer, and last, but not least,

one first-class cook. The remaining men
need have no special experience, but they
should be able and willing to work, and be

willing to carry out the instructions of those

who knew the business.
" The 250 acres of first-class land should

be devoted to intense culture, that is to say,

growing vegetables and small fruits and
berries for consumptioii in the community
and for market. The 750 acres should be

devoted to an orchard, and the growing of

hay, wheat and root crops for the consump-
tion of man and beast on the settlement.

The 1000 acres of ])oor land should be uti-

lised for the settlement itself, a large

poultry farm, a piggerv, and grazing for all

stock.
"
Everything possible to be produced for

the consumption of the settlement should
be produced in the settlement. As little as

possible should be bought from outside, and

everything that is sent to market should
be manufactured to its hig-hest possible value
before it leaves the settlement. The prin-

cipal things to be marketed would be eggs,
butter, chee.se, bacon, and, of course, vege-
tables and fruits when the orchard came into

bearing.
'*

It would be' necessary at first to divide

the workers into three classes ; the first

would consist of the men and women who
understood their work and held responsible
positions in the settlement. The men who
would be directed by these would be put in

the second class, whilst women, boys and

girls would be in the third. In order, how-

ever, to give that incentive needed in order
that the individual may do his best, there

would be periodical meetings of the settlers,

and when anyone in the second class had

proved himself, and, in the opinion of the

.settlement, had become a first class man, he
would be promoted to that class. The same
with those in the third class who, in the

opinion of a majority of the settlers, had

gained the necessary experience, would be

advanced to the second class, and so on.

In addition those in the first class might be

voted special grants by the community for

special services, etc.

"
It would be necessary for the Govern-

ment to supply the land, and to finance the

settlement for at least twelve months, and
that being so, all foodstuffs from the settle-

ment would have to be sold by the Govern-
ment or under direct Government super-

vision, so that the interest accruing on the

capital advanced by the State could be de-

ducted from the receipts for the produce
marketed. The balance remaining over

would be divided on a sliding .scale some-

thing like this:—For (>very pound received

by a member of the fir^-t class a member of

the second would receive 15/-, and of the

third 10/-.
"
Naturall} , the details of the. working of

such a scheme of settlement would require

careful working out, but 1 am convinced

these are the general lines on which we
should go if we hope to achieve real land

settlement, and to benefit men who, for the

most part, lack any experience whatever of

agricultural work."

That is his scheme, very much condensed,

and it has many things to recommend it. If

communal settlement is a possible thing it

should certainly follow the lines sketched

above, but have we yet reached a sta^e
where the general well-being stands before-

individual profit in the minds of the people ?

I fear we have not, and, therefore, no mat-

ter how excellent the scheme may be, hmv
obviously the best solution of the problem,
it will not be adopted.

In our next number I will deal with the

scheme already put in execution by the

Canadian Pacific Railway, and with

Mr. John McWhae's proposals concerning-

'^neighbourly settlement."

WHAT CAN I DO TO HELP MY COUNTRY ?

The National Government has made no move yet indicating how we are to Win-
the-War. Until it does, I can only repeat what I said last month, namely, buy War-

Saving Certificates.
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HISTORY IN CARICATURE.
Oh, wad some Power the giftie gie us

To see ourseis as ithers see us.—Burns.

The English papers are greatly concerned

over the fixation of prices and the shortage
of supplies. The cartoonists also deal very

often with the rivalry which exists between

the different State departments in the matter

of securing men. The War Office tries to

obtain as many soldiers as |x>ssible, the

Minister of Agriculture endeavours to retain

agricultural workers throughout the country,
the Director in control of the mining in-

dustry fights hard to keep his miners, and

so on and so forth. This rivalry is well

shown in T. C. Smith's cartoon in T/te

Passitig Show,

The Germans naturally insist tliat. their

peace offers were genuine, and deplore the

prompt manner in which they were rejected

by the Allies. Simplicissimus sets forth the

situation from the^enemy viewpoint cleverly

in
'' The German Dove of Peace."

The few neutrals left are beginning to

produce very excellent cartoons. Many of

them draw feelingly on the position of the

non -belligerents, squeezed between the two

powerful groups who are warring for the

supremacy of Europe. The Spanish Iberia

suggests that the Central Powers have no

ho{Xj whatever of winning a peace at pre-

lADMIRAlTY
WAR
OFFICE

7N

The Passing Show.'] THE liAST tTNBADGED MAN! [Londou.
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North Americav.] [Philadelphia
NO PLACE IX THE SUN FOR THEM.

Le Hire] [Paris.

JOHN CHINAMAN MOVES.
"
Let U8 niobiliae. otherwise these barbaria-na

will cut off our pigtails."

De Arasterdammer.]
ENGLAND PUTS HER FOOT DOWN.
And thereby imprisons Dutch shipping!

(The word on the trunk means "Bread Box.
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Simplici$siinus.\ [Munich.

THE GERMAN DOVE OF PEACE.

1. As it real3y wa».

2. As our enemies represented it.

3. As they determined to de^al with it.

sent. Tke Amsterdammer show.s how the

British blockade i.s affecting neutral Hol-

land, where, so it is said, the cost of living-

has gone up enormously, and, owing to the

lack of fodder which comes from overseas,

Holland not being able to produce enough

herself, great numl^ers of cattle and pigs

have had to be slaughtered.

The North American shows Holland and

Switzerland under the shadow of the Ger-

I'beria.]
SISYPHUS AND CO.

[Barcelona.

The Kaiser: "Have patience! It is the matter
of a month or ao!"

The Crown Prince :

" The matter of a. year or
•o!"

Bethmann :

" The mutter of eternity ! !"

man helmet, in the cartoon entitled,
" No

place in the.Sun for Them."
The Germans naturally try to impress

their readers with the success of their sub-

marine l)lo<:kade. One of the cartoons

which has this object in view, is that of

Sentinel.] [KnosviUe, U.S.A.

BLOCKING THE ROAD.
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SimpUcisginnis.] IMunioh.
THE SHARPENED U-BOAT BLOCKADE.

" The terror of war now takes possession of
Engrland."

Simplichsimus, .showing an octopus tightlv

embracing Great Britain.

The opi>osite view is given by The Pass

ing Show m its cart(X>n. entitled,
"
Unplea-

sant Memories/'

llic Fat^sing S)(Ow.] iLondon

UNPLEASANT MEMORIES.
TiRpiTz :

"
V/ell, Hindy, the XJ-Lamba don't rfr-

turn any more for you than they did for in»l
The only hope is that they are aafe at anchor."
Von Hindbnburg :

" Gott in Himmel ! Safe at
Ancrel Then, indeed, they are lost!"

Le Rtre proposes that, in view of the

German peacie suggestions, it is advi.sable

Le B?re.] [Paris
THE ZEPPELIN ATTACK.
"Let the dove loose first!"

II h^0.\ [Florence.

THE "OOTT OF DESTRUCTION.
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Cape Times.']
'

A GREEK OBIvlQATO.
Oape Town

Lu8tio>' Blatter.] iBerlin.

THE DOUBTER.

Miss Peace: "I shall not knock at this \ulgar

TiNO: "If brother Willy can't hear hi« owi. person's door n^^.in' Tf.^ will Roon .om^ and beg

drum, I muflt take to thie boustly flute iusteiid." me to enter."

Westminster Gazette.,
A MATTER FOR ENVY.

FERDINAND: "What! They've got over a thoueand millions for their War Loan?"
The Sultan: "I wonder, Ferdinand, whether we oughtn't to have been on the other side!"
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Inquirer.] [Philadelphica, U.S.A.

WAITINC; FOR THE OVERT ACT.

for Zeppelin raiders to libe-rate peace doves

before dropping their deadly bombs !

The cartoon papers now reaching Aus-

tralia deal very largely with the probability

OreQonianA [Portland, U.S.A.

SOME FIGURE OUR UNCLE S'AM WOULD
CUT IN THAT LIONS' DEN.

of the outbreak of hostilities l>etween the

United States and Germany. We repro-

duce a few of these herewith. The drawing
in The Enquirer,

"
Waiting for the Overt

Act,',' is particularly good.

Paris.he Eire.]

MORE "SCRAPS' OP PAPER."

(The Emperor haa broken his word to U.S.A. with
regard to submarine warfare.)

You have come at a good tinfie. Bethmaun.
. I am scrapping a few papers."

World.]
' WE'VE BLUFFED THEM. YOU:
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FIELD-MARSHAL SIR DOUGLAS HAIG.

Frederick Palmer, the well-known Ameri-

( an war correspondent, contributes a most

interesting sketch of the British Comman-

der-in-Chief to Colliers. Much of his article

deals with the British army, for it is in the

creation of that mip;litv force that Haig

best shows himself.

\w invisible commundcr. Sir Douglas, a

silent man in the background directing vast

forces Not one out of ten of his soldiers

has ever seen him. ^'et no other general

has had such an influence on any army as

he on the British. JofFre and Hindenburg

had armies readv to hand. Ihey had only

to direct and command. They succeeded to

leadership of an established organisation as

one president of a railroad succeeds another

Haig had to make his army before he could

give battle. ,

Silentlv, paticntlv, he must work, school-

master, drill-master, organiser. He could

not take the public into his confidence; he

( ould not make explanations which might

give information to the Germans. No such

responsibilitv has ever been laid on the

shoulders of any soldier ; of no one was so

much ever expected bv a public which could

not, understand the difticulties that con-

lonted him.

To properly api)reciaic his task, it is

ntK^essary to cx)nsider the history of the

British forces in France. A regular army
60.000 strong was sent across the Channel

in 19 1 4, but there was not a British army

in France again until Julv, 1916. If all

the trained officers of England's original

60,000 could have been used as instructors

Haig's task would have been much easier,

but the very men need<^d to train the new

army, needed so desix^rately to organise it,

had" been killed off in France, were laying

down their lives in Flanders, on Gallipoli,

in Mesopotamia. After the stage of regular

efBciencv came the patchwork stage, and

anv kind of reserve and recruit that could

be' mustered had to be sent to hold the

Western front or to whate\er other quarter

from which a call came.

As soon as Kitchener had a division which

was 'supplied with rifles or guns it must go
to fill a gap. Not until tlie late autumn of

1015 did tha enormous forces of men and the

huge quantities of munitions begin to mate-

rialise in a prepared force wbose numbers
were comparable to those of Prance and

Gerrnanv. Up to this time England, though
she had millions of men in uniform, was

talking in hundreds of thousands so far as

equipment was concerned. Battalions vyere

in training for a rear before they received

their rifles ;
but once munitions began pour-

ing in from the new plants thev came m an

ever-increasing flood.

Mr. Palmer pavs a fine tribute to Lord

Kitchener's great work. At the time of his

death many felt that his vital service was

over. His indomitable will had held the

situation in hand during the darkest hours.

The prestige of his name had brought to

the colours hordes of \olunteers. The vast

plant for the production of soldiers and

munitions had been prepared.

Kitchener had been a great administrator

and organiser, not a great commander^
As

Llovd George said, England would owe him

a debt of gratitude for having had what

other cabinet members lacked — vision.

When, in the autumn of igu, the vvorld was

wondering whether the Allies would be able

to force the Germans out of France that

year and the Russians to take Cracow,

Kitchener was concerned only with the prot)-

lem of holding the Germans. When he

asked for his first hundred thousand men he

knew that millions would be needed ;. but he

must start a plant to take care of a hundred

thousand before he could take care of a mil-

lion in a countrv without weapons or rnuni-

tions or barracks and where nine out of ten

of the male population knew nothing of sol-

diering. The nation itself, trusting in its

navy, had to be led up to appreciation of the

gravity of the situation. To have told the

true situation would have had a disastrous

effect on England's Allies, not to mention

a restraining influence on Italy and 9tbcr
nations which were wanted "

in.'' Political

necessitv dictated the retention of the ipres

salient because of the moral effect of the

loss of such an important town, and political

necessitv sent England to Gallipoli in an-

swer to the call of Russia for an outlet and

in the hope of influencing Greece and the

Balkan States. Later it settled an army m
the trenches in front of Salonika.

Kitchener was like a man who no sooner

saves a little money than illness in the familv

requires its expenditure. He could not

accumulate anv capital. He had to meet the

cry of
" Whv doesn't England help?" with

anvthing he had to hand ; and more than

once he was metaphorically kiting cheques
and overdrawing his balance. Yet to see

him walk up the War Office steps in those

davs of trial one might think that he had a

million men and ten thousand guns all ready
to embark for any destination, from German
East Africa to Mesopotamia.

When Kitchener went down on the Hamp-
shire, the men of "his generation had already

been altogether succeeded in high com

mands by those ten years younger. Sir

William Robertson, who began life as a

private in the regular army, had become

Chief-of Staff in London, and Sir
,Douglas

Haig had succeeded Lord French as Com-

mander-in-Chief. To these men was en-

trusted the fate of England. No two men
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could be more dissimilar in origin and early

environment, but both made the most of

their talents, and both, in peace or in war,

kept steadily plodding at the task in hand.

Douglas Haig went to Oxford, as most

of the sons of old Scotch well-to-do families

do. He was well liked there, and proved
a good student. He was older than the

average when he entered The Army as a

second lieutenant in the 7th Hussars. He
quickly decided to make it a profession,

and, instead of resigning and following the

example of hundreds of other young officers

of his position, and retiring to his property
to hunt and shoot and lead the life of a

country gentleman, he became engrossed in

the mastery of everything concerned with

the army. He was the kind of man who
did well whatever he undertook, not so

much as a matter of genius, as of well-

reasoned application.

Ask officers who served in the Staff Col-

lege in their time who were the ablest and
soundest men there, and they will say Rob-
ertson and Haig-. It is the men of the Staff

College, for the most part, who have made
the new British army, working as subordi-
nates under Robertson and Haig. In this

superior school they studied warfare in the

large, in the co-ordination of all branches
of an army, and learned in theory the essen-
tials which they were to apply in practice
later.

He spent a long time in Germany study-

ing the German army, and he also studied

the French army. He was a diffident, at-

tractive, fine-looking fellow, not easily
drawn out, but talking very sensibly when
he did talk. He worked systematically
as ever in India, and went to Africa on
the staff of Lord French. The army knew
of Haig, but the people knew nothing of
him. He was a soldier's soldier.

If ever a commander was chosen by the
silent vote of an army, it is he. When it was
rumoured that Sir John French was going
to retire and I asked the question wiho
should take his place, the answer was always
Sir Douglas Haig. Through all the struggle
Haig has been at the front, proving himself
to junior commanders and to the French as
capable for high command in modern war-
fare. In a month after he became comman-
der-in-chief the whole army felt the tighten-
ing influence of a new hand. • Yet he held no
reviews, made no speeches to battalions, and
issued no thrilling orders. He was Haig,
the "

C-in-C," the master with steel hand
u^ 3r velvet glove, taciturn, urbane, tire-

lessly systematic.

When battalion after battalion of the new
army came from England they were no more
an army than a foundation of walls and

piles of machinery and numbers of un-

trained workmen are an organised factory.
The new army was in fact High School

trained, but n6t world trained. The men
had been taught to fire their rifles and hit

targets, they had bombed around imaginery
traverses, but never against an enemy who
was also throwing bombs. They had prac-
tised mock warfare, without ever knowing
what it was to guard a trench under a

merciless artillery bombardment.

Sir Douglas had not only to teach his

legions how to hold trenches, which is the
first step, but he had so to assemble and co-
ordinate the whole that they could undertake
a grand offensive against an army which had
had forty years of training and two years of
actual experience.

"
It was difficult for the

people at home in England to realise tffis ;

indeed, it was not human that they should.

They had sent the guns and the men and
paid the money, and now they wanted to see
results

; they wanted action. They were
like the man who brought meat and flour
home to his wife and expected dinner with
hot biscuits to be ready in five minutes.
Any explanations of delay in such cases al-

ways sound Fabian.

The few regular officers left had to be

stretched out very thin over the enormous
force which was gathering. They had to be
instructors as well as leaders. Three or

four thousand former regular privates had
been promoted. Any caste feeling, in this

respect, says Mt. Palmer, had passed. A
man of old family, out of Oxford, was

quite ready to take orders from a captain
who dropped his h's, if the captain knew
his work, but the average private-, having
served for years in the army, very fre-

quently proved himself incapable of giving
orders to others.

Consider, by contrast, the situation in the
German army. Their losses in officers, too,
had been immense. Probably half of those
of all the lower grades who were regularly
with the German standing army before the
war had been killed—but what resources in

material were available to take the vacant
places ! In the ranks in a country where
every man is a soldier were men of education
and intelligence accustomed to lead in civil

life, who on top of their two years of service
had proved themselves in battle. The same
applied to gunners, .to transport, to staff, to

every branch. Besides, every soldier had
had experience in many offensive campaigns.

All the forms were established, and it was
a case merely of promotion of skilled and
war-hardened veterans to replace lost offi-

cers, as against the British bringing over
hundreds of battalions that had never been
under fire, with only a stijTening of regular
officers who had to be given command be-
cause they were regulars even though they
had become rusty in the years since they had
resigned from the army.
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Mr. Palmer says that trench raiding; was

inaugurated by the Canadians, and has been

immensely valuable, for it gave the neces-

sary training for the co-ordinated rush,

where every battalion . and every platoon

must know its part, in the midst of shell,

smoke and the maze of trenches. The task

was tremendous, and it took a man with the

character of Sir Douglas Haig to accom-

plish the marvel of creating arr army able

to meet and beat the Germans. He has in-

finite patience, iron resolution, and a great

vision.

In a small house on a by road he wrought
his wonders. The commander-in-chief mig-ht

have the grandest chateau in all that part of

France if he chose; he mig-ht have a bat-

talion in attendance as a guard of honour.

He was in the position, however, of the man
who shuts himself away from confusion of

detail in order that he may keep.^is mind
clca»r to the sound g-overninfir factors of his

task. Many a wcil-to-du family of three

might consider the space in this chateau in-

adequate for a summer residence. It was be-

yond the sound of the guns and the noise of

traffic. Two sentries at the entrance from
the road and a small flag- were the only signs
that a commander was in occupation. A
general's or a staff officer's automobile

might be on- the drive ; otherwise the quiet
of a country parsonage prevailed.

Punctuality, in his house, was not a

virtue, it was a part of the furniture. As

he regulated the army, so he regulated his

own life, in order that he might get the

most out of himself for the service of the

army.

But there was no stiffness in this routine,
no clicking together of heels, there were no
shouted orders, no rigid salutes. The army
was run as if it were a quiet family affair,

with the atmosphere very simple, and also

ScotcJi, and very strict.

Before breakfast every morning Sir Doug-
las went for a short walk in the grounds.
By nine he was through with his mail. Now
the chiefs of the different departments be-

gan to arrive from headquarters town three
miles away, where the General Staff had es-

tablished itself and typewriters and tele-

graph keys clicked and telephone bells rang
as in the incessant activity of the main office

of any great establis^hment which was work
ing at high pressure.

The Kitchener system of keeping special-
ists to their lasts was rigidly enforced, and
all day long the chiefs of various depart-
ments came and gave their reports to the

C.T.C.

i Sir Douglas's part was mostly to listen,
and the chiefs well knew not to waste his
time in non-essentials. Never prolix him-
self, he expected no prolixity in others.
When a situation became involved he would

strip it down to the skeleton with one of his

canny, practical Scotch phrases. Sometimes
not even the skeleton was left. Or perhaps
he put the whole subject in a new light and
indicated a new policy. Again, he might
leave the matter for further consideration,

which meant that he wanted to think it over

in the light of information from other de-

partments or that he would talk it over with

his chief of staff. If a department chief

came in indecision, he left with decision im-

planted in his mind and with a sense of con-

fidence. Never lacking in that chateau were
the two great factors, decision and confi-

dence.

Only immediately after lunch does Sir

Douglas cease to' Vxi the conmiander-in-

chief. Then mounting his horse, and fol-

lowed bv nn escort of Lancers,, he has an

hour's gallop. On his return he again

plunges into work, or visits some section of

the front, using for the purpose his motor

car, which alone of all the cars at the front

flies a small Britrsh flag. When this car

shoots by, those along the road know that
"
Duggy

"
as the soldiers call him, must

have been inside. He believes in the old

Scotch maxim of "early to bed."

You might readily think of him as a

machine of a man, with no waste words or

motions, who was organising a machine of

men, of steel projectiles and explosives ; but
it was in this office one day that I caught
the meaning to him ot his favourite phrase,
'' the spirit that quickeneth." Without

this, no matter what sums of money, what
quantities of material, what numbers of men
were supplied, victory could not be gained.
With a professional soldier's clear eye and

unbiassed judgment he saw the efficiency of

the enemy that had spent forty years in pre-

paration. He knew as no one else could

know, as only a soldier of his broad train-

ing could know, the nature of his task ; that

nof sentiment but blows alone counted
against German guns and infantry. Yet his

confidence jvas supreme. He believed in his

army with a faith that was absolute ; a faith

which he imparted with a quickening of

spirit down the line. Then—and it was here
that this calm master of soldierly routine
was possibly surprising—he spoke of the
cause for which the army was fighting.
To no one on earth did the Prussian sys-

tem seem more abhorrent than to this
serene and determined soldier become utterly
intense, yet speaking no word against the
Prussian people. There came a flash of the
Crusader's fire into his' eyes which wa? sig-
nificant not only of the spirit that quicken-
eth, but of the spirit that will never yield.
He believed with all a Crusader's fire that
his legions stood for the right. It was the;'-
cause which would make them endure loss^v^
and drudgery and put steel in their souls and
the readiness to learn the lessons of war
which would bring victory. He was not a

professional soldier fighting a professional
war

;
not the cool commander and the unim-

passioned expert, but a man armed with
righteousness. He used none of the custom-
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ary phrases to which one has become used,
but the burst of feeling- came out spon-
taneously as., something- suppressed which he
could not help saying ; and then, a minute
later, he was again the kindly Scotch gentle-
man. It is side lights of this kind which
reveal character in strong and self-contained
leaders. Another side lig-ht appeared in the
little temporary wooden church at headquar-
ters town. Every Sunday morning he sat

among- the officers and soldiers and listened
to a long Scotch Presbyterian sermon whose
old-fashioned orthodoxy seemed none too de-
vout for the commander-in-chict.

When, on July ist, 1916, Sir Douglas
Haig hurled his men against the formidable
German fortifications on the Somme he
knew that his prei)arations and his training
were to be put to the test.

The new army \\ as to have its first great
trial. He knew that the line could not be
broken in the summer of IQ16, though the
world would think that this was the inten-

tion and they could not be undeceived with-
out interfering with common Allied plans.
When autumn came public opinion mig-ht
consider the grand offensive a failure—a
fact that he must accept in silence. He ex-

pected to win victories and to give his army
the battle lessons which would prepare it

for the long summer of fighting of iqi?-

The Somme offensive was the training
for the battles of 191 7, but already these

new army men had given the German army
the worst shock it had ever received, in the

most tremendous and successful ox)eration
on the Western front since the trench line

was formed. It was -a battle that w^as mild

compared with what was to come in 191 7.

With increased numbers of guns, with con-
tinuing supplies of ammunition, with a
veteran army officered bv men who had
earned their promotions in "battle, Sir Doug-
las Haig set about the preparation for the
army's part in the final decision.

THE GERMAN AND THE BRITISH FARMER.
Some months ago I gave particulars of

the advance in German and British agricul-
ture during the last twenty-five years, a com-

parison uniformly favourable to the German
farmer. T/ie Journal oj Agriculture of Vic-

toria has taken the matter up, in a very

telling manner, using the rapid increase of

the productivity of the German fields as a

text from which to deliver a strong appeal
for increased primary productrlon in Aus-.
tralia. The magazine contains several arti-

cles on the subject, which are introduced

by a foreword from the pen of Mr. Hagel-
thorn, Minister of Agriculture.
He points out that at no time in the his-

torv of the world has there been a greater

anxiety in regard to food supplies than now.
There is a world shortage of food, and here

is Australia's opportunity. So far as wheat
is concerned we have done excellently, but
'' when we consider the question of live

stock the question lis much less satisfactory."

While Germany, the Argentine, and many
other countries have enotmouslv increased
the number of their live stock during- the
last twenty years, that of Australia hag not

only not increased, but to-day the number is

considerably less than twenty years ag-o. We
find that in i8c)4 we had twelve and a-quarter
million cattle, and one hundred and six and
•VQuarter million of sheep, while just prior
to the last, drought we had 11,000,000 cattle
and 82,000,000 sheep, and the .number to-day,
both of cattle and sheep, is much less than in

1014.''

'' The two factors which would enable us

to increase the stock-carrying capacity of

Australia," says Mr. Hagelthorn, "are the

conservation of water and theconser^•ation of

fodder." But even with the utmost efforts

we can make it will be impossiible to rapidly
increase the number of our sheep, and it will

take still longer to materially nncrease the

number of cattle.
'*

However, while this

increase is proceeding, much can be done in

ra})idly increasing the supplies of both pigs
and poultry." He urges that if Australians

would consume less meat there would be a

much more rapid increase of our flocks and
herds. He points out that the consumpt'on
of meat per head of the population of Aus-
tralia is not less than 225 lbs., as compared
with 100 lbs. for Germany and Great Bri-

tain, If this could be redticed by 30 per
cent., partly by the substitution of pork arid

poultry for mutton and beef, the saving
would be enormous, equivalent, he reckons,
to 6,000,000 sheep !

*^

Mr. A. E. V. Richardson. Superintendent
of Agriculture, gives many interesting ])arti-

culars of German enterprise in agricultural
matters, and supplies the following startling

comparison :
—

(1) The British farmer feeds \^ to 50 per-
sons, while the German farmer feeds
from 70 to 75 persons.

(2) The British farmer grows 15 tons of corn,
whilst the German farmer grows 33 tons.

(3) The British farmer grows 11 tons of pota-
toes, whilst the German farmer grows 55
tons.

(4) The British farmer produces 4 tons of

meat, whilst the German farmer produces
4i tons.
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(5) The British farmer produces 17^ tons of

milk, the German farmer 28 tons.

(6) The British farmer produces a nej?lifirible

quantity of suffar, whilst the German far-

mer produces 2^ tons.

By means of diagrams lir haml home
the 'following facts :

—
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better methods of farming, on the small

farms the chief reason of improvement is

co-operation. P'or it is through co-operation
that the advantages of farming on a large
scale are made possible to the small

farmers. There are no less than 2,000,000
small farmers in Germany who are members
of co-operative institutions. In 1910 there

were i7^,6t^6 co-operative societies in the

countrx, with a yearly turnover of

859,000,000 marks. Two years later, in

1912, there were no fewer than 26,026
societies with a turnover of 6,341,000,000
marks. In that year there were 571 co-

operative implement societies in Germany,
600 electric supj>ly societies, as well as

potato growing societies and distillery
societies. One of the co-operative agricul-
tural societies bought no fewer than 620,000
tons of basic slag in one year.^ This gives
some idea of the strength of these farmers'
combinations.

The societies buy raw material, artificial

manures, feeding stuff, seed, implements,
bags, in fact, everything needed for farm-

ing, and purchasing, as they do, in great

quantities they secure the very best terms.

On the other hand they market milk, butter,

eggs, fruit and grain, and are able to gain
the best prices.
That there is a great opportunity for

Australia tp help feed England is shown

by the fact that of the /J2 2 9, 000, 000 worth
of food stuffs imported into<}reat Britain

in the year before the war, only
^£83, 000,000 worth came from the Domin-
ions. Great Britain imported in 19 13

^£24, 000, 000 worth of 'butter, of which

;£3,ooo,ooo worth only came from Aus-
tralia. She imported ^7,000,000 worth
of cheese, of which we sent her only
^24,000 worth. Her imports of bacon
and hams were valued at ;£2 1,000, 000, and
Australia sent none of those at all !

THIRTY MILLION PAIRS OF BOOTS.
Mr. Frederick A. Talbot has been contri-

buting a series of articles to the World's
Work upon

'' How Britain went to War."
This instalment tells of the manner in

which the resources of the Empire were
mobilised to shoe our monster armies and
those of our Allies. One has a general
idea that the style of boots required by the

army are few and of the same standard

'throughout, but Mr. Talbot says :
—

How many different types of boots are

required for the British Army? If this ques-
tion were put to the average man in the
street he would probably hazard in retort :

"Oh! Half a dozen at the outside!" But
he would be hopelessly wide of the mark.
No fewer than 60 different models are set

down in the regulations, and ea<:h is made
in 13 different sizes from 2 to 14 inclusive.

Multiply 60 by 13 and we get the total of

780 different models, which represents the
extent of the stock.

Not all these boots, of course, are mili-

tary boots in the fighting sense of the word,
but all are required by men engaged in war.

The flying man is so important a unit

amongst the millions of soldiers at the front

that his tastes are closely studied and grati-
fied in regard to clothing and other things.
His boots are of special design.

The aviator stipulates for a chrome
leather sole, and he gets it. He prefers a
brown willow calf body carried to the height
of a low shoe and made from the highest
quality of leather. From thi*! extends the

upper, carried a certain distance up the leg
to terminate just short of the knee, so that

free movement of the joint suffers no im-
pediment or confinement in any way. This
upper is fashioned- from tan willow calf

reversed, that is the smooth surface inside.
The boot is finally lined with lambswool to

give every warmth. The airman is ex-

tremely particular over his boots. He re-

sents climbing into his machine with pos-
sibly mud-covered soles, so he is provided
with a pair of over-shoes or goloshes which
he discards upon mounting.
The foregoing boot is extremely comfor-

table for sumnier service, but is useless to
combat the rigours of winter and wet
weather. The airman accordingly came for-
ward with a new idea in boots to meet these
climatic conditions. The upper is continued
from the top of the body to the thighs, and
is made of sheepskin with the wool out-
side. Thus perfect protection and warmth
to the whole of the leg is assured. When
donned these boots impart to the aviator
the semblance of the cowboy fresh from the
wild and woolly West, the shaggy appear-
ance of the upper being strongly remi-
niscent of the "

chaps," worn by the rider
of the plains. However, the additional
warmth and comfort assured by a one-piece
boot, supple and yet cold-defying, com-
pensates amply for the slightly threatrical

appearance.

The sturdy little Ghurka requires a very
diininutive boot and to shoe 'him properly
occasioned the authorities considerable

anxiety and experiment.

British regulation ankle footwear proved
to be quite impracticable for this fighting
man, for the slender Oriental foot, with its

sinuous and delicately arched instep, is very
different from the square and sturdy feet
of the British Tommy. It hampered his
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freedom of movement and even crippled him
within a little time. But the problem was
neatly overcome. A number of typical
Cihurka soldiers were selected and plaster
casts were taken of their feet.

Fron> this variety of shapes what may be
termed a general all-round standard design
was made. Lasts were prepared, the result

being an ideal boot from this Indian fight-

ing man's point of view. It is well-fitting
and ensures him sound feet under all and
varying conditions of campaigning.

Certain of the Canaili.aii troops insist

upon having knee l)Of>ts which differ radi-

callv from those .^et down as the official

pattern to-day.

It is stated to be the self-same pattern
which was served to our mounted troops
fighting in Canada during the war of a hun-
dred or more years ago. when Quebec fell

to Wolfe's strategy. It is said to be made
the same to-day as it was then ;

the passage
of time has not affected its design one
tittle, and now, as then, is hand-made. As
a knee boot it is declared to be without a

superior, being more rugged and substan-
tial than that served out in these times, and
free from all difficultie.s in slipping on or
off.

Mr. Talbot gives some idea of the im-

mense number of boots that were required,
and shows how the manufaoturers in Eng-
land rose to the occasion. In time of

])eace the British army got throng*!! about

250,000 pairs of boots a year. Twelve
months after the war l>egan the military
demands had risen from 250,000 to

12,000,000. The astonishing thing about

it is that these were delivered up to time.

The tanning problem had to be solved,

manufacture had to be speeded up, leather

stocks were requisitioned, trade customs

had to be humoured, and not only had the

British army to be supplied, but the .de-

mands of our Allies liad to l>e met.

In the early days of the war the French

sent over urgently for 2,000,000 pairs, and

of a design practically unknown in Great

Britain, where the riveted lxx>t is univer-

sally used. The French demanded the

welted article, and within three months of

the receipt of their order 1,000,000 pairs

had been delivered to them. The Russians

came into the marlcet for 7,000,000 pairs
of boots, and as these were long l)OOts, this

order made enormous inroads upon British

supplies of raw leather. No fewer than

43,000,000 square feet of npper leather

and 7,000 tons of sole leather were re-

quircnl to complete this order. The Serbian

armv needed 600.000 pairs of brK)ts, and
the Italian Government ordered 1,440,000

pairs in Great Britain. During the first

year of war, 12,000,000 pairs of boots

were made and turned over to the British

Government and the total was raised to

20,000,000 pairs by July, 19 16. By De-

ceml)er 31 last, no fewer than 32,000,000

pairs had been issued from British boot

manufacturing factories to the military of

Great Britain and her Allies.

THE WOMEN WORKERS OF ENGLAND.
Miss Elizalx?th Robins contributes a most

informing article to lite Coniemporary Re-

view, on the manner in which employers in

Great Britain hope to profit after the war

by the substitution of women for men
workers. At present the women are un-

organised, and as always their docility is

being taken advantage of. It \yas recently
e4icited in the House of Commons that

'•in a controlled firm in Southampton a
Government award decreed that a woman of

eighteen might begin at 2d. an hour, and if

her work was satisfactory might, after a
year, receive 2|d., an hour, a problematic
war bonus of 2s. being paid on certain con-
ditions. Owing to the Government award
being in the ambigous form of

'
if the work

is satisfactory,' it was at the discretion of
the employer to withhold the extra farthings
if he chose.

^
Women employed wholly or partly on

Government work receive only 13/- a week,
for making safety fuses; formerly they
only got 11/-. F"or the making of linen
cloth the rate is 2fd. an hour. A 52 hours'

week at 2d. an hour is 8/8, and a 52 hours'

week at 3d. is 13/-. Thousands of adult

women on Government orders are earning less

than 3d. an hour, and many of them are

legally forbidden to leave their employment
without special permission. Section 7 of

the Munitions Amendment Act makes it im-

possible for any woman to leave work in a

controlled establishment without a leaving
certificate. If she does leave no employer
can give her work for six weeks. As leav-

ing certificates are constantly refused to

women on a wage as low as 10/- a week,
their ca.se is very bad if they have the offer

of better work and pay. They cannot

afford to remain out of work for six weeks.

Apologists urge that though perhaps con-

ditions are now trying, this is inevitable,

and when the war is over things will be

better. But, says Miss Robins,
"

is it be-

lievable
"

that fairer terms will be accorded

without a struggle when the worker is no

longer at a premium, and the work is no
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longer held to be vital to the nation?" She

quoted from T/ie Daily News as follows :
—

*' The most noticeable feature of the arma-
ment works—by which I mean the great es-
tablishments normally engaged in producing
weapons— in both the districts with which I

am now dealing, is the employment of
women. In one they have been employed, to
some extent, for years, but the number has
now been greatly increased ; as I mentioned
above, there are some 6000 of them.

" The manager, who is justly proud of his
khaki feminine troop, and knows exactly
what every g-irl is doing, showed me one who
had increased (her output) from 30 to 130,
another from 40 to 150, and so on.
"The automatic increase -of output thus

achieved by practice alone has an important
bearing on the product of newly orgranised
resources, if it is allowed to operate freely,
as it IS with women. I saw a g-irl doing "a
particular operation on a lathe which had
been previously worked by a skilled man ;

she was turning 150 per shift against his 30.
The champion of the factory is a girl who is

machining the copper bands on shells ; her
' record '

is 1014 in a ten-hour shift, or, say,
loi per hour. And each shell has to be lifted
into position and lifted out again. The
weight raised in an hour can be easily cal-
culated. These are Scottish g-irls."

.A.ll managers and foremen in these war
workshops prefer women to men, not he-
cause they are '

cheaper '—for they are not,m the sense usually meant, and it would
make no difference to the manag-er if theywere—but because they do their best to help
and put no artificial obstacles in the wav of
the highest results."'

The lady who made this inspection
elicited from one of the managers of a
munition factory that he was opposed to
the improved conditions and the generous
manner in which welfare recommendations
were being carried out, but he now strongly
approved because

"
it paid."

'' How can it?"' said the woraan, thinking
of the cost of building and furnishing a Rest
Room, and improved conveniences of divers
sorts—'' how can all this pav for so short
a time?'' "But it isn't for a short time,''
the manager said.

" We see now that girls
are all rig-ht." He told the sort of work
which in peace time would supersede muni-
tion-making. It could all be done by girls.
They learned new processes easilv. Arid girls
were so easily manag-ed !

But docility will serve the hard task-
master only as long as the docile-born are
not lired, and led by the freer spirits.

Meanwhile, w-e must not lose sight of the
fact that the war has not created, but merely
accelerated the influx of women into indus-
tries formerly carried on solely by men.
How little this is understood ipay be read in
the trade union resolutions that leak into
print, even in these congested days. Work-
ing men fear this flood of new labour. In
this fear they take the sure way to render
the new labour formidable by shutting it out

of the great Unions, and leaving it no choice
but to be cheap. They cannot yet see that
the only formidable women-laboun is the un-

organised labour.
Men of the Amalgamated Society of Car-

penters and Joiners, who, by a majority of

4700 voted this January against the admis-
sion of women to their society, and the
scores of similar resolutions by other bodies,
leave out of sight the terrible ( !) proficiency
of the new woman worker,- her growing
popularity with employers, and the danger,
if her organisation is discouraged, of em-
ployers forcing her into undercutting men
after the war.
Tho"^ working men are, indeed, innocent

who think that all the agreements ever made
with employers or with Governments (or
made with however honest intention) to re-

vert to pre-war conditions, will save the

working man from bearing his par-t in the
law of Progress, The stream does not flow

back.

Miss Robins says that the results of the

industrial injustice \vhich is being done to

women cannot be segregated. When men
realise that justice to women is a menace
to men, they will look more carefully into

it, or, taking the wise course, they will ask

qualified women to help them to prescribe
for the common evil. When the fact has

been fully grasped that women are in in-

dustry to stay men will not only make the

best of what they now, taking the short

view, con.sider a bad job, they will, however

unwillingly, he agents in making a good

job of the co-oj)eration of the sexes. She

urges the need for organisation.

Unorganised women w-ill be compelled to

keep hours which have overtaxed the strong-
est men, and will submit to other conditions

against wbich men have appealed to their

powerful unions and been sustained in strik-

ing. Lacking a highly organised and well-

financed trade union backing, women will

find themselves defenceless. They will have
to work under conditions laid down by male
employers, and be refused discharge except
under crushing penalty. Inevitably, the
thinkers among working women are enemies
of conscription by a power that will not act

against the interests of the rich—a power
that will not coerce brewers and distillers fcft

the country's good—a power which (through
ignorance rather than ruthlessness) is ready
to coerce the future mothers of the race to

the undoing of the nation.

In conclusion, Miss Robins points out

that the hours of work, the pay of women
are bargained for betw^een three bodies, em-

ployers' associations, men's unions, and the

Board of Trade. In not one of these is

there a woman nor any representative chosen

by women. She is strongly against the sug-

gested conscription of women, on the

ground that they are forcibly prevented
from having the .smallest share in the mak-

ing of so momentous a decision.
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HOW TO GET 2,000,000 WAR WORKERS.
This is the problem which Mr. J. Ellis

Barker sets himself to solve in the iWi/ic-

tcentli Ccnfury. He dot-s if with amazing
<'ase—on pai)er. Really, when one reads

his article, one wonders why the poor,
harassed Government at home should find

it so terribly difficult to lill the shipyards,

keep the munition factories working three

shifts or pet workers on the land ! \\'hat

it ought to do obviously is to get Mr.l^ar-

ker to take the matter in hand, and, hey

presto ! tlie needed workers will l)e forth-

coming.
His method is just splendid. He takes

the total numlx'r of men and women ordin-

arily employed in Great Britain, and hav-

ing this figure ascertains that 2,208,535
males have no specific (xcupation or are un-

<x:cupied, and that no less than 10,026,379
females are in the same condition. There
behold a great reservoir from which to

draw^ ! He is in no way daunted by the fact

that no less than 1,427, 636' of the males are

betwiiMi the ages of 10 and 15. They have
hands and feet—what more is needed !

350,000 more are over 65
—what matters

it ! Still he does make allowance for

these, and even goes so far as to assume
that jx)ssibly s<ime of the unoccupied fel-

lows may be invalids. In this way he
whittles down his out of occupation men to

300,000
—

including invalids. It does not

apparently occur to him that most of these

iimxTupied individuals will have been con-

scripted, and are no doubt now training or

are at the front.

Deducting girls under 15 and old women
he reduces his female reservoir to 8,300,000.
He does admit that perhaps many of these

are already employe*! in war work, but

meantime makes the discovery that there are

1,200,000 more women than men in Eng-
land and \\'ales who ought obviously to be
utilised in war w^ork. He is after all

moderate, though, for he reckoiis that only
1,000,000 men and women could be drawn
from the industrially unemployed for

national work. Women suffragists, at any
rate, would be delighted to hnd that Mr.
Barker apparently makes no difference be-

tween men and women in the matter of war
work. A woinan, in his opinion, is every
bit as fitted for it—whether it be agricul-
tural work, mining, shipbuihJing, or engine-
driving

—as a man. That at least one must
conclude from his article.

But he excels himself when he shows how
he would raise the other 1,000,000 he has

set himself to find. At least that number,

says our theorist, could be draw^n from the
"
ill-occupied

"
part of the ix>pulation. In

191 1, he tells us, 16,284,399 men and

women from ten \ears upwards were occu-

pied, and he sets forth their occupations for

us. It is i^erhaps unfortunate that the

figures of to-day are not available, but that

would rather sjioil the picture he sketches.

In reading his article we have to remember
that practically Britain's entire army has

been drawn from the occupied men. This

armv is variously estimated at live, six and

seven millions strong. It can readily be seen

then that if only 5,000,000 be deducted

from his totals, it would entirely ruin his

argument, but it wouhl be a pity to deface

his scheme by insisting on that little point.

True, he ever and anon admits that prob-

ably a large nimilx^r of the particular
"

ill-

occupied
''

individuals he is devoting t©^

war work are already in the army, but he

does not allow that to greatly trouble him.

His first shock was when he discovered

that, before the war, no less than 200,000
hands were engaged in laundry work. Go
to, says he, let us use our shirts carefully,
wear collars for several days, avoid the use

of napkins,
*'
a convention rather than a

necessity except for i)eople with beards or

shaky hands." Easily could our national

washing bill be cut in half, and 60,000 to

70,000 workers be set free for more imix)r-

tant work. Why, though, Mr. Barker stop
at that? Why Hot do away with collars

altogether, eschew starched shirts, and thus

save 100,000 workers—supposing always
that the War Office has not already taken

all the men of military age, and that the

women have not l^een tenapted into munition

factories by the better wages. He is logi-

cal too,
—in spots

—for he points put that

fat is needed for food and explosives, and
starch is pure food. Therefore, if we wash
less we would use less soap and less starch,

would save potatoes and feed the people.
After weighing his convincing arguments
in favour of economy in washing, one hesi-

tates to shed a collar, have a shave or take

a bath !

Next he finds that no less than 1,195,079
individuals are engaged in dressmakingi and

dealing
—or were so engaged before the

war. It is scandalous, he says, that "more

than 1,000,000 people should be engaged
in making and dealing in dress in England
and Wales alone, and, horrible to say ! that

no less than 48,956 hairdressers and wig-
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makers should exist sjtill. Again the figures them all, and utilise them in some:

are for 191 1. But as we must not wash useful employment. No one sliould be

save on rare occasions, whv dress? Cer- allowed to sell in the streets unless pro-

tainly, if we cannot shave ourselves we are vided with a certificate stating that he or

in duty lx>und to U-t our l)eards grow, that is she was no longer able to work, Mr. Bar-

obvious. Then, of course, if we got no more ker storms along.' No less than 85,830 com-

new clothes, the shij)])ing difticult\ would be mercial travellers—what do we want travel-

made less serious, there would l>e an imme- lers for in a time of crisis like this? Possibly'
diate reduction in the imjjorts of wool, cot- Mr. Barker, the great majority of these

ton, flax, silk, leather, etc.. From dress- men who so raise your gorge volunteered or

making and dealing Mr. l^arker reckons were conscripted, and the same might be-

he could get at least 250,000 workers, said of the 95,302 j>ersons you have dis-

His further researches disclosed the fact covered engaged in the insurance business

that—agAin in 1911
—no less than' 700,000 in 191 1.

folk were engaged as milk sellers, meat ^h^^ Mr. Barker has done his work—his _
salesmen, bakers, grocers, greengrocers, researches would be a better word—with J
fishmongers and tobacconists alone. He

great thoroughness is evinced bv the fact I
concedes that dieir number has been reduced tj^^t he has even rung in the prostitutes, of |
by the war. ''Still a superabundance is ^^hom he says there are 400,000 in the*
left. Having suggested that we should go United Kingdom. A hundred thousand at
unwashed and undressed, one almost expects least he considers might be spared for use-
Mr. Barker to propose that we should quit f^^i ..-ar work ! But he fairlv lets himself go
eating altogether, but he does draw the line ^n the question of domestic servants. We
there, and we heave a sigh of relief. His e^^^ almost hear his shuddering gasp when
solution is to make everyone go and fetch

j^e discovered that 1,314,024 i>ersons were

wha^t
they want. In the old days people so emploved. True, this was in 191 1, and

used to; let us revert to the old days, and he admits that many have gone into muni-
no longer permit retailers to call for orders tj^n factories, but there must be drastic re-
or deliver goods. The folks left at home juction. He advocated a tax on servants,
who, under Mr. Barker's scheme, would of

.^ i)rogressive one, and a tribunal w^hich
course have at least twice as much to do as ^h^ll decide the number of servants a
they have in ordinary times, would no doubt

family may keep. We are short of agricui-
easily find leisure to do their own fetching ^^^al labourers, he says, and yet—in 19Wand carrying —there were no less than 118,842 domestic

Five hundred thousand i)eople, he says, gardeners, and 17,148 gamekeepers. Until
were occupied in hotels and public-houses ^e read Mr. Barker's article we were under
and boarding establishments. Although ^^e impression that there was conscription
the hours at which public-houses may open ^t home, but apparentlv the War Office has
have been greatly limited, and the brewing Xet manv men slip through its fingers—ifof beer has been drastically curtailed, he ^re to believe his figures,hnds that there are as manv public-houses ^-i?^^ •

, , ,
•

in existence as before the war. Close the jNi'^^
^^ ^^"^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^ 2,000,000 war

redundant ones, he says
—

cjuite an easy
worfers :

matter, of course, as we know from our Unoccupied women ... ... 1,000.000.
own licensing troubles—and save 100,000 Superfluous servants, laundry
worker^ for useful war occupations. He is workers, etc. ... ... 300,000
horrified that so manv folk do nothing else Clothing- and clothing shops 250,000
K,i+ »'o;f \r^ T-.^cf^,.,.o,."'+ xj^ 4-u u u Food retailers, public houses, re-
but wait in

re.stauiants.^ Here, though, he freshment rooms, etc 200,000
IS as ready with a solution as ever. Adopt Street vendors ... loo.ooo
the American plan, where customers go and Prostitutes 100,000
fetch what thev want from the counter, and ^^ living- on their incomes ... ... 50,000

thus eliminate' the waiter altogether.' He Commercial travellers, insurance
• , , ^ r .1 1^1 agents and various 50,000

might go a step further and have every _J
j

guest wash up his dishes before he left ! Total 2,050,000 i

Saving here estimated at 100.000, I

In 19H there were no fewer than 155.389
'^^^^^^ it is, quite easy. Why, Mr. Bar- 1

general dealers, costermongers. hawkers ^^'^' ^^^ ^^'^" raised a sui^erfluous 50,000
;

and street sellers, and 16.441 newsboys.
^" paper !

|

Mr. Barker still spies liawkers on the Whilst I have, perhaps, read his article
j

streets, is still opportuned to purchase .somewhat satirically, there is no doubt that \

pajKirs by ragged urchins. Away with there is a great deal of truth in Mr. Bar-
|
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ker's cx>ntention that miicJi labour is still

goiijjL
to waste in Great Britain. He }X)ints

oxmthaX—
^iermany derives a ^reat advantage in pro-
Micm^ food and munitions of war owinj? to

Jnie British blockade. . . . Larg-ely owing to

the blockade all Germany has become a

gigrantic arsenal. The German workers are
almost exclusively eng-ag-ed upon war work,
while millions of British workers have been
emploved in making things of no military
necessity, and sometimes of no neces-
sity at all, either for home consumption
or for export. The blockade has certainly
harmed Germany in some respects, but we
must not lose sight of the fact that it has
benefited her in other respects. It seems
possible that owing to the factors described,
the lavishness of Gerjtnany's output of muni-
tions of war will once rnore^ surprise the
Allies, and will check their advance. British
production of war material may once more
prove insufficient, and have to be vastly in-
creased. We must be prepared for unpre-
cedented exertions in the domain of industry.

He (lis4\ards the suggestion which is being
widely made that Indians, Chinese and

negroes should be im}x>rted into England in

great numbers to do war work, on the

ground that it would be verv diffirult to

transport large coloured contingents across

the seas, and that, moreover, the imported
workers would have to be housed, fed and

clothed. Their arrival would, therefcwe,

throw a very serious strain upon British in-

dustry which would have to provide the

necessary hutments and clothing, and upon
the scanty food stocks of the country, and

upon British agriculture. Like so many
who are writing upon the economic situa-

tion in England, Mr. Barker can .see one

side of the shield only. He wants workers

to do war work, and would ruthlessly take

them from all and every occupation, for-

getting that the war cannot continue with-

out money, and that the making of money
is, after all, a war work. The War Office

looks at the matter in the same one-eyed

way. It wants soldiers, and proceeds to

conscript all and sundry, despite the fact

that every responsible leader at home, in-

cluding the Prime Mini.ster, declares

vehemently that the present war Is being

fought quite as much by the workers on the

land, in the shipyard, and the factory, as

bv the .soldier in the trench.

THE SUGAR BOOM IN CUBA.
George F. Worts contributes a most in-

teresting article on Sugar in Cuba to Tke
American Review of Reviews. He says :

—•

Four years ago plantation and mill-

owners in Cuba were .scarcely able to eke
out a comfortable existence. Many of
them were on the verge of failure. At that

time the world demand for sugar made a

definite impression on the Cuban market.
In the years following, which prepared the

island for the sugar boom of to-day, the

price of sugar has mounted gradually. This
was a substantial rise. It had none of the

aspects of an artificial boom. The result

of the continuous, if leisurely, climb was
that cane-growers were coaxed to increase
their yield. They hoped, with the Spanish
confidence in fate, that something would

hap])en to swell this irritatingly slow tide

of gold.
Then complications arose in Europe.

The German l:>eet-sugar supply was cut off.

Prices leaped. Cuban plantation owners
were prepared. Nearly every one of them
has since become wealthy. Cuba is now

enjoying an era similar to that of the Cali-

fornia gold rushes in the late forties, or

the more recent oil boom in Oklahoma.
While the sudden rise and fall of pros-

perity in a gold-mining community is caused

by the rapid exhaustion of the metal.

Cuba's sugar lands, even where cultivation

without fertilisation has been carried on for

fifty or sixty years, seem inexhaustible.

The soil is one of the richest to be found in

any part of the world.

The forced retirement of (iermany as a

competitor was the immediate cause of

Cuba's prosperity, but slower forces have

I:»een at work for years and are even more
vital. The world has shamelessly culti-

vated and pampered an insatiable sweet

tooth. Sugar used to be a luxury. Wit-

ness now the soda-fountain and candy store,

which flourishes one to the square block in

almost every American community. America

does not stand alone. England and Den-
mark are ravenous sugar-eaters. Spain and

Italy alone se^m to be moderate. Since

1880 the per capita sugar consumption in

the United States has gone up from ap-

proximately forty pounds to ninety. In

thirty -six years her national sugar consump-
tion has quadrupled. Cuba's sugar produc-
tion this year exceeds the entire world's out-

put of that staple fifty years ago.
For the fiscal year of 1913-1914, which

was Germany's last export sea.son before

the war, the sugar pro<;luction of the two
countries jnearly balanced. Germany's
sugar ledger showed a production of 2,674,-

986 tons of beet sugar, while Cuba boasted
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2,597,732 tons of cane sugar. It is doubt-

ful if Germany will regain for many years,

if ever, her prestige as the greatest sugar-

growing nation.

With the influx of gold from all parts

of the world Cuban plantation values have

increased enormously. In many cases they

have doubled and trebled. Even in spite of

the increased values an acre of good sugar

land will produce at present prices often

more than the land itself was worth. In

some cases, the crop is worth twice or

three times as much as the land it comes

from.

One American bought a huge plantation

and sugar-mill, paying an exorbitant price

for the property. Yet his profits at the

end of the year overbalanced the entire

cost.

Penniless young Cubans by the score

have become wealthy in an equally surpris-

ing fashion. Consider for a moment the

business romance of the typical young
Cuban of to-day. Nearly all mills own

large plantations. They provide one of

the chief sources of the cane, but are often

inadequate to meet the demands of the

machinery. In order to operate the mill

continuously the owner resorts to a plan
which is a faint echo of feudalism. Fre-

quently he owns great tracts of arable land

which have not been cleared, of jungle

growth. If a young Cuban in his employ
is intelligent and honest, he may lease the

land to him at \ery low rental, often for

nothing at all, and loan him enough money
to clear the tract and set out his first crop.

In return for this generous treatment the

young Cuban delivers his cane for extrac-

tion to the mill of his benefactor. A little

more than one-tenth, by weight, of cane is

convertible into raw sugar, Of this yield
the young Cuban receives half, which he

sells at the market price, while the mill-

owner keeps the other half, in payment.
Small fortunes have resulted to the young

plantation lessee through this ireciprocal

arrangement. Within the past five years

many energetic Cubans have realised as

much as ;^5o,ooo on initial investments

of from ;£3ooo to ;£4000, all of which was
borrowed. Most of these young men have
added to their wealth by re-leasing, for large
sums, to corporations. As a result, much of

the money now invested in Cuban sugar
projects can he traced directly to the United
States. When the sugar tariff next comes
before Congress the fact that many Ameri-
can citizens are deeply interested in Cuban
sugar projects will lend complications to an

issue which, at its simplest, has always
been a hard problem to solve.

In more ways than the mere inflation of

land values has Cuba reflected the condi-

tions of Western gold-rush days. For-

tunes are being made in other mediums

than first-grade sugar, just as fortunes dur-

ing the gold rushes were made in other ways
than the mining of gold. Second-grade

sugar, for example, is now made into alco-

hol and shipped to France for use in the

manufacture of explosives. Molasses, an-

other by-product, is sold at large profit to

rum distilleries.

In fact, all.Cuban industries have been

stimulated by the activity of the world's

sugar market, and hundreds of men,^
with

small and large capital, have gone in to

make quick fortunes. The only cog in her

industrial system which seems to have

slipped is the railroad. Four or five years

ago the single-track roads were sufficient.

But last spring, when every sugar-mill on

the island was frantically demanding cars

for the shipment of its product to the sea-

ports, the railroads failed them miserably.
Thousands of bags of sugar lay for weeks

in inland store-houses because of inadequate

freight facilities.

Yet the railroads are not entirely k)

blame. Prosj^erity came with such haste,

when it did come, that the demands for

freight carriage nearly doubled. It was

impossible for the railroads to rise instantly
to the occasion. Cuban jungles present no

ordinary constructional ditficultiets, and
months were required for the delivery of

rolling stock from the United States, whose

steel mills had eyes glued to the profitable

shrapnel industry.
The demands made upon the sugar mills

themselves were met with greater agility.

The struggling mill owners did not lose

their heads when prosi:)erity arrived. The

majority of them had been suffering from
lack of proper equipment, and wisely re-

invested their first profits in better machin-

ery. As a result, these mills will be able

to extract sugar from cane at the profit when

prices fall in the future.

Attention has lately been turned to the

electrified mill. American electrical engi-
neers have already installed nearly thirty
electrical equipments in the 188 mills now
in operation. The chief advantage of elec-

tricity in mills is its dependability. A
mill breakdown during the busy season costs

24/- a minute, or over ;£i7oo a day. Either
with electrical or improved steam machin-

ery, the mill-owner is preparing himself
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against the drop in prices which will result

when the war is over and Germany re-enters

the field.

The production of Cuban sugar could be

doubled, according to experts, without ex-

panding the present area, if intensive culti-

vation were practised. The present handi-

cap is a shortage of labour. The total

population of Cuba is only two and one-half

millions, and the labouring class is unable

to meet the demands imposed upon it. As
a result, wages have been raised, and all

manner of devices are resorted to on the

different plantations to keep the labourer

from deserting.

The life of the average phmtation worker

would belie the picture which many Ameri-

cans have drawn in their imaginations. It

is true that he is uneducated, and it is

equally untrue that he is treated as a slave.

He is too much in demand, and he is fully
aware of the fact. As a result, he has be-

come a })ampered individual. Coupled
with his ignorance is a growing insolent

assurance. He is quickly moved to vio-

lence, ami he indulges freely in the

manana habit, wliich is laziness intensified.

He plays the State lottery twice a month
with religious regularity. He steeps him-

self in bad native rum, and is exceedingly

dangerous at the end of a long cane knife,

which resembles the Mexican machette. In

the eastern end of the island, which is still

in the. throes of pioneering, it is a common

sight to see plantation-owners armed with

carbines slung across their saddles, auto-

matic revolvers of generous calibre protrud-

ing handily from bristling bullet belts, and

long sheathed knives at their hips. The

plantation labourer, indeed, is Cuba's most

}>erplexing problem.
The attitude of Cuban, business men

towards Americans is increasingly friendly.
The younger generation of Cubans is re-

ceiving education in American schools and
universities. American business men are

realising more and more the importance of

a knowledge of Spanish in their Cuban

dealings. The European war has acted as

a cement in uniting the sympathies of the

two republics. The only conceivable re-

sult of this better understanding is a more
substantial business relationship.

THE AMERICAN'S HELIGOLAND.
By theJT acquisition of tlie Danish West

Indies, for ^£5, 000, 000, the Americans have

won a strategical position which, from a

naval standpoint, will be as valuable as is

Heligolaiid to Germany. These islands,

says Admiral Porter, are the keystone of

the ajch of the West Indies, and can be

made impregnable against naval attack.

Strategically they occupy much the same

position to the Panama Canal as does Malta

to the Suez. Mr. Eldred E. Jacobsen, who
has lived on them, contributes an interest-

ing account of the people, and their islands

to The American Review of Reviews.

After giving a short history of them, and

pointing out their strategic value, he says :

The islands have a combined area of 133

square miles, with a population of about

thirty thousand. Like all the other West
Indian islands, they are nothing if not pic-

turesque. St. Croix, the largest, contains

eighty -four square miles, with a population
of 18,000; it is about twenty -five miles

long and from four to five miles wide. A
ridge of mountains runs parallel with the

coast, along the western end of the island,

Mt. Eagle, the highest point, being 1164
feet above sea level. Even in such a limited

tropical area, a diversity of climate and

plant life exists as caused the island to be

known years ago as the
*' Garden of the

West Indies." The atmosphere of the

island is rather more American than any
part of the West Indies, including Porto
Rico, after years of American possession,
for not only has the principal communica-
tion been with the United States, but in

years gone "by the island was a Mecca for

American tourists.

The principal and almost exclusive

industry of the island has been the

production of sugar. When the West
Indian Islands had the monopoly of
the sugar market, it was prosperous and of

great value to Denmark. Life on the island

was comfortable, elegant and aristocratic,

for the planters were healthy, they spent

money lavishly and enjoyed the best that

the world afforded. But to-day this former

prosperity is but a memory, and the com-

petition of beet-sugar has practically driven

cane-sugar from the market, save at prices
ruinous to the planters, and the island has
no longer attracted capital or the immigra-
tion of planters from Ireland, Scotland,
and. Denmark, as it formerly did, while the

best of the native sons have emigrated and

sought their fortunes elsewhere.

Since the outbreak of the European war
the price of "Siugar has advanced, and this,
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coupled with a remarkably good crop on the

island during 19 16, has made conditions

somewhat better ;
but this condition will not

last. Under American direction, however,

the sugar industry will be re-established

on a permanent basis of prosperity far be-

yond anything in the past experience of the

island. The land at present under cultiva-

tion for sugar cane is but 16,000 acres out

of a total acreage of 50,000. It has been

worked for two hundred years without irri-

gation or fertilisation and dependent only

upon rainfall, yet it is capable of produc-

ing from eight to ten tons of sugar per acre,

an amount equal to the per acre production
in Hawaii, where millions have been spent
for irrigation. With proper growing methods,

fertilisation, and irrigation it can be made
to rival Porto Rico, where the production is

from twenty-five to thirty tons per acre-.

But sugar is not the only agricultural

possibility of the island. It can be made
far more profitable industrially than it has

ever been, and Baron Eggers, author of a

work on the flora of the islands, mentions

many valuable products and fibre-produc-

ing plants which can be cultivated and
which bring handsome returns.

Cotton, of the long staple variety known
as "Sea-island," is grown with great suc-

cess. Some of the finest which ever reached
the Liverpool market in late years came from
St. 'Croix and brought prices ranging from
IS. pd. to 2s. per lb. It is true that this in-

dustry has not been developed to any great
extent, but it can be greatly stimulated and
furnish a substantial increase to the limited

amount of this grade of cotton now frrown
on our own islands Off the Carolina coast,
for which there is increasing demand.

With the coming of American occupa-
tion will come increased incentive to the

island, and with a freer market, and trans-

portation facilities the island will once more
resume its old place ; while the winter-re-

sort possibilities of an island with sandy
beaches encircled by coral reefs, and with
snow-white sand bottoms and water that is

always at a temperature of 80 degrees, can
be developed so as to share patronage with
our own Florida resorts.

St. Thomas and St. John are much
smaller and of no importance agricultur-

ally, being very hilly, although hemp, jute,
and fibre-producing plants can be cultivated

on a profitable basis, while tropical fruits

can also be grown. It is as a commercial
centre that St. Thomas has been known and

as a maritime base that it has always held

prominence. It is thirteen miles long, about

three miles wide, and its harbour is one of

the finest in the West Indies.

St. John has been practically abandoned
of late years, having a population of only

1000, and is seldom visited. Its prospects

depend entirely upon development by
American capital.
The people are intelligent, agreeable, and

well-informed, and many of them are edu-

cated and refined, though to a great extent

deprived of broadening influences through
their isolation. They are peaceful and in-

dustrious, and crimes of violence are un-

know^n, but they have needed capital for

the development of their resources and in-

centive. From the standj)oint of one who
has lived in the islands, I am frank to state

that the
"
negro problem

"
here will hardly

be the problem—difficult of solution—which
at first glance it seems to be ; for while most
of the leading merchants, tradesmen, and
minor officials are men in w^hose veins run

coloured blood, they are more courteous and
considerate than those of white skin occupy-

ing similar positions in America.
'

Hospitality and good cheer abound every-
where, for somehow poverty under a mid-
summer sky does not seem so appalling as in

a northern blizzard, and the prevailing at-

mosphere is one of cheerfulness, now
further stimulated by reason of the transfer

to the United States. (Tlass distinction

rather than colour distinction exists.

The labouring clas.ses are generally
courteous and respectful, and with the mini-

mum' of creature comforts enjoy life as

keenly as do those in the upper and middle
classes. We will not have the problem of

converting a hostile people to our ideas of
life and government, as was the case in

Porto Rico, where customs, language, and
sentiment were adverse to us, because not

only is English the universal language and
the associations American, but the people
have ardently wanted American rule, as was
evidenced by the popular vote in all the

islands in favour of the transfer.

The great problem w^ill be to introduce

necessary changes gradually, from the pater-
nal and tolerant attitude of Denmark to the

business-like, efficient, and self-sustaining

go\^rnment necessary und.er our political
ideas

;
and to furish the labouring classes—

under prevailing wage conditions, fortv to

fifty cents a day—with a livelihood and a

chance to develop in accordance with mod-
ern ideas of labour.
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sions could not be given, but, when the

people began it make things hot for it, why
then it had always intended to grant this

boon to the aged toilers ! That is a typical
instance of what a few earnest men and
women can do, and demonstrates the pli-

ability of Governments once they are con-

vinced the people are in earnest.

However, let us hope the present Govern-

ment will redeem its pledges without hav-

ing to be specially convinced that the people
are disgusted with the present system of

voting and demand a more equable one. To
adopt another scheme for electing Senators

and Representatives would not after all be

taking a step in the dark. Various systems
have been tried out in Euroi>e and in Aus-

tralasia, and it would be perfectly possible
to adopt one or other, or a combination of

them, which would give far fairer results

than the present system.
As the matter is certain to be much dis-

cussed during the next few months, it will

perhaps be useful to readers to have a brief

explanation of some of the better-known
and most successful systems now in use.

First of all, though, it might be well to

set down the results which have proved our

present method to so unfairly deprive al-

most half the people of any representation
in the Senate whatever. Taking the last

election we have the following (incomplete)
result :

—
State, National. Labour.

New South Wales ... 1,144,531 040,441
Victoria 1,063,030 876,454
Queensland 460,148 440,082
South Australia 301,442 231,061
West Australia 220,222 112,445
Tasmania 127,606 03. 5^5

3,326,060 2J6o4,o68
Out of a total of 6,020,137 votes cast,

2,694,068 were given to Labour candidates
and 3,326,069 to Nationalists. But 18
Nationalist Senators were elected, and not
a single Labour Senator was returned.

There were only 632,000 fewer votes for

the [Labour men than for the Nationalists,
but though only polling 10 per cent, more
votes than their opponents, the Nationalists
won every seat, and 2,694,068 electors are

entirely unrepresented in the Upper House.

Actually the right proportion based on the
total votes cast throughout Australia would
have been—Nationalists, 10 Senators ;

Labour, 8. Instead, our present system
gives the Nationalists 18 and Labour none
at all.

If we go back to the last election the re-

sult was even worse. On that occasion the
whole of the Senate was re-elected owing to

STEAD'S REVIEW.
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a double dissolution having Deen granted
Mr. Cook by the Governor-General. The
voting for the t^6 Senators was as follows :

—
State.
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strongly averse to any alteration being
made. There can be no doubt that propor-
tional representation, if adopted for both

Ix)wer and Upper Houses, would send many
Members of Parliament, whose present
tenure of seats appears to be certain for

years, out of public life altogether.

It is hardly necessary to set down that

the present system used for the Federal

elections is what is known as election by
"

relative majority." For the House of

Representatives there are one member elec-

torates only and, in these, electors have one

vote only, no matter how many candidates

may stand. For the Senate elections each

State forms a single electorate and is re-

presented by six Senators, three being
elected at a time. Electors have as many
votes as there are vacancies to be filled and
must register them all or their ballot paper
is informal and is thrown out. The dis-

advantage of the ''relative majority
"

sys-

tem is that a minority has no representation
at all and yet, in a three cornered fight, it

is quite possible for the minority to secure

the seat and for the majority to be left

unrepresented altogether.

For instance A, a Liberal, and B, a

Labour man, are candidates for a Parlia-

mentary seat. C, another Liberal, also

nominates and the voting gives the follow-

ing result :
—

A—6000, B—7000. C—4000.

B is selected, although only 7000 Labour
votes were cast as against 10,000 Liberal.

To avoid this anomaly various schemes have
been adopted. The one most popular with

party managers is to bring such pressure to

bear on would-be candidates that only one
enters the field to represent the party. This
action has resulted in the elimination of the

independent altogether and gives the electors

no choice but to vote for the man the

Party Caiicus, or Conference, has approved
of. In safe constituencies like Henty,
Kooyong and Balaclava, Melbourne, Yarra,
and Melbourne Ports, this means that the

man who secures the nomination is pre-
sented with a seat in Parliament.

The other methods adopted are the

second ballot and the alternative vote. Of
the two systems the latter is the best in the

opinion of the British Royal Commission on
Electoral Reform Systems, which held that
"
the alternative vote was the best method

of removing the most serious defect which
a single member system can possess, the

return of a minority candidate." It there-

fore, recommended its adoption in single
member constituencies, but it is not em-

bodied in the new electoral law now being

passed through the British Parliament. The
second ballot is used in Austria-Hungary,
France, Germany, Holland, Italy, Norway,
Roumania, Russia, Serbia, Switzerland,
New South Wales, and New Zealand.

The method, of course, is that, when at

election, none of the candidates secures

more than half of the valid votes cast, a

second election is held, only the two candi-

dates who received the highest number of

votes in the first ballot being submitted to

the electors for a final choice. Reverting
to our example above; neither A, B, or C
having secured more than half of the valid

votes cast—viz., 8501
—a second election

would take place between A and B. The
result would be that A, who would secure

all or almost all of C's votes, would win

the seat from B by a majority of 3000. As

already shown under the present system,
used for the Federal Parliament, B, not A,
would have been returned. There are many
objections to the second ballot, which not

only involves the expense and inconvenience

of a second election, but has led, in prac-

tice, to some rather a#tonishing political

manoeuvring and bargaining. Still it was
a step in advance and gave fairer results

than the election by relative majority only.

The alternate vote system avoids many
of the objections to the second ballot. It

is used in Queensland, West Australia, and

Victoria, and works well. These three

States have adopted slightly different

schemes but the system is the same. It is

well understood everywhere in Australia but

to make our analysis complete I describe

it. The elector, when he gets the ballot

paper, marks the candidates in the order

of his preference. That is to say that he

puts I opposite the man he most desires to

see returned, 2 against his next favourite,

and so on, until—in Victoria and West Aus-

tralia—he has put a number against every
candidate on the list. In Queensland, the

marking of the preferences, beyond the first

choice, is left optional. When there are a

great number of candidates for a single seat

many electors get confused and it would

probably not effect the result if the obliga-
tion to indicate preference were limited to

four or five.

Taking the same illustration again, A
would get 6000 first votes, B, 7000, and

C, 4000. None of the three having an ab-

solute majority of votes the Returning Offi-

cer declares the candidate having the lowest

number of first votes defeated, in this case

C falls out. His ballot papers are then
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taken and transferred to the next prefer-
ences indicated on them. In the case we
have a.ssumed, viz., a split Liberal vote,

C's second preferences would be for A and

he would then secure an absolute majority,
that is, more than 8500 votes. It is not

theoretically impossible, under this system,
for the defeated C to have a majority of

second
j:)references, for, being less objec-

tionable to the Labour voters than A, he

would get all B's second preferences, as

well as all A's. As, however, he secured the

lowest numljer of first votes he automatically
fell out and his second preferences elected

A. Had he managed to get just one more vote

than B, the latter would have been defeated

and his second preferences would have suf-

ficed to elect C. Actually, then it might hap-

pen that there was a majority of electors

in the constituency who would prefer the

election of C, who actually is the first to

fall out. Such a situation is hardly likely
to ever arise though in practical politics.

But neither the second ballot nor the

alternative vote give the minority any
representation at all, they merelv make
as certain as i* possible that the man
who has an absolute majority of the

electors behind him gets into Parliament.

We have to look to other systems to give
to even minorities some representation of
our governing Chambers. Neither of the

two systems mentioned would affect the

Senate results at all, but, in single member
constituencies, the alternative vote is un-

doubtedly the best that can be devised. It

gives the people a wider choice and greatly
limits the power of the party machine. In
three or more member constituencies it is

possible to use a scheme of election which

gives a fairly true reflex of the wishes of
the people. In theory proportional repre-
sentation can be secured in several ways ;

in practice, thus far, only two systems have
been found easily workable. These are

what are known as the Hare system and the

List system. The former has been very

successfully in use in Tasmania, since 1896
for some electorates, and since 1907 for the

whole State. List systems are in use in

Switzerland, Belgium, Sweden, Finland,

Wurtemburg, and one had been adopted
in France, just before the war, but has
not yet been put into use.

The List system is, however, somewhat

complicated and gives too much power to

the Party managers and Caucus, who ar-

range the names of candidates on the nomi-
nation papers, putting their first selection

at the head of the list, their second next

and so on. Thus, whilst an elector is free

to express bis vote for a particular .party,

he is, in practice, deprived of any voice

concerning the manner in which candidates

are to benefit by his vote. This diflSculty

has been overcome to some extent in the

system adopted by the French Chamber of

Deputies.
Of 'all the systems used, however, the

Hare system, the
''

invention
"

of Thomas
Hare, in 1857 is obviously the model to be

taken when the Nationalist Government gets

ready to alter our present unfair electoral

practice. It has been adopted by the Bri-

tish Government for those constituences,

which, under the new Act, return three or

more members to Parliament, and has been

working smoothly in Tasmania for some

years. The Hare system is usually known
as the

*'

Single Transferable Vote
"

system.
It can only be used when at least three

members are to be elected for a single con-

'stituency. It could, therefore, be at once

adopted for the election of Senators but

could not be Uvsed in electing Members for

the House of Representatives. Therefore,
our legislators will be confronted with the

need of grouping together the present con-

stituencies and abolishing altogether the pre-
sent single-member electorates, if they
decide to adopt a really proportional scheme

throughout the Commonwealth. This was
done in Tasmania.

It is probable that they will be strongly
inclined to retain the present constituencies

however, adopting for them the alternative

vote principle, whilst introducing full pro-

portional representation for the Senate elec-

tions. As the .Senate is the most glaringly
inaccurate reflection of the mind of the

people, it is far more necessary to have the

Hare system introduced for the election of

Senators than it is for the choosing of Re-

presentatives. On the voting at the last

election for the House of Representatives
the Labour Party obtained far fewer mem-
bers than it was justly entitled to, but it

got some at any rate, whereas in the Senate
it got none at all. If the present electorates

are retained the alternative vote ought cer-

tainly to be used. To adopt it involves no

change whatever, is perfectly simple. So

too, would be the introduction of the Single
Transferable Vote for the Senate elections.

The method is not at all complicated, the

elector indeed would not have the slightest

difficulty in filling in the ballot paper cor-

rectly. It is more diflScult for the return-

ing officer to deal with than the present
block vote, but, in Tasmania and elsewhere,
no real trouble has arisen in this respect.
The extra work thrown on the returning
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officer does not in the slightest effect the wav gets more than the number actually re-

voter, who simply marks his paper accord- quired his surplus votes are distributed

ing to the simple directions and then has amongst the other candidates in order of

nothing further to do in the matter. In the preference. If, after all the surpluses, have
Hare 'System no matter how many members been distributed, there are still not enough
are to be returned, or how many candidates candidates elected, the returning officer pro-
there are, each elector has one vote only, ceeds to declare the candidate who has the

but, after giving that to the candidate of smallest number of first votes to be de-

his choice by putting
"

i
"

opposite his feated, and the votes obtained by him are

name, he proceeds to mark the remaining transferred to the other candidates as indi-.

candidate.*; in the order of his preference, cated by the order of preference marked on
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and so on. his ballot papers. This process of elimina-

The first thing the returning officer does tion (X)ntinues until finally the requisite
is to sort out the ballot paj^ers according to number of members are duly elected. This
the first votes, that is to say,^ he puts to- sounds a bit complicated, but the elector

gether all the papers in which "
i
"
appears does not need to worry himself at all about

opposite oJie candidate, all those on which that. All he has to do is to mark his ballot
"

T
"

appears opix)site another, and so on, papers correctly.
until all the first votes are -credited to the The manner in which the single trans-
candidates for whom they were cast. He ferable N'ote would work in a Federal elec-
then counts them all throwuig out the m- tion is l)est indicated bv taking the voting
formal papers, and adds all the totals to- of one of the States, sav Queensland, and
gether. He does this m order to obtain

showing the result that would have been ob-
what is called the

"
quota," the most im- Gained had it been in force last month. At

portant thing in the system. The "
quota,"

^-^^ time of writing the returns are not com-
is the lowest number of votes necessary to

piete although few remain to come in. The
secure the election of a candidate. If there tj^n .-^t the moment stands :

'

are six memlvrs to be elected, let us say,
the candidate who secures at least one-sixth Crawford (N.) 153,707
of the total number of votes recorded must ^oll (N) 153,230

obviouslv be sure of election. Actuallv,
Reid (N.) . ... 153.203

, ij . • •
1

• u' Stewart L. 147,157
however, a case could not ari.se in which a Turlev (L.) 146,735
man who secured at least one-seventh of the Mullan (L. ... .. 146] iqo
total would not be elected. The lowest figure Adamson (Ind.) io,i6g

necessary to secure victorv at an election is ,, ....
, , , , ,

found bv dividing the total number of first
^'''' ^^'''^

f^^'^''
^^^^ ^^^'^''' ^^"^ ^^^^

votes cast for all candidates bv a number ^'^t^- ^"tler the Hare system he would

one higher than the number of members who ^^^'^ «"^ c>"lv, which he would give to the

have to be elected. The result, plus one,
^n^'^ ^^ his choice, but he would also indi-

is the
''

quota." Fractions are ignored.
^^^^ ^is preference for the other candidates^

The returning officer now notes which of ^^ (Wirse, it is imix)ssible to know how

the candidates have obtained more first
the single votes would have been given. The

votes than the quota and declares them actual working of the system suggests that

elected. If there are enough of these to ^^^ ^^^ Nationalists would plump for one

fill all the .seats there is no need to count candidate, say Crawford, making Foil their

further; the election is over. Rut such a second choice, Reid their third, Adamson
case could rarely happen. Not having

their fourth, and so on, and the Labour

enough elected men to fill all the seats the ^'^^^^^s would follow the same tactics. On the

officer proceeds to distribute the votes ^^^er hand it might be possible that all the

in excess of the quota obtained by
candidates received about the same support.

the successful candidates amongst the We will assume in the first case that the

others in the order of preference indi- fi^'st votes are given for Crawford, and

cated on the ballot papers which are being Stewart, respectively, ,as indicated above.

examined for transfer. Those candidates This might give the following result, taking

who did- not get enough first votes to elect round figures :

them receive transferred votes from the sue- Crawford 100 000
cessful men, that is to say are allotted tho.se Foil 22*000
ballot papers above the quota on which 2

"

l-^eid
^ 22,000

stands opposite their name. If, with the Stewart ... ... 100,000

accession thev reach, or pass, the quota thev A;rV,n^V, ^1'^^
, , ,

'
, Tr 1- 1 •

1
•" -viuuan 23,000

are duly elected. It a candidate in this Adamson 10 000
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We are assuming that the 10,000 votes Crawford 50,000

given Adamson would otherwise have gone ^^?^ le'ooo
to the Nationalists whose total, therefore, Stewart 51^000
must be reduced by that number. Turley 4q[o^
The first thing to do is to find the quota. ¥-^^^^^

' " 46.000

This is the total number of votes cast, viz.,
Adamson 10,000

300,000, divided by the number of mein-
js^qi-,^ <^f ^he candidates would have ob-

bers to be elected, viz., 3, plus i, that is ^^j^g^ ^^^ ^^^^^ quota—75,001—so the
^"^ fL ^^5'T"^1"^^;r° ^''^'''^

'

returning officer would declare Adamson de-
must be added, making the quota 75,001. ^ ^ ^^ ^The returning officer then declares Craw- ,• ^^^^^^

f *
/>

^^

ford and Stewart elected, and divides their P^Pf
^ according to preference, viz., 4000

surplus ballot papers above 75.001 amongst
^^

??^'^^'^'
^°°° ^^ ^^^^' ^"^ ^ooo to Reid,

the other candidates. If the voters have ^^^"^8 them, 54,000, 51,000 and 49 000,

followed the practice of giving their second respectively None yet having obtained the

preferences to the second man on their Party q"^tt^ ^J" ^^
^o^^^ be declared defeated

list, the result of this distribution would be
^"^ ^'^

^^l^""^ P^^^
^^^"1^ be divided up,

to give Foil an additional 25,000 votes £3>ooo going to Stewart, and 23,000 to

from Crawford's total and Turlev 25,000 hurley, making them 74,000 and 71,000

from Stewart's total, making these two respectively. Next Reid would be declared

candidates 47,000 and 48,000, respectively,
defeated and his preference would raise

Neither would secure the necessary quota.
Crawford s total to 80,000 and Foil s to

The returning officer would then declare 74,ooo, let us say. Crawford would then

Adamson-^the man who got the fewest first
^ declared elected and his balance of 5000

votes—defeated and would proceed to di^- \?^9, ^l>o^;e
the necessary quota would be

tribute his 10,000 ballot papers amongst the
divided. They would all go to Foil whose

other candidates in the order of preference. ^?^^^ ^^^"^ ^f
^^^sed to 79,000 and his elec-

.

Assuming that his second preferences all ^j^", '^'^^^ ^ s«:ured Turley would be

go to Crawford, thev would again in-
declared defeated, and his 71,000 votes

crease his votes above the quota, and would
^'^^"^^ ^^^^ Stewart, giving him a total of

have to be distributed according to prefer-
^45,000.

ence, and as those who voted for Adamson The chief disadvantage of the single
made Foil their third choice, that candidate transferable, vote system is that it would
would get an additional 10,000 votes, mak- give certain Senators an even greater secu-

ing his total 57,000, still too few to elect I'ity of tenure than they enjoy at present,
him. The returning officer w^ould then de- Under the present system all three Senate
clare Reid defeated, and would distribute seats could be secured by one party at one
his ballot papers according to preference, election, and by another at the next, but

Again these would all go to Crawford under proportional representation each
and being again distributed would increase party would normally hold one seat, and
Foil's total by 47,000 giving him 104,000 the fight would be for possession of the
votes and thus elected him. third. That is to say that two out of the

If, instead of making Crawford and three seats would be absolutely safe, and

Stewart, respectively, first choices, the it follows that as long as a Senator could
electors had divided their votes pretty secure the support of his party he would be

equally we might have got a result some- in the happy position of holding his seat

thing like this :— for life.

_-/
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to carry out a policy of apaisement and to

make people pull tog-ether.

He regrets that he did not travel enough
in Italy, rather misspent his time there, be-

ing so much taken up with hunting,
" The

worst of life is one cannot do everything
at once."

The Italians are certainly the most natu-

rally intelligent people of Europe. I don't
think a stupid Italian exists. They will al-

ways know.
There is never wha|i one finds so often in

Engrland, the phenomenon of people trying

to talk about thing's they know nothing:
about, and putting up hares which the:^
can't follow. Altogether the Italians, espe-

cially the Naples and Sicily people, are very
charming, friendly, and agreeable persons.
They are kindness itself to foreigners.
Between ourselves I'm afraid I'm getting

a slight distaste for our race when I see
them collectively and super-British. Of
course, knowing them individually, and so

on, this disappears, and one always gets to

like them ; but I don't think a crowd of

Englishmen together are as genial or sym-
pathetic as a crowd of Italians, though man
for man no doubt one would be better friends
with them.

THE IMPREGNABLE STRAITS.
Quite one of the most human books on the

war is The Straits Impregnable, by Sydney
de Loghe, which, issued some time ago by
the Australian Authors' Agency, has now
been published in London by John Murray
(6/-). It is the story of Mr. de Loghe's
own experiences in camp, on transport, in

Egypt and on Gallipoli. Told simply, but

with a winning art which compels the reader

to turn page after page until the book is

finished, you feel that here you have the

real thing ;
thus it appeared to the man in

the ranks, Gunner Lake, to whom the whist-

ling, bullet, the bursting shrapnel and the

horror of no man's land became common-

place, and who resented more the buzzing

fly, the glaring sun, and the comfortless

dugout than the enemy sniper, the Turkish

gunner or the hostile shell.

Vividly he sets down the day's happen-
ings, but there is no bravado about it all.

It is a simply told tale, but grips the

imagination and indelibly photographs for

us the scenes described. Space forbids our

giving the book the notice it deserves, but

the following quotations give some idea

of the manner in which Gunner Lake sets

down his story :
—

The trumpeter blew
"
Fall in !" and I

doubled for the parade ground ;
fast be-

hind me the others hurried up. After roll

Corporal Tank marched the Staff to the

back of the Brigade Office tent, and formed
us up in two rows. Then he disappeared
inside. He has gone very little time before

the bitter winds tested and found wanting
our slender discipline. The men began to

shuffle their feet, to twist about, and next

to break rank, A pair started a boxing
match, others played leap-frog. What re-

mained turned spectators, or broke out into

cursing the weather and themselves as fools

for volunteering. Before long not a man
was in his place ; and behold, without warn-

ing from the tent stepped forth dramatically

my old acquaintance Sands himself. He
gave a preliminary stony stare, before

bursting into wrath.
"
What, in God's name, do you think

you're doing ? Is this a parade or a damned
circus? I don't know how a lot of bally
fools like you managed to join ; you must
have escaped from the nursery ! Fall in at

once ! Next time all leave is stopped !"

He had by no means finished. He tried,

indignation, and failed
;

he tried appeal-

ing to our feelings, and failed utterly. In
the end he was incoherent and collapsed.

It was not long before Mr. Gardiner ar-

rived and ordered those of the Staff detailed

for landing to get into marching order. I

girt myself with water-bottle and haversack,
and hung the iron rations at my belt.

There were a dozen other things about me,

too, and when I had pulled an overcoat

over my shoulder and had taken hold of a

rifle, I felt more ready for an armchair
than an enemy to engage. ...
Men moved about me with haste and

purpose ;
and the loudest noise was the

buzzing of the wireless plant, which spelt
its messages at racing speed, nor stopped
a moment.
Then my eye fell on the first dead man.

He lay on his back where the waves moved

up and down across the sand, so that part
of him was soaking wet and part quite dry.
His fingers were stiff and spread out, and
his flesh ^as a dirty patchy colour, and
his mouth smiled a vacant smile. Yet
doubtless somewhere at home a wife -or

mother prayed for his safe-keeping.
*' So

be it," said I,
" so be it," and I looked

another way. . . .

I was on my knees with only my head
above the parapet, and not an inch more
of that than need be. The firing came
from all over the place, so much so that one
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was put to it to tell which was from us and

which from the enemy. Thus an extra inch

\KsCs of account.

Briskly went forward the battle ;
it must

wait my^ attention while I roamed a far-

mer's eye across the landscape. All was so

charming^ and so full of contrast. We—
the colonel and I—were perched in a land

of heights and depths, which in happier

days may have grazed lean flocks of sheep

and goats. Over in the distance there was

a wide flat country of vines and cropland,

even now filling with the harvest. Humble

homes were hid there, with anxious wife or

aged mother as guardian. For the lords

had gone forth, changing the sickle for the

musket. ...
So another day was ending, and again

came darkness to cover up the ruin and

agony. Higher were heaped the dead,

and braver were the ranks of the maimed.

More men had stood their trial, had proved

themselves or had been found wanting.

And you, Gunner Lake, have you thanked

the God of Battle that you have stayed

unafraid ? . . .

After them shambled a numerous crowd

with bandaged arms, and legs bound up,

talking in low tones and smoking cigarettes.

I heard a thin voice sav,
'' Don't think

much of these smokes, but a bloke' 11 take

on anything here." After followed a grufl^

voice,
'* Blarsted bad luck getting put out

second day. Corporal Davis got outed

altogether; you know him—a big, bouncing

brute in D Company. 'E got a bullet

through the heart, and jumped about ten

foot in the air." And then a third voice,

'*
I got three in the arm from a swine of a

machine gun. Aching like hell !" So from

the trenches they came, and passed to the

Red Cross station on the beach. . . .

Yes, it was going to be a hot day. I

pushed my finger into the neck of my shirt,

which was already clammy with perspira-

tion. A haze had fallen over the more

distant parts of the bay; and round my
ears a solitary fly buzzed with persistence

worthy of a nobler cause. Neither shrap-

nel nor lyddite could move him. Yes, it

was going to be a hot day ! . . .

I looked down on the highway of the

beach, where lines of wounded moved to-

wards the boats; where under the clifl^s

doctors probed red wounds, and carved at

arms and legs ;
where Indians urged mules ;

where sailors toiled at guns and waggons,

and midget midshipmen, or naval cadets,

or whatever thev were, ran round with

mighty revolvers strapped at their hips;

where the wireless man sent out his buzz,

buzz, buzz ;
where cursing Army Service

men hauled in new barges of provisions;

where Greeks screamed at donkeys, and

kept a wide eye on shelter ;
where sappers

wield«d picks ;
where officers of many ranks

dodged from point to point, and waved

hands and flourished canes ;
where men

pumped water into tanks from barges.

And I looked out at sea where the battle-

ships rocked out flame ;
where destroyers

sped up and - down ;
where men toiled at

oars; where boats emptied reinforcements

on to shor« ;
where pinnacles hooted ;

where

loaded barges swung at anchor. I looked,

and I said,
" Gunner Lake, not yet is the

hour for complaint." ...
It was full of men in dull green uni-

forms, who sat and lay in scooped out re-

cesses, or stood and blocked the narrow

passage. The rifles rested along the beach

walls, some with bavonets fixed, some

without. It was the first time for a long

while I had seen so many Englishmen to-

gether, and their faces struck me kindlier

than the Australian face, and more simple,

too. . . .

There was no Turk visible, but in many
places appeared the swift movement of a

shovel above the parapet, or a heap of earth

falling over the bank. The enemy were

digging for their lives. . . .

On the opposite bank, not so far from

me, was the grave of one of our fellows.

An upright bayonet had been pushed into

the ground, and from it hi'ing a soldier's

belt. Below was placed a soldier's hat.

There were no words of farewell, there

were no stones to mark a square of earth ;

but at long intervals an odd bullet splashed

down there and beat an honest tattoo.
"
My

friend," said I, ''I vouch there have

beerL bitterer graves than yours." ...

Now, General Runner, the infantry bri-

gadier, was a tough customer, and an In-

dian man, I think, from his ribbons and

the colour of his face. His A.D.C. was

trained to jump at the wrinkle of an eye-

lid, or the bristle of a moustache hair.

What his staff thought of him I don't

know, but he was liked well enough by the

men. He had a curious droop of an eye-

lid, and when he shot his savage glances at

you he seemed to shut his eyes. He may
have had a liver, or he may not ;

but this

I know, I should be sorry for his butler

when the coffee was cold of a morning. ...

Death was the farmer of that tranquil

field. Look where they lie, tumbled over

in ever- shape, all as still as still may be.
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Mark how the green uniforms hold the

sunshine, and fail to give it back
; and

mark the dusky faces hideous with decay.
Mark the swollen bodies. Mark the rot-

ting eye-sockets. By night and by day
shells pass over them ; but ever sleep on the

silent company. . , .

"I joined fer the six bob, of course ;

what else'd a bloke do it fer?"
"

I joined 'cos I 'ad a row with the old

woman. I went out in a 'urry and joined

right away, and I blasted well wish I

'adn't."
" What did you join fer, Darkie? Was

it the six bob, or a row with yer tart, or

wajs the police after yer?" Darkie made
no answer.

'* Wot was it, Darkie?"
'*

I joined 'cos I thought a bloke ought
ter join."

It was like the bursting of an 8.25 shell.

Nobody said anything. Nobody moved at

all. I looked around for a museum to put
the sentiment in. . . .

There was a movement in the enemy's
trench beside the largest flag, and a man
climbed over the parapet and dropped on
to the open ground. He stood still for a

moment in uneasy fashion, next took into

his hands the big white flag with the red

crescent, held it overhead, and came for-

ward. I felt like crying out my admira-

tion. Our snipers shot yet in scores—rin

hundreds, maybe, and any moment a stray
shot or the maimed shot of a fool might
tumble him over where he stood. And no
one knew the danger better than himself,
for he bowed his head and upper body as

does a man advancing in the teeth of a

great wind, and came forward with de-

liberate steps, moving his wide flag in

semi-circles. To the devil with caution,
said I, and stood right up and looked across

the open. "By jove!" Beside me was
Mr. Hay, and he looked round to know
had I gone mad.

It plucked my heart strings to see the

Turk alone there, his life not worth a

smoked-out cigarette, I stood right up, all

my upper body above the parapet, so that

the countryside was bared before me, and
a draught of evening wind born of wide

spaces came a-knocking at my nostrils.

All my hearts cried out to him,
"
My salute,

friend, my salute ! Do you hear me over

there? It is Gunner Lake who calls. A
brave man's heart is crying out to a brave

man ! My salute, friend 1 In all honour
I offer my salute!" . . .

It was all over presently. The men of

truce agreed to take back the message, and
fire would open again in a few minutes.

The colonel gathered up glasses and peri-

scope ; and we went off to tea. On the way
we ran into a party placing in position a

trench mortar. And farther on we met men
hurrying up with ammunition.

' We had
roared at the Turkish treachery ; but who
shall say our honour was over nice? . . .

The weeks marched by, one upon the

heels of the next; and summer came down
upon that cruel land. All day long the sun

stared at the baked ground, and the flies

multiplied beyond imagination. The enemy,
sitting in the opposite trenches, was less

terrible than this pitiless season. There
was no savour in the food ;

the water
ration could not quench the thirst ; there

was no new scene on which to feed the

eye; there was no change of duty. We
were no step nearer the end of affairs.

And typhus and dysentery began to stalk

abroad. A man had to keep shut his mouth
to prove his heroism. ...
The bitter monotony of every day put

men at their wit's end to escape the place,
and fellows went sick unaccountably, and
had strange bullet wounds in hand or foot.

Many a strange love story was told under
the eyes of the waiting stars. You saw the

red glow of the cigarettes and pipes, and a

face lit up for a moment. And after the

stories—as silently as they arrived—the men
went off to their dugouts. It remained for

me to unrol blankets and waterproof
sheets, to undress and lie down. And sooner

or later care was forgotten in sleep. . . .

My eyes opened yet again. The barge
was at a standstill, and there were sounds of
raised voices. We were under the shadow
of a hospital ship. There came a rattling
of chains, and followed it the work of

lifting us aboard. Presently I mounted

through the air. Arms came out to steady
me and draw me in. And then I found

myself looking into a woman's face.

The many thousands whose dear one^

and friends fought on Gallipoli are natu-

rally anxious to understand what the men
there felt ; want to visualise the historic

scenes that took place on the battle-scarred

peninsula. They ought to get The Straits

Im-pregnable, for it tells the story as no
other book yet published has told it—will

ever tell it. It is easily the most gripping
narrative of the terrrific undertaking we
have read.
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Q.— Gould the U.S.A. conscript an Austra-
lian who was granted a i>assport from
the Commonwealth to go to America?

A.—The United States Government can

only conscript citizens of the United States.

Authority has been given, though, for

France, Italy and other belligerent countries
—which have nationals in the United States

who have not obeyed the summons to join
the army—to arrest such nationals and con-

vey them to Europe. Presumably a similar

arrangement would be made with any other

belligerent country which had introduced

conscription. The matter would only be

serious so far as Canadians are concerned, as

there are great numbers in the States, but

few other foreigners who have not becc«ne

naturalised.

Q.— Could you tell me the amount of the in-

demnity France paid to Germany after

the war of 1870-71?

A.—The indemnity agreed upon t the

Treaty of Frankfort was 5,000,000,000
francs (roughly ^£200, 000, 000). Until it

was paid off German troo])s remained in cer-

tain towns of France. The entire amount
was given the Germans within three years,

and their troops were then withdrawn.

Q.— Is there any truth in the statements
made in neutral papers that Lord
Kitchener is a prisoner in Germany?

A.—Very circumstantial statements have

been going alx)ut to that effect, but there can

be no doubt that he was drowned. The sur-

vivors never saw a submarine, and the sink-

ing of the Hampshire was witnessed from
the land.

Q.— is it true that the British are using 22
inch guns on the western front?

A.—Details of our latest heavy cannon

are not published. A 22 in. howitzer might

possibly be used, but hardly a 22 in. gun.
American papers refer to a giant howitzer

which throws a projectile weighing a ton

and a-half
,
but no official announcement has

been made on the subject. The Germans
used a 17 in. howitzer against Maubeuge,
but Liege and Namur were smashed to bits

with smaller ordnance.

Q. Is von Mackensen a Scotchman or of

Scotch descent? .

A.—He certainly is not a Scotchman. It

has been asserted that an ancestor of his

came from Scotland long ago, and the

name, of course, suggests Mackenzie, but

I cannot vouch for the truth of the story.

In the middle ages great numbers of Scotch-

men were to be found on the Continent,

where, for the most part, they sold their

swords to the highest bidders, and many
then settled in the countries of their adop-
tion. As von Mackensen has proved himself

to be a brilliant general, many Scotchmen

suggest that he is descended from one of

these old freelances ; had he been a failure

the .suggestion might perhaps not have been

made !

Q.—Can you give me any idea of the propor-
tion of German soldiers engaged from
time to time on the eastern front and on
the western?

A.—No definite answer can be given, and

obviously the proportion has varied greatly.
The majority have undoubtedly been in the

west. Roughly, 2,500,000 are supposed to

have been opposed to the combined French,
British and Belgian armies, and 1,500,000
to the Russian. But at times there must
have been more on the Russian front than on
the F'renoh, and at others far fewer than

1,500,000 there. Roughly, you might say
that the ^nemy had two men in the west to

one in the east.

Of.
—Could you tell me whether all Australian

soldiers, regardless of age, had a vote
on the October 28th Conscription Refer-
endum?

A.—Only those over 21 were supposed to

vote.

Q.—Are the tanks really of much service in

the war? if so, why are not more of
them built?

A.—When they first appeared the tanks
seem to have done excellent work, but there

has been no weapon ever devised against
which more or less effective defence has not

been found. Had we marshalled a thousand
tanks before the enemy lines we might have

pushed our way right through, but the few
tanks first employed, though very useful,
could not alone smash the enemy defences.

When we had more of the monsters ready
the Germans had probably discovered some
ef^'ecrive reply to them. The Germans
made the same mistake when they first used

poisonous gas. They experimented on
* a

short front, and,- when they were ready to

utilise the new weapon on a great scale, our

gas masks had rendered it more or less

harmless. Had they begun on the entire

front at once they would probably have.

reached Paris.
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Q.— Is it true that wooden clogs are being
worn in England?

A.—Owing to the great scarcity of leather

wooden shoes have recently been in great
demand in the United Kingdom. The old

industry has been revived, and recently
when the Belgian Government attempted to

place an order for 100,000 pairs of sabots

it was found that the workers were so busy
making wooden shoes for home use that no
one would undertake to produce them.

Q.—Have any nations in the past repudiated
their debts on the conclusion of war?

A.—Debts are not repudiated, but

methods have been adopted which, in effect,

amount to repudiation. At the time of the

Napoleonic wars, the French financed them-
selves very largely on paper money, but such

immense quantities of notes were issued that

they became worthless. Yet there was no
formal repudiation of the debt. Great
Britain financed her Napoleonic, Crimean,
Boer and other wars, by heavy taxation, and
also by raising loans which became known
later as Consols. At one time, these were
worth ;£ioo and over, but the interest thev

bore was steadily reduced by conversion,

until, as is seen to-day, they are only worth

j£^i instead of £100. There has been no

repudiation, but the value of ;£ioo ad-

vanced to Great Britain during, say, the

Crimean war, has now shrunk to ^^51/ 10/^
Some of the South American Republics
have, I believe, repudiated their debts, but

they have only been able to do this in con-

nection with their internal loans ; they have
not been permitted to repudiate debts con-
tracted by them with European countries, or

with citizens of those countries.

Q.—Do the Serbs and the IVIontenegrins
speak the same language as the Slavs
in the Austro-Hungarian Empire?

A.—The Croats have the same literary

language as the Serbs, although the former
use the Latin alphabet, whilst the latter still

cling to the Cyrillic. There is a good deal
of dissimilarity, however, in the spoken
language. The Slovenes speak several

widely differing dialects, all, however, re-

lated to Serbian. The Bohemians speak
Czech, an entirely different language, and
the Slovaks use the same tongue, though
the dialect is different. The Poles, of

course, speak Polish, and the language of
the Ruthenians is similar to that of the

Little Russians of the Ukraine. The Al-
banians have a language of their own, and
the Bulgarians, whose original tongue long
ago disappeared entirely, speak a variation

of old Serbian which is not understood in

Serbia.

Q.— Is there a Controller of the timber of the

United Kingdom?
A.—Sir Dampfylde Fuller was appointed

by the War Office Controller of Timber in

February. He is concerned with the supply
of timber for the use of the armv ;

the con-

trol of the use of timber in the United King-
dom, with a view to effecting economy in its

use for all purposes, and the stimulation of

the felling of timber in the United King-
dom. Sir Dampfylde svas Lieut. -Gover-

nor of Eastern Bengal, and has had a long

experience in India in various capacities.

Q.— Has any description of the latest Ger-
man submarines been published?

A.—Rear-Admiral Degouy, of the French

Navy, who is one of the leading naval ex-

l^erts of the world, gives some account of

them in the Revue des Deux Mondes, pub-
lished in Paris. He says that there is a sub-

mersible armed with a veritable
'' armoured'

battery," constructed over a nearly cylin-

drical shell.
" This battery, provided with

a number (as yet unascertained) of guns of

120— j)erhaps even of 150
—millimetres (5

or 6 in.) would be flush with the surface of

the sea, and the part of the shell unpro-
tected with armour would be covered by the

water. All that would be necessary would

be to defend that portion of the submarme
above the water against the weak guns of

merchantmen armed for defence. ... I

shall speak now of the 2000 ton submarine

which has certainly been put in service,

probably at the same time as the commercial

submarine Deutschland, whose tonnage is

no less. Judging from the characteristics

which are attributed to this new craft, it

will readily be seen that we have here a

deep-sea cruiser most acceptable for operat-

ing along the Allies' lines of communication
with America. These are the details:—
Length, 85 metres over all

;
four Diesel

motors of 7000 horse-power; speed of 22

knots (14 when submerged) ; ability to cover

6500 sea miles on the surface (in other

words, tw^ice the distance across the Atlan-

tic) ; capacity for fresh water and provisions

enough to last six or eight weeks
; armament

consisting of 8 torpedo tubes for sixteen

55-centimetre torpedoes, 50 automatic mines,

4 medium-sized guns (perhaps of 150 milli-

metres, perhaps of 120), adapted for firing

against aircraft; upper bridge lightly ar-

moured ;
two boats ; fifty men in the crew,

together with five officers, including two
mechanicians."
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Q.— Could you tell me what dividend the
United States Steel Corporation paid
last year?

A.—The surplus for the year 1916, ap-

plicable to dividends on the common stock

of the corporation, was equal to no less

than 48 per cent, on the outstanding shares.

The earnings of the last months of the year,

indeed, were so great that, if maintained,
it will be possible to pay 100 per cent, on
the common stocks. It is significant that

this corporation has not entered into the

business of war orders proper, does not

manufacture shells and other munitions, but

produces steel in vast quantities for other

companies which are engaged in the manu-
facture of munitions. The earnings of the

corporation for the whole year were

;£66,6oo,ooo, which is an increase of more
than ^40,000,000 over the year before,

while in 19 14 the entire year's net income
w^as only ^14,000,000. The gain for the

last three months of 1916 was ;^5 1,200, 000,
which was greater by ;£4, 000,000 than the

highest previous record for three months,
which had been made in the preceding

quarter. This steel company's condition in

1 9 14 was so bad that a dividend on the

common stock was suspended altogether.

Q.—Are all the schools in Ireland under
Roman Catholic Control?

A.—Elementary education in Ireland is

under the control of the Commissioners of
National Education in Ireland. Since 1892
education has l>een compulsory. Of the

8394 schools 2461 are mixed Roman Catho-
lic and Protestant, with 188,949 pupils

(131,657 Roman Catholic and 57,292 Pro-

testant); 4391 are Roman Catholic, with

373j6i3 pupils; and 1542 are Protestant,
with 116,109 pupils. There are 68 indus-

trial schools—63 Roman Catholic and 5
Protestant. The secondary schools are

sharply divided into Roman Catholic and

Protestant, the former having much the

larger attendance.

Q.—Why don't the German submarines sink
the 'Allied Fleet as they do merchant-
men?

A.—Because the larger vessels are not

patrolling the sea, but are sheltered in

port—it would be foolish to risk them, and
because warships go at high speed, and

carry* a formidable armament, making them

exceedingly dangerous for a half-blind U
boat to attack. All the same, the majority
of our armoured cruisers lost Were the vic-

tims of submarines, and a French battleship
was sunk by one.

Q.— Could you tell me if there were a

greater percentage of voluntary enlist-

ments in Great Britain than in Aus-
tralia in proportion to the population?

A.—The percentage was certainly much

higher, but as no definite particulars were

ever given of the numbers who volunteered

before conscription was introduced, it is

impossible to know the exact proportion.
We can, howeVer, roughtly arrive at some

idea of what this must have been. Statis-

tics show that the number of men of mili-

tary age in Great Britain, which has a

population of 46,000,000, would number

8,000,000,. When Lord Derby started his

great recruiting campaign he stated that,

from the records available, there were only

5,000,000 men of military age left, and
included in these 5,000,000 were all the

unfit, those who had volunteered but had
been rejected, and all those who were in

what were known as starred trades, that

is, were occupied in work of national im-

portance. It would seem, therefore, that

at that time 3,000,000 had already gone
into camp. As a result of the Derby cam-

paign 214,000 men actually enlisted, and

2,200,000 attested, that is, they indicated

their willingness to serve as soldiers when
their particular group was ca-lled up. It

would therefore seem that the volunteers

totalled 5,800,000, that is to say, 3,000,000
raised for Kitchener's army, and 2,800,000
who volunteered under the Derby scheme.

That would work out at about 12 per cent,

of the total population. Roughly, 360,000
men have volunteered in Australia, out of a

population of 4,500,000
—not quite 8 per

cent.

Q. Did Russia give up her share of the

island of Saghallen to Japan, and if

so, when and why?

A.—No, Russia still holds the northern

half of that island, nor is there the

slightest probability of her ever relin-

quishing that territory, as it has recently
been/ discovered that the warm currents

which run past the north of Japan could be

largely diverted by blocking the channel

between Saghalien and the main land. Nat-

urally, Russia would be loath to give up the

immense tactical advantage which this

places in her hands. At the same time, if

Japan sends troops to assist the Russians

it would be difficult to place any limit on
the concessions which the Government of

Nippon might be able to secure from the

'Allies.
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Q.~ls the system of one man one vote in

force in England?

A.—As described in our last issue, that

principle is on the eve of adoption. For-

merly votes were granted according to the

property held. This meant, of course, that

one man might have a great number of

votes. What was called the
" absent voter

"

greatly affected the results in many elector-

ates. That in which I resided, for in-

stance, had no fewer than 8ooo absent

voters, and these men always controlled the

election. In the City of London, what are

known as the Liverymen, all had votes,

and easily returned two Conservative mem-
bers for the metropolis. If the system
of one man one vote prevailed in the City,
it is pretty certain that Conservatives

would not be returned. In the new Bill

before Parliament the Liverymen are al-

lowed to retain their votes.

Q.—When was it made compulsory to label
all German goods entering Great Bri-
tain •• Made in Germany "?

A.—This was insisted on by the Act

known as the Merchandise Marks Act,

which was passed in 1887. At that time

the Conservatives were. in power, Lord Sal-

isbury being Prime Minister. The Act

was passed because of the scandalous man-
ner in which' trade marks were falsified,

and because of the outcry against the im-

portation of so many German articles

which, it was stated, were far inferior to

the British, and caused unfair competi-
tion. As a matter of fact this Act was the

greatest advertisement for German goods

imaginable. When it came into force

people were amazed to find that some of the

best articles they purchased were made in

Germany instead of, as they had supposed,
in Great Britain. The result was that the

label,
" Made in Germany," instead of

being, as was anticipated, a brand of in-

feriority, became actually a recommenda-
tion. The Act has never been repealed,
but has been modified in various ways.

Q.—What is the amount of old age pensions
paid in irerand compared with that
paid in Scotland?

. A.—The total amount spent in old age

pensions in 1915-16 was ;£i3,o89,ooo. Of
this total, ;£3, 5 18,920 was spent in Ire-

land, and ;^i,225,i5o in Scotland. There

are, however, twice as many old age pen-
sioners in Ireland—^198,938

—as in Scot-

land—96,895. This is due to the fact

that there are in Ireland 298,027 people
over 70 years of age, whereas in Scot-,

land there are only 152,899. This is a

rather remarkable thing in view of the fact

that there are more people in Scotland than
in Ireland. In 1911, when the last census

was taken, there were 4,760,904 people
in Scotland, and 4,390,219 in Ireland.

The great preponderance of old people in

Ireland demonstrates the manner in which
Ireland has been depopulated during the

last half-century. Seventy years ago, when
the youngest of those over 70 years was

born, the population of
'

that country was

8,175,000; at the same time that of Scot-

land was 2,620,000. These figures tell

their own story !

Q.— Is it true that it tal^es twice as much
beet to make sugar as it does cane?

A.—Roughly speaking, one ton of beet-

root can be considered to-day as of the

same value as one ton of cane. The per-

centage of sugar is practically the same,

and the value of refuse chips in one case,

as food for cattle, is reckoned as being
about the same as the value of the refuse

megass, as fuel, in the other. In special

cases the sugar yield of beetroot has reached

20 per cent., but the average yield in Ger-

many is 12.79 per cent., and in France

1 1.6 per cent. On the best equipped and

most skilfully managed sugar-cane estates

where the climate is favourable for ma-

turing the cane, an average return of about

12 per cent, is obtained. In the experi-

mental cultivation of sugar beet in Great

Britain about 10 per cent, of sugar was

won.

Q.— Could you give particulars of the naval
losses during the war?

A.—Admitted losses up to the end of the

vear were :
—
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A WOMAN'S ^
^ NOTEBOOK,

UNDERPAID MUNITION WORKERS.
The istories concerning the great wages

which are being earned in munition fac-

tories at home have given rise to the general

impression that the hundreds of thousands

of women who have rallied at their coun-

try's call, and are tirelessly working to in-

crease the output of shells and ammunition
for the armies in the field, are reaping a

golden harvest. Such is by no means the

case, however, as is pointed out in an
article by Miss Robins, reviewed on an-

other page. T/ie Times has taken the mat-

ter up strongly, and recently made the fol-

lowing assertion :
—

At the very lowest calculation there are
over 100,000 women working' on munition's
of various kinds, who are not yet granted
a living- waee. Some of the trades in which
the workers are subject to the leaving clauses
of the Munitions Act, but have no order fix-

ing their nates, are :
—

All electrical engineering: trades, which
include all telegraphic and cable accessories,
electric lig"ht, dynamos, and motor work,
Marconi work, brass foundries ; bolt and nut
and screw trades ; rope and cable makers ;

saws and files ; all rubber trades ; soap and
chemicals ; the brick trade ; and all work at

the potteries.

This state of affairs has been strongly
criticised in England, and last November
the Minister of Munitions promised to

remedy it, but the improvement thus far

has been slight. Miss McArthur, who was
sent by T/ie Times to visit munition fac-

tories - and controlled establishments, in

order to find out the real state of affairs

has been publishing her reports in that

paper recently.
" What is wanted in con-

trolled establishments," she says, "is a

minimum of 6d. per hour, which would be

24/- for a 48 hour week, on all munitioi]

work," and goes on:—
The promise of £1 a week minimum was

made and not kept. Since it had been made
the cost of living- had advanced by more than
one-third, so that the women would be justi-
fied in asking for 26s. Sd. The application

of the standard or maximum nates was
limited to certain specified trades.

I have just had a letter from the secretary
of an important trade union in the Potteries,
which pointed out that there were middle-
agred women on Government work g-etting
only IDS. for a 48-hour week. Women ag-ed
28, 2Q, 31, and 36 were only ffettingr OS. a
week, with a war bonus of iid., and out of
that thev had to pay unemployment insur-
ance. The manufacturers in question had
refused to agrree to a wage of 12s. a week for
every woman of 21. These women cannot
Leave to better themselves.

Clerks and typists in controlled establish-
ments are also subject to the leaving- certi-
ficate clauses, and at Caxton.Hall Tribunal
recently a competent shorthand-typist earn-
ing: 17s. 6d. a week, who could command 35s
to 50s. m the open market, was refused a
certificate.

It is perfectly true, she says, that in
some cases women are doing work formerly
done by men, and are earning good wages
where they have the same piece rates and
the same facilities for overtime, but that is

only one side of the shield.

On the other side you have women who
cannot choose their own work eng-ag-ed on
unpleasant jobs at wagres which in real
money value are far below the rates paidin some of the worst sweated trades before
the war.

It was but to be expected that the" muddle system," of which Anglo-Saxons
are for some reason so inordinately proud,
should have failed to provide proper ac-
commodation of the women munition
workers who were obliged to find dwellings
in the neighbourhood of the great factories
where they labour. True, we have from
time to time read glowing accounts of the
splendid arrangements made for housing
these workers in the new towns which have
sprung up, mushroom-like, all over the

country during the last two years, but the

picture thus conjured nip was rather rudely
shattered when the Billeting of Civilians
Bill was introduced into the House of Com-
mons recently. It is specially designed to
meet the case of women munition workers.
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Whilst it was being discussed it was ad-

mitted by the Government that women
were being charged extortionate rates for

accommodation in some of the munition
areas. Though this is not the universal ex-

perience, the need for compulsory billeting
has been amply proved. It is still hoped

that the publication of the Government
rates, and the knowledge that the authori-

ties have power to compel householders to

lodge workers at these t^rms, will result in

bringing down the charges to a reasonable
level. If not compulsory billeting will be
enforced.

KEEPING HOUSE IN FRANCE.
In Australia, where food abounds and

fuel is cheap, where money is plentiful and
want is almost unknown, it is difficult to

realise the hardships which are being so

uncomplainingly borne by our sisters in

England and France and Italy, and by
our enemies in Germany and Austria. It

is hard to grasp the fact that sugar is now
an unknown quantity in most English
homes, that potatoes are almost unobtain-

able, and that coal costs so much and is so

difficult to get, that even during the bitter

frosts of the past winter thousands on

thousands of households had to go without

any fire at all. Some particulars of the

straits to which the French housewife is

reduced are given in recent Eondon papers.
Que correspondent, writing from Paris,

says :
—

The recent Government restrictions on

all those things which appertain to the

running of a household have had consider-

able effect in Pari^. The lack of coal, the

^

limitation in gas and electric light, the

I
vagaries of the market prices, and the

l weather, have combined to make it diffi-

}
cult for the housekeeper to keep things

'

going. It is particularly hard on the

small housekeeper who has no margin either

of time or money to fall back on. To get

coal she or her bonne a tout faire must

spend hours waiting to be served with coal

at the wine shop round the corner (for coal

and wine so often form the combined busi-

ness of the Paris charbonnier), and the wait

\may

be in vain, for the stock is rarely

enough to go round.
'' Come again on

Monday," says the dealer on Friday, and
the customer tries elsewhere. Neither coal

nor wood has been available for some weeks

except in rare and small quantities at high

prices ; consequently many households have

had very insufficient heat during the cold

spell.
The need for plenty of warm food has

been felt all the more keenly, but even in

this there has been difficulty. Not only
have meat and vegetables 'been expensive,
but vegetables and sugar have been scarce,

and butter and eggs luxuries. The house-

keeper is told that these things are not

wanting in the country, but the difficulty
of transport and labour make it impossible
for them to arrive regularly in the Paris

markets. A carrot may cost anything in

these days ;
no vegetable is cheap, and

many are not to be had at all owing to the

frost. Meat costs between 2s. and 3s. 6d.

the lb., according to the joints taken, and
households that used to spend 2s. a day in

meat must now spend double for the same
amount. But the French household's great

anxiety to-day is bread. The French are
the greatest bread-eaters in the world, and
the war bread with which they are threat-

ened causes apprehensions. The Govern-
ment says the baker shall sell only stale

bread made with a mixture of flour such as

shall be decreed. The baker argues that if

he sells stale bread he will lose money as it

weighs lighter, and therefore he demands
a higher price. The public argues that be-

cause the baker has made profits on weight
during uncountable years there is no reason

why, because he is asked to give full value

for his money during the war, the people
should pay dearer. It is one of the many
knotty domestic questions which the Gov-
ernment has t6 face.

The two cakeless days a week only affect

the housekeeper in her pleasures, and if they
enable her to get sugar more easily she will

not mind
; but the rumoured allowance

which is to come w^ith the cards is not very
liberal; it is to be ij lb. per month. The
limiting of the price of butter has not been

successful, and the butter merchants are

complaining bitterly, so is the public.
The French tradespeople will not be dic-

tated to about prices. They like to make
their own, and if the Government limits

price the article mostly disappears from the

market. To be deprived of the power to

argue over the price of a cabbage, or a

chicken, or a pound of butter, is, to the

average salesman or woman, an infringe-
ment of individual liberty. No one likes

bargaining better than the French cook or

the French middle-class woman who does

her own marketing.
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PUBLIC KITCHENS IN LONDON.
So grave have the problems of the

middle-class housewife in I_x)ndon become

that arrangements are being made to start

public kitchens for her benefit. Hitherto

these public kitchens have been confined to

catering for the working class women, but

the mounting cost of provisions iJnd the

difficulty of obtaining coal, together with

the impossibility of securing domestics, is

bearing with increasing heaviness on the

well-to-do.

The present scheme is a rather ambitious

one, and aims to send out women to do

daily housework, to cook and to do the

household mending. Further it proposes
to provide a service of cooked food to

houses and flats, and to provide a restau-

rant service in the neighbourhood of

studios, flats and work centres. Many
middle-aged women who find themselves

practically without incomes owing to the

war, and whose lack of any previous ex-

perience turns them despondently away
from the employment bureaux, are naturally
in parlous case. Such women are to be

utilised in the public kitchens.

They will be put for a few weeks' prac-
tical testing in domestic economy training

kitchens, and some of them will then be

drafted to the central kitchen for cooked

food, to assist the trained cooks who will

be in charge. Others will form a
"
corps

"

or
*'

brigade
" of women available to go

out into the homes of women who have to

be at work all day ; they will be available

for daily housework and cooking bv the

day, the hour, and the week. Others,

again, will be available for mending and

making by the hour at employers' houses or

at a weekly or monthly fee at mending
centres.

The first middle-class kitchen will be a

modest one. For is. a dinner of meat and
two vegetables, and a sweet or savoury will

be provided. Dinners will be ordered, if

possible, beforehand, and a family of six,

for instance, will be able to have a dish

for six cooked in one utensil, which they
could take away. Cold lunches and sup-

pers will also be arranged for.

THE Y.W.C.A. IN MUNITION
FACTORIES.

In an appeal for funds, the Y.W.C.A.

gave some particulars of the work it has

been doing amongst women munition

workers in Great Britain. It has opened

rest rooms, restaurants or hostels in over

seventy places, but that after all is only

touching 'the fringe of the question. There
are 4000 munition factories and thousands
of other places employing women, but pro-

per means have not been taken to look after
these women w^ho have been urged to work
in factory and shop as a patriotic duty.
The appeal says : It is difficult to rea-

lise the enormous change that has taken

plaoe in our industrial and conmiercial
world. In some munition factories the pro-
portion of women to men is something like

four to one, soon doubtless the proportion
will be far greafter. It is a wonderful sight to
see literally thousands of women toiling at
their machines in the munition factories, and
then to realise that the factory is merely
one of four thousand. Not in munition
factories only, but everywhere where a
woman has taken the place of a man who
has gone to the front, she is playing a very
real part in the great army.

The pouring into our large cities of thou-
sands of women eager to serve their country
has caused difficult problems. It is quite
obvious that the accommodation is pitifully

inadequate. We have heard of cases of
three women sharing one bed in eight-hour
shifts ; another where men occupied a bed at

night and the women in the daytime. People
will glibly say that Government and em-
ployers should put such things right, but when
hundreds of thousands of women are called

to special work, the task is a titanic one,
and neither Government nor employers can
achieve the apparently impossible without
the co-operation of the nation. The women
and girls are working under what may be

styled emergency conditions. These condi-
tions are often bad, and yet they work on

unflinchingly to fulfil their task.

The hours are often very long. I have

lately talked with girls who daily rise be-

tween 4 and 5 a.m., and do not return to

their homes till 8.30 p.m.
We may hate war—^most of us do—but

if women are to turn out munitions, and by
doing so save the lives of the men, the least

we can do is to see that they do their work
under proper conditions, and not add to

their labour. It is quite a mistake to sup-

pose that every munition worker is earning

high wages, and were it possible for me
to write at length, I could give cases where
an immense amount of suffering is being
borne by mere girls and young women

patiently and quietly.
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DISC OVERIES

The bands of my skirts never tear away,
for I sew a piece of an old kid glove just
where the hooks and eyes are to be placed.

—I.

Silk and cotton gloves always wear into

holes at the nails; this can be prevented by
putting a tiny piece of cotton wool in each

finger top and the thumb before wearing.—-
M.B.

> I. » »

A friend tells me that she keeps her

ostrich plumes that are not in use for the

summer in large glass preserve jars, which

are, of course, air-tight, and one can easily

see, without opening, if there should be any
sign of moths.—Mrs. H.C.T.

A good method when bottling sauces, or

other things which must be kept air-tight,
is to first boil the corks well and work them
into the neck of the bottle while they are

still hot and soft, so that when cool they
are tij]jhtly and firmly fixed.—M.

Make a poker red hot by the fire and rub

the wick of the lamp with it. This makes
a beautifully even edge, and is much more

satisfactory than trimming with scissors. If

circular lamp wicks are rubbed with the

sandpaper on the side of an empty match-

box it will even them better still.—N.W.R.

Here is a saucy way of weighing treacle,

which may perhaps interest some of your
readers. Well flour the scale, pour in the

treacle, and then quickly turn it into your

pudding, or cake, or whatever you are mak-

ing, and you will find that it flies out like

quick silver, without leaving the least bit

of stickiness on the scale.—K.P.W.

I save candle ends, melt them and pour
them into a tin box. When I wish to send

away flowers I stand the box on the stove

till the contents are liquid. Then I dip the

flower ends into the melted wax. They will

keep perfectly fresh for at least a week.

Small flowers, like pansies and violets, are

bunched and the ends dipped. Roses and
chrysanthemums are dipped separately.

—
E.

'

If you have the misfortune to have a bad
ink or similar stain on the carpet, take a

fresh lemon, cut in halves, and holding it

in one hand, rub it well on the stain; take

a soft cloth in the other hand and follow

each application of the lemon with a dab-

bing with the cloth. This is one of the

best remedies. But if the ink stain is vex}

obstinate, dip the lemon in plain salt before

rubbing it on, and repeat each time it is

rubbed on the stain.—L.A.R.

To remove grease stains from any fabric,

heat a poker until it is red hot. Hold this

over the stain, taking care that it is not

near enough to scorch the material. The

^tain will gradually evaporate and then

disappear entirely, leaving no mark what-

ever. This method is especially suitable

for velvet and thick materials, and is

superior to the other well-known way of

pressing with a hot iron over a piece of

blotting paper.
—C.R.

When we make apple sauce, I seldom

pare the fruit, especially if they are beau-

tiful red apples. I wash them clean with

the square of cloth which hangs by our sink

as a vegetable cleaner, then I cut the apples
in quarters, cutting away any rotten or

wormy bits. I set them over the fire, skins

and all, with water enough to keep them
from burning, and stir occasionally. The

resulting pulp I put through a potato sieve,

which keeps back nothing but the skins and
cores. Not only is there a considerable sav-

ing of the apples, but the flavour of the

sauce is much finer, and when you have red

apples the sauce is a beautiful colour.

Then, too, the slow process of apple paring
is avoided.—I.C.C.
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There is Nothing Better than

HEARNERS
Bronchitis Cure

For COUGHS, COLDS on the CHEST, |

CROUP and WEAK LUNGS

This M«(iicm« can be given with PEIRFECT
SAFETY and the UTMOST CONFIDENCE
to tha YOUNGEST CHILD, as it does NOT
contain, and has NEVEIR contained any poison
or harmful drugs. It is very pleasant to take,

aad children take it readily
—even CLAMOR

for it, HEARNE'S BRONCHITIS CURE
is prepared by our MR. W. G. HEARNE

who is a REGISTERED CHEMIST
with nearly forty years' experience.

The REMEDY with the

REPUTATION
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Was Almost Bald

But now has Beautiful Hair
Wonderful Experience of Mrs. S. Golden with
CRYSTOLIS. The Genuine Hair Grower Dis-
covered at Last.

Great American Treatment Grows Hair in 30 Days.
Stops Falling Hair, Dandruff and itching Scalp.
Restores Grey and Faded Hair to Natural Colour
and Brilliancy.

Reward of £200 If We Fail on Our Guarantee.

Try It at Our Risk. Post Coupon To-day.
" When I 8ta»rt6d tising Crystolis my hair was falling out so fa«t that I was almost

bald, and I had dandruff so bad that it used to come off in big scafloi. I tried many
remedies without sucoeas; but soon after I commenced using Orystolis my hair stopped
falling out, the dandruff disappeared, and my hadr soon began to grow rapidly, and I
have now a beautiful head of hair.—Youra. very truly.

" MBS. S. GOT^DEN"
Here at last is a true hair grower distributed on trial on a positive guarantee of satisfaction

or Its use does not cost you a farthing. Orystolis is guaranteed to grow hair on YOUR head how-
ever thin-haired; to stop hair from falling out. to drive out dandruff, to make thin, short, scant
hair grow thick and long; to make oily, matted, stringy hair, or dull, dry, dead-looking hair soft,
glossy, fluffy and beautiful. It must do this or it is free.

And hundreds and hundreds of people—men and women—living all over Austra.lasia, America
and Europe, say it has done these things for them, and they give Crystolis all the praise.We have secured the sole AustraLasdan rights for this great American hair treatment, which
has been awarded gold medals at the Brussels, Paris, a.nd Rome exhibitions, and we have been
aanazed at the glowing reports our patrons have given. People say they were bald for years, hv*
now glory in their beautiful, abundant hair. They tell how, with a few applications, dandruff
disappeared, how hair stopped falling out. and new hair came in leas than 30 days' time.

No matter what YOUR form of hair trouble; how long yo-u have been bald, no matter how
badly your hair is falling, or how many treatments you may have tried, we wa.nt to send ymi »0'm3
of these wonderful letters to read yourself—we want you to try Crystolis yourself at our risk.

We give you a binding guarantee, without any
"
strings

" or red tape, that Crystolis must
produce a new hair growth for you—make your hair grow long, thick, and at undant, and give you
entire sa.tisfaction, or Crystolis will be free. We are a responsible, relia/ble, and established
concern, and nave plenty of money to back up this guarantee, and ha.ve deposited £200 in our
Sydney bank, which we will forfeit if in any instance we fail to comply with the plain terms of
this contract.

DON'T PUT THIS ANNOUNCEMENT >.,SIDE. YOU MAY LOtSE IT OR FORGET IT OUT OUT
THE COUPON AND POST IT, AND LET US PROVE WHAT CRYSTOLIS CAN DO IN YOUR OWN
CASE. DO THIS AT ONCE—TO-DAY !

^'GRBY HAIR ASlSUMElS NATURAL COLOUR."
(Mrs. Jennie V. Wriston.)

My hair was falling out, and in one place it

had become bald. I used Orystolis as directed,
and in four weeks' time a new gfowth of hair
had begun to come. I am still using Crystolis.
and my grey is assuming its natural colour. I
am. 61 years old. Crystolis has also stopped the
hair fron falling out. I consider it a perfect
treatment.

"WAS BALD FOR FIVE YEABA'. SCALP
SHINY."

(George Kldmp.)
For five years I had a bald spot on the top

of my head, shiny as a looking-glass. I tried aJl

kinds of hair restorers, but received no ben<efit.

It was therefore a surprise to me after using
Orystolis for some weeks that the shiny bald spot
was gradually disappearing, and I discovered
a fuzz all over the bald spot. This fuzz has now
developed into r««U hair. I shall certainly con-
tinue the use of Orystolis.

"OOVBRfi HIS BALD HEAD WITH HAIR IN
THREE WEEKS."

(O. B. Allen.)
"
I have used Crystolis three weeks and the

result* affe fine. I have been partially bald for a
number of years^ getting worse and worse every
year. I have tried a good many reanediee without
results, and now, after three weeks' use, my
head is covered with small, fine hair, and not
only that, my hair is in a far healthier condi-
tioffi than for years. I shall surely use your
Feanedy aiw^ays just to k«ep the ha^ir and scalp
healthy."

NOTED SiCALP SGIENTIiSTS ENDORSE CRYS-
TOLIS ESiSENTIAL.

''
It is the only product as far as we know

whose use has been known to promote hair
growth. It seems to exert a specific action, and
we have used it with good effeot in many hun-
dreds of cases. We regard it as of decided ser-
vice."—Dr. J. T. Jackson and Dr. C. W. McMur-
try. College of Physicians, Columbia University
New York City.

SrrOPPED HAIR PALLING: NEW GROWTH *
INCH LONG.

(Miss Beulah McCloskey.)
"Crystolis stopped my hair from coming on*,

cured the itching, and dandruff is all gone, ar^d
I can fairly see my hair grow. It has grown
over an inch in about five weeks."

These are but a handful out of thousands of
splendid testimonials—convincing evidence from
the personal experience of people who seriously
felt the need of beautiful hair in social or busi-
ness lives.

FREE COUPON.
THE ORBS'LO LABORATORIES,

314M Cann's Buildings, Carrington Street, Wyn-
yard Square, Sydney, N.S.W.

I am a reader of Stead's Review. Prove to
me without cost how Crystolis stops falling hair,
grows new hair, banishes dandruff and itching
soalp, and restores premature grey and faded
hair to naturaJ colour. Write you name and
address pilainly, and PIN THIS COUPON TO
YOUR liETTER.
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FINANCIAL AND BUSINESS QUARTER.
Owing to the recent heavy losses hy Ger-

man submarines, the Norwegian Govern-
ment War Risk Insurance Association has

made a loss of over ^2,500,000.

The latest Canadian loan of ^"30,000,000
was over- subscribed to the extent of

;£20,ooo,ooo, the applications aggregating
over 40,000.

Figures supplied to the Danish Govern-
ment indicate that Danish shipowners last

year earned 380,000,000 kroner, as com-

pared with 102,000,000 kroner in 1913.

The total of the United States exports
has risen from ^381,000.000 in 19 14 to

;£i, 022, 000,000 in 1916. Imports have ex-

panded from ^£348,000,000 to ^£455.-
000,000 during the same period.

A scheme for the pooling of one-man
businesses whilst their owners are on mili-

tary service, submitted to the Coventry As-
sociation (Eng.), by the chairman of the

local tribunal, was rejected.

The Parliamentary Secretary to the Min-

istry of Food declared in March last that

there was sufficient sugar in the United

Kingdom to supply the population with

three-quarters of a pound per head per
week.

In three years South Africa has bettered

its position. as regards poultry products to

the extent of ;£ioo,ooo. In 19 13 it im-

ported ^"69,000 worth of eggs more than it

exported, whilst in 1916 the exports were

^£40,000 more than imports.

The Standard Oil Company of Califor-

nia earned, during 19 16, a net profit of

;£i7,6o5,3oo, as against ;^9, 529,900 in

1915, and ;£io,o58,3oo in 1914. The net

profit is equal to nearly 17 per cent, on the

capital and surplus, compared with 10 per
cent, in 1915.

Tea has risen in price in Great Britain

during the war by about 50 per cent. The
Board of Trade Departmental Committee
has reported, however, that the rise in re-

tail prices is not due to any increase in the

profits, either of retailers or of blenders and
wholesale distributers.

The British authorities state that
''

at the

present rate of consumption there are un-

likely to be potatoes available for anyone in

the late spring and early summer." The
knowledge of this condition of affairs in

the homeland prompted Victorian merchants
to try and do business with London, but

freight charges proved an insuperable bar-

rier.

In connection with the winding up of

German banks in England, Mr. Bonar Law
recently said that the work of handing over

the securities to the Public Trustee has not

yet been completed, and is proving to be

work of great detail and complexity, which,

owing to a furtlier depletion of the staff",

is taking longer than was expected. The
sale of the premises of the Deutsche Bank
in London has been advertised for 19th

June, and will take place on that day.

Estates Conti*©! Limited^ in which Bovril

Limited holds all the ordinary shares, for

the second successive year has declared a

dividend on the basis of 1000 per cent, per
annum ! The war time profits tax is not

likely to operate on this company, however,
as the dividend paid in 19 13 was at the

rate of 3000 per cent, on the capital ! ! !

The ordinary share capital of the company
is only ;£5oo, whilst for 1916 the amount
at profit and loss was over ^£63,000.

From the beginning of the war until 31st
March last, the amount of ;£6,690,929 was
received for Supreme Court business on be-

half of the Admiralty Division in Prize;
the sum of ;£i,844,992 was paid, leaving
a balance of ;£4,845,937 in the hands of

the Assistant Paymaster-General. The pro-
ceeds from vessels, freights and cargoes

condemned, totalled ;£ 1,590,700 and from

vessels, freights and cargoes not con-

demned, ^"5,088,161.

A total of 72 vessels of 37,004 tons gross
was constructed in the United States in

F'ebruary, of which five, of 26,503 tons,
were steel steamers. During the eight
months ended March 31st last, American
builders launched 824 new vessels of

431,191 tons, the totals comparing with

599 vessels, and 173,537 tons in the cor-

responding period of the previous year.
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The American Great Lakes grain trade

in 1916 totalled 363,999,156 bushels, a de-

crease of 22,166,896 bushels as compared
with 19 1 5. Chicago shipfjed only 25,-

088,000 bushels, a reduction of 19,380,000
bushels, or 41.7 per cent, less than its

shipments in 1915. The record breaking
demand for ocean and coastwise vessels is

said to have been responsible for the great-
est buying campaign in the history of the

Lakes. Seventy-one vessels, with a total

tonnage of 683,770 gross, were disposed of,

and' the list included twelve ore carriers of

the 10,000 ton class.

Whilst Australia is pondering upon the

matter of shipbuilding, many other portions
•

of the Empire have already entered upon a

vigorous prosecution of this vital industry.
Even in British Columbia, as a result of the

decision last year of the Legislature to aid

shipbuilding in the province, the yards
in North Vancouver

'

have now under con-

struction four five-masted wooden auxiliary

schooners, with a carrying capacity of

1,500,000 ft. of lumber. Two of these are

nearly completed, and when launched four

more will go on the stocks. In Victoria,
the capital, three schooners of a similar

standard type and size are being built, and
one of them will be launched shortly. Three
more will be proceeded with when these are

finished.

British cargcn boat companies' accounts

show that on the low valuation of about

;£io per ton gross for the steamers (the pre-
sent value of a steamer of 5000 tons gross
now ready for delivery would be about £4^
per ton), the directors have paid an average
dividend of 24.74 per cent. They have
also been able to set aside to reserves 20

per cent, on the book value, with a view to

replacing tonnage lost, at prices which

might easily be 400 per cent, more than in

the pre-war period. In one case it was re-

ported that the shareholders received a

dividend and bonus of 80 per cent.

Germany has set aside ;£ 15, 000,000 for

her shipowners, U.tS.A. has earmarked

^10,000,000 for the benefit of shipping,
France has reserved 200,000,000 francs for

a like purpose, Italy is granting exemption
from taxation to owners who purchase ton-

nage, Russia has decided to spend about

j£i 0,000,000 in furthering the interests of
her mercantile marine, but, according to

Fair-play, the British Government having"
securely muzzled shipowners, are calmly

contemplating the throttling of them, and
this is done amid the literally mad cheers

of the rest of the nation."

Since the beginning of the war the wages
paid to artisans in Great Britain have enor-

mously increased, and it is generally ad-

mitted that whilst the earnings of the work-

ing classes will undergo a reduction agrain

with the advent of peace, owing to the con-

traction of overtime, a return to the low

wages which ruled before the war is far out-

side the realms of probability. The follow-

ing comparison is of interest :
—

Nominal
hours NormsU. Actual

Trade. worked. Wag-e. Wag-e.
Caulker 102 2.17.6 S.13.0
Sheet Ironworker loSf 2.12.0 5- 17.2

Engineer 122^ 2. q.o 6. -^.q

Coppersmith 123J 2.10.0 6. 7.10
General Labourer 107 i. 8.0 2.16.5
Fitter 102^ 2. 3.0 413. 5
Fitters' Labourer... 127^ i. 6.6 3. 3. n

It would appear from the last case (127 J

hours) and allowing for 7 days, that the

average number of hours worked per day
were 18 J, but actually they were much less.

The various systems of allowances for over-

time increased the actual time worked to the

nominal figure upon which the wages are

based. In the case mentioned the total

hours actually worked were 98I. The ix>r-

mal hours worked were 53.

A perusal of the balance-sheet issued by
the Bank of New South Wales, covering
the operations of the bank during the six

months ended March 31st last, indicates

that the period under review was a ver\^

successful one, both in relation to the

volume of business conducted, and the

profits earned. The latter amounted to

;£2 79,o5c net, which compares with

^£247, 884 cleared during the correspond-

ing term in the previous year, a rather re-

markable improvement when prevailing con-

ditions are taken into consideration, and a

tribute to the popularity of the bank. The
sum divisible was ^£384, 292, out of which
the usual dividend at the rate of 10 per
cent, per annum was paid, and ;£75,ooo
added to reserves, the sum of ^114,828
being carried forward. Deposits at ^£40,-

699,909 were slightly below those of the

1915-16 term, whilst advances were approxi-

mately ;£ 1, 500,000 greater, at ;^26,2 25,-

427. The capital of the bank is ;£3.894,-

980.
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AGGREGATE BALANCE SHEET
OF THE

Bank of New South Wales, 31st March, 1917.

LIABILITIES.
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Cinnak VV& w
52

For Coldsy Sore Throats, Huskiness,

Cold in the Head and Nasal Catarrh

1/6 PER TUBE
Cinnak sterilises the cold g-erms.

Besides other powerful veg-etable an-

tiseptics, it contains cinnamic acid,
the active principle of the cinnamon
tree, and the most powerful g-ermicide
known for combating^ infectious
diseases.

The effect of this sterilisation is to
at once arrest the development of the
cold, cleanse the passages, relieve the

stuffiness, clear the head, and make
breathing- normal and easy. Cinnak
works quickly.

No Tumbler, Spoon
. or Water Needed .

Shake a little Cinnak on to the palm of the hand, and throw
it on to the tongue. The powder liquefies immediately, and
g-ives off a delightful fume, which penetrates the air

passages, and at onoe relieves the cold, clears the voice
and head, and quickly effects a permanent cure.

All Chemists in the Commonwealth Sell Cinnak.

PUT A CINNAK
TUBE IN YOUR
NEXT PARCEL
TO THE FRONT

Ciisnak

It cannot break, and it

will protect the bey from

disease JUSl
like tliat—

Per tuhe, 1/6 ALL CHEMISTS 1/6 per tube

Manufacturers: PETERS & CO. Pty. Ltd., 50 William St., Melbourne.
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NAnONALEmCENCY
In our last issue Mr. Butler grave some account of the manner in which

psychologrists in America were attem/pting- to devise means which would make it pos-
sible to select competent workers and ascertain the fitness of applicants for positions,
thus avoiding- the putting- of square peg-s in round holes, which is responsible for so
much inefficiency in many businesses. In the following- article he tells of the methods
which were adopted at Flarvard to ascertain beforehand the suitableness or other-
wise of applicants for positions as tram drivers. These tests, although still in the

experimental stage, have nevertheless proved very successful, and it is ipretty certain

that, when properly proved out, some such system of tests will always be applied be-
fore tramway men are engag-ed.

The companies which run swift electric

trams through the busy streets of Boston

asked »the Harvard professor of phy-
chology for assistance in finding out he-

forehand the unsiiitableness of applicants
for positions of drivers, so as to reduce the

heavy expense from accidents. One of

these companies had' paid away in dam-

ages for accidents in one year an amount

equal to 13 per cent, on its capital. The
head of the Harvard School of Psychology
at the time was the late Professor Munster-

berg, who, by his pro-German attitude soon

after the war broke out, l>ecame known in

the United States as the
"

Apologist for

Germany." He was, however, one of the

greatest authorities on modern practical

psychology, and the ingenious devices he

invented for simple tests for vocational fit-

ness make interesting reading. It is, how-

ever, recognised that these experiments are

the merest beginning, and much more exact

results are hoped for if the question be gone
into by other authorities, and the various

plans adopted, and results achieved, pro-

perly recorded and studied.

In selecting motormen for electric tram-

ways, running amid crowded traffic, an at-

tempt was made to discover, in the trainee,

ability to keep attention constant, so as to

resist attraction by chance happenings in

the street. It was also desirable to detect

the always needed ability to foresee the

possible movements of pedestrians and vehi-

cles. Some motormen seem never to have

accidents, because they feel beforehand
what a confused pedestrian or an unskilled

chauffeur will do. Others have frequent

mishaps through failing to foresee how
matters will develop. They are not person-

ally blamable. They lack instinctive fore-

sight. The object of the Harvard experi-
ments was to find tests that -would indicate

the power of the driver to perceive pedes-

trians, carriages and automobiles, with re-

ference to their rapidity and direction in

the quickly changing panorama of the

street. Moving figures coming right and
left across the track had to be distinguished
from those embedded in the stream of men
and vehicles- which moved parallel to tlie

track.

The Professor took a card 13 inches long

by 4J inches wide, and drew two heavy
lines half an inch apart lengthways through
the centre of the card, to represent an elec-

tric tramway track in the street, leaving the

space of four half-inches on either side of
the lines. The whole card was marked off

into half-inch squares. On either side of
the track the squares were filled, in an irre-

gular way, with black and red figures, i,

2, 3
—one figure in each square. The digit

I represented a pedestrian who moved one

step, that is from one square to the next, in

a given time. The digit 2 represented a

horse vehicle which moved twice as fast,

and the digit 3 an automobile which moved
three times as fast, that is three squares in

the same time. The black digits stood for

men, horses and motors which moved

parallel to the track, and did not involve

danger to the tram driver. The red digits
were the dangerous ones. They moved
from either side tow^ards the track. The
man under test had to find as quickly as

jx)ssible those points on the track threatened

by the red figures, that is, those squares on
the track at which the red figures would
land. A red figure, 3, four steps from the

track, was to be disregarded. It would not

reach the track. A red digit, 3 which was
one^or two steps from the track, could also

be disregarded, because it would cross be-

yond the track. But a red 3, exactly three

squares from the track, a red 2, two steps
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from the track, aiid a red i, only one step
from the track, would land on the track it-

self, and the aim was quickly to find these

danger points. It was a good test, as the

black figures diverted attention, and the red

figures, too near or too far, were easily

confused with those which were just at the

dangerous distance. Twelve of these cards

were passed before the motorman, one

after another, exposed through an opening
in a curtain, so that he could see only fijve

squares of the length of the card as it

moved along, and of course the whole of

the width. The results recorded the num-
ber of seconds for passing all the twelve

cards before the motorman, the omissions

to record danger where a red figure would
have landed on the track, and the errors in

recording danger where no danger existed.

No trial was started until the man to be
tested understood thoroughly tfhe method
of working. Tried motormen reported
that they passed through the test with the

same feeling they have on their cars. The
complex situation with its demands on at-

tention, imagination and quick adjustment
soon brought them into an attitude which

they felt was identical with practical work.
The present writer has not seen any state-

ment of the actual results of these experi-

ments, but, obviously, the inquiry is in the'

right direction, and should be included in

the Hst of subjects to be kept well in the

foreground by efficient labour and educa-
tional departments in any government. The
Harvard report laid stress on the interest-

ing point that the usefulness of the tests

adopted was to some extent borne out by
the fact that competent motormen, with

good reports for freedom from accident,
went through them more successfully than
those whose accidents had been compara-
tively frequent.

" The experiments with tests by which

single mental functions are measured ap-
proximately in short quick examinations
have been much discussed in psychological
circles. For a long while the thorough
scholars remained very reluctant to accept
such an apparently superficial scheme, when
these tests were proposed, especially for

the pedagogic interests of the schoolroom.
That was during the time when the scientific

eff'orts were almost entirely devoted to the

general problem of the mind, and when in-

dividual differences were very little con-
sidered. Moreover, the question of applied
psychology still seemed so far distant that
the true scholar instinctively took his stan-

dards from the methods of purely theoreti-

cal research. Seen from such a point of

view, it could not be denied the tests were
not sufficient to give us a complete scien-

tific analysis of the personality in its

subtler structure. The theorists knew too

well that, if the reactions or associations,

or memories, or tendencies of attention or

emotions of a subject, were measured

really with that scientific thoroughness
which is the ideal of research, long months
of experiments would be needed, and little

could be hoped for from tests to be per-
formed in half an hour. This somewhat

haughty reserve, which was quite justified

twenty years ago, has become obsolete, and
would be meaningless to-day. On the one
side the methods themselves have b€«n mul-

tiplied. For each mental act, like memory,
attention, and so on, dozens of well-studied

tests are at our disposal, which are adjusted
to the finest ramifications of the functions.

' '

It is the application of these dozens of

well-studied tests that would help to avoid

waste from putting the wrong youngsters
into certain positions, when the very same

boys and girls could work with more com-
fort and benefit to themselves, as well as

more profit to their employers, in some other

vocation for which they were adapted. The
recent evidence in the Industrial Court of
the vexatious strain which the telephone

exchange involves for unfit employees is a

striking case in point. \Vhen considering
if prevention is practical, it should be re-

membered that the opinion just quoted is

that of one of the best trained and great-
est authorities on the development of the

science of practical psychology which the

world has known.

The Professor continued :

^' On the other

side the interest in individual differences

and , in applied psychology has steadily

grown, and through it an understanding of

the real meaning of the tests has been

gairied. Their value indeed lies exclu-

sively in their relation to the practical prob-
lems. Where theoretical questions are to

be answered, and scientific studies concern-

ing the laws and variations of the mind
are to be undertaken, a long series of labo-

ratory experiments carried on with patience
and devotion are indispensible, and can

never be replaced by the short cut methods
of the tests. But where practical tasks of

pedagogy, or jurisprudence, or medicine,
or especially of commerce and industry, are

before us, the method of tests ought to be

sovereign. It can be adapted to the special

situation and can succeed perfectly, if the

task is to discover the outlines of the men-
tal individualitv for particular, practical
work."
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This shows what

Efficiency did to

my bank account

/before I Enrolled While I've been Studyinrs Effjciency

And this man is working less hours and getting more out of life in every wav. That
is what Efficiency means. More money, more fun, less work.

A bank balance is always a source of anxiety
—more so at the present time than

at any other. If you were offered a sure way of steadily increasing yours, wouldn't

you take it? There is so little chance of saving in the ordinary wav now, with prices

rising all round, and more and more demands being made upon the family purse,
but there is a way, and that way is the

Course in Personal Efficiency
(Prepared by Harrington Emerson)

Conducted by the Institute of Efficiency {Australasian Branch)

The study and application of these lessons bring very sure results, and this has been, and
is being, proved by men and women all over Australasia. Reports of increases in salary, a-dvanced
positions, la.rger profits, smaller expenses, reach us every day from Students—many of whom
have not yet completed the whole course.

One man told us that the application of the Third Principle alone saved him 1§ hours on
one particular job; whilst another reports that he has turned his INCREASED SPARE TIME to- «uo^
good account that it BRINGS HIM IN AN EXTRA 30/- A WEEK.

Would an extra £1 10/- a. week be of use to YOU? If so. this student's benefit oao be
YOURS.

ARE YOU ABREAST WITH THE TIMES?
In the present crisis of the world's history, more is expected of every one of us. Young

men are being daily called upon to accept responsibilities which in the ordinary way would not
cottne to them for several years. Old men are required to keep on carrying burdens of which
they should haAe been relieved. Women have to take positions which were unheard of in worawui'a
ephere before this war liecan.

Efficiency can and will help you to meet the new demands made upon yoo. ^r

^^^ Instttuta^ of Efflclwicy

'ITiere is opening before the Australian Business Man a great opportunity. In the
re-building of what Europe is destroying, in the fulfilling of the duties she ha« let

slip, the great fortunes of to-morrow will be founded. Take the first step now.

Send,6o«p0n aiid jnrta]^^ |t<<> up (Australasian
Branch)

<^ 100 Flinders St.. Melb.
Whoever—wherever—whatever you are, EFFICIENCY IS ^ c j i? _x ,

TOUfi NEED. Your capital is Braims, your Servant is Time. ^^ bend me Free particulars

Learn bow to n.e thcs^ to yonr be.t .advantage. Send >
Effi'SyThowT«SS .?

^^ This puts me under no obligation
Coupon to-day, and find ont how we can help you.

INSTITUTE OF EFFICIENCY.
(Australasian Branch),

100 Flinders Street, Melbourne.

7 Moore Street, Sydney.

24 Currle Street, Adelaide. (

Name-

Address.

McRCian Stead's 9617.
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LIGHT
RUNNING WHITE SEWING

MACHINES
It will pay you to investigate the word-renowned silent WHITE
Sewing Machine, which combines SIMPLICITY, QUALITY and
ECONOMY with FAITHFUL CONSTRUCTION and ELEGANT FINISH.

It embraces all that stands for efficiency.

Buy the WHITE
To turn out more and better sewing with less

labour.

For its light running, easy sewing qualities.

For its fine mechanical adjustment.

For its beauty of construc-

tion and durability.

For its incomparable labour-

saving devices, which are

exclusively WHITE — for

example, its tension indi-

cator.

For its attachments and
improved features, which
enable one to remove a

piece of unfinished work,

put it back on again in

a month or six months,
and get exactly the same
results.

Duplicate Parts

Always Available

Write for Illustrated Price List,

posted free on request

Lowest Prices for Cash—

Buckley & Nunn Ltd.
298-310 BOURKE STREET, MELBOURNE

Easy Terms can be arranged with the

White Depot Propy. Ltd
lO Royal Arcade, Melbourne
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Recruiting Campaign

TURNED DOWN
"
Amongrst the volunteers who lately pre-

sented themselves from Bathurst, N.S.VV.,

was a well-known champion rifl.e-shot—win-

ner ot two King's, including: the Victorian.

The cause of the rejection was varicose

veins."—Sydney
"
Sun," i6/o'i5-

Many people who suffer more or less from

this complaint, or who ,have it in the earlier

stages when the suffering- point has not yet

been reached, fail to realise what an abso-

lutely certain and distijessing time they are

in for by neglecting- tdi obtain treatment to

overcome the trouble,
j

Many are misguided by obtaining poor
advice on the subject ; ^hey are told that the

veins don't amount to anything, or that no
known remedy is available; in one way or

another being put off until disaster over-

comes them, and then they are advised to

have them out. Such advice is bad from
start to finish. The \torst of it is that it

has cost money, as well as being useless.

Now, .let us show you the other side of

the story by some of those who have proved
to themselves that a real remedy does exist,

.mil that not only is it eftiiaciou^, but that

it IS luiniilrss and painless.

It would be wrong to say that the \'«'< sey
Home Method of treating varicose veins and
ulcers speaks for itself I Those who have
used it are the ones who do the speaking
for it, and who praise it loudly and long.
We give you here a few instances of their

praise, but would like to send you scores of

letters, which tell more earnestly than we
can what the treatment is capable of.

'I'he Managei Oatton, Qld.

Dear Sir, I receied your lelttr inquiring after
my oondiiion, uiui am pleased to leli you that
my legs are all ri^hl again. 1 knocked the shin
bone where it was prexiously sore, and broke the
skin, anij feared that the old eond.tion might
return, but your prompt reply to my request for
i)intnieiit tn bed me lo check the trouble before
it developetl. I am very pleased to say that I

will not require any more ointment from you.
Vou will be pleased to utar that the veins pre-
viously so swollen and enlarged have entirely
(li8.ippear?d from sight and touch, as you pro-
mised they would, and all that is to be noticed is

a slightly b ne tirge of the skin above where they
used to exist, owing probably to the diseoloura-
tioti of the tissue from very long duration. My
'egs have never bothered me in the least since
(1 scontinuing the tre itment. and thanking you
again.— I remain, yours sincerely,

ilRS. H. CLARKE.

Manager. Vecsey. Rathscar. Vic.

Dear Sir.—After twenty years' suffering from
bad Varicose Veins your treatment has given me
back the use of my legs, comfortable and free

from pain, and my gratitude can be better

imagined than described. Since beginning the

treatment, and ever since I completed it. I ha\e
noticed a vast difference in my heart action ; my
circulation is greatly improved, iand I feel better

in every respect. Prior to the treatment my
heart was very bad. There is no doubt that the
treatment is not only harmless, but it is wond.r-
ful as well.—Yours gratefully,

V. J. JARDINE.

The Manager. Narrandera, N.S.W.

Dear Sir,—1 am sorry that I did not write you
sooner. Since 1 received the last lot of treat-
ment I have gone on splendidly, and my leg iis

quite well now, and 1 am very pleased to tell

you that i do not require further treatment for
it. Hovsever, you can imagine what pleasure it is

to be able to get al>oul again free from pain
and with no evidence of the old trouble. The
enlarged veins have completely subsided. Before
undertaking your treatment the pan was sora •-

times so excruciating that I could hardly put up
with it. r am very grateful to you for your at-

tention and kindiicss to me during the time 1 was
under treatment. Yours gratefully,

E. M. McA LISTER.

The Manager. Nareeb Nareeb, Vic.

Dear Sir,— Re your letter asking if I needed
further treaim:nt, 1 beg to advise that when 1

told you in my last letter that my leg seemed
to be cured I found that I was not mist rken. I did

not write further, as there was no necessity, and
the money I paid for the treatment would have
been well spent had it been ten times the

amount. I had not bothered writing again, and
I was waiting to see if the results were perma-
nent, and how my leg was getting on, and it is

doing splendidly. There are now only a few dis-

coloured patches where the veins formerly ex-

isted in large knots, and I have no hesitation in

saying that 1 tirmly believe that it is now
ENTIRELY tUKED and all right again. Thank-
ing you again for your attention and treatment
—I remain, yours truly.

(Signed) MRS. P. A. KELLY.

The evidence of those who have used a

treatment is the best test of its efficacy.

We ask you only to believe" what those who
have used it say.

ADVICE Send 2d. stamp for our illus-

FREE. trated booklet, which describes

varicose veins fully, and our
method of curing them. We will advise you
free of any charge or obligation and suj^ply

you with scores of grateful letters from

people all over the world, and right at home
also, who have leen restored to perfect leg
health by us. Write to-day. [2613]

VECSEY VARIX-ARIUM
3221 A*b Street, SYDNEY
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Driving your Gar on Air
Assume that your garage is of the usual

size possessed by the private motorist.
The proportion of Plume Motor Spirit

necessary to consume all the air in the

garage and make a perfect combustible

mixture, would be about one pint.

Plume Benzine
Easy starting

—Sweet running—More miles

A Strong characteristic of Plume is the

large amount of air necessary for its perfect
combustion. As your carburetor takes only
a certain volume of mixture, the greater the

percentage of air, which costs nothing, the
less your expense for Motor Spirit. No
other spirit takes such a large proportion
of air as "Plume." This alone would prove
it to be the most economical spirit to use.

Correct Lubrication
The correct Lubricating Oil in your

Motor will overcome carbon deposit and
friction. Gargoyle Mobiloils give perfect
lubrcation. Write for free Recommenda-
tior. (]hart, which shows the oil you should
use in your car. "A grade for each type of

Motor,
" For sale at all dealers and garages.

Vacuum Oil Company
Proprietary Limited

hroujjhout the Commonwealth and New Zealand
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